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Abstract 
Thesis for the degree of licentiate in Slavic languages at the University of Gothenburg, Faculty 
of Arts 
 
Title: Exaptation of the Nominal ŭ-Declension in Old Church Slavonic 
Author: Ann-Charlotte Gutsjö 
Language: English 
Department: Department of Languages and Literatures, University of Gothenburg, P.O. Box 
200, 405 30 Gothenburg, Sweden 
Key words: Old Church Slavonic, substantives, ŭ-declension 
 
The aim of this thesis is to study six substantives that specialists agree belong to the ŭ-
declension, and two substantives they agree belong to the o-declension, in order to find out 
more about the interplay between the two declensions in Old Church Slavonic. This is a period 
when it is difficult to say if some substantives were ŭ-stem substantives confused with o-
declension case endings, or o-stem substantives influenced by the ŭ-declension case endings. 
15 biblical and five non-biblical sources (menaea and miscellanies) from the 10th, 11th and 12th 
centuries have been used as sources for the study. The results were analysed in the light of R. 
Lass’ theory on exaptation in language, and A. Ch. Vostokov’s thoughts on parallel use of both 
the ŭ- and o-declension case endings but in different syntactic situations (Vostokov 2007:92 
wordlist). In conclusion, even if few occurrences of ŭ-stem substantives with o-declensions 
case endings were found, these were all from very early sources, and were replaced by the ŭ-
declension case endings in later copies.  
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Abbreviations 
The following abbreviations are used for grammatical terms: 
A. accusative (case)  
D. dative (case)  
G. genitive (case)  
I. instrumental (case)  
L. locative (case)  
N. nominative (case)  
pl. plural 
pp. pages 
sg. singular 
 
The following abbreviations are used for languages and linguistic varieties: 
CS Church Slavonic 
ComS Common Slavic 
IE Indo-European 
OCS Old Church Slavonic 
OR Old Russian 
PIE Proto-Indo-European 
PS Proto-Slavic 
 
Other abbreviations: 
AD Anno Domini 
BC before Christ 
bis twice 
n.s. not statistically significant 
nr. occurrence number 
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The following abbreviations and symbols are used in references to OCS/CS manuscripts: 
 
‘a’ The first column on the recto page if there are two columns 
‘b’ The second column on the recto page if there are two columns 
‘c’ The first column on the verso page if there are two columns 
‘d’ The second column on the verso page if there are two columns 
‘r’ The recto page if there is only one column  
‘v’ The verso page if there is only one column  
: Divides the number of the folio and the number of the line in the text 
□ A letter in the text cannot be reproduced by the font, or it is unclear if the 
letter is epъ or epь 
* Reconstructed, not directly attested form 
◌ Difficult to see what letter is written 
 
The following abbreviations are used for references to sources: 
ARC = Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092  
ASS = Assemanian Gospel Lectionary (also called the Vatican)  
DOB = Dobromir’s Gospel  
DUB = Menaeum of Dubrovskij  
KOH = Kochno Gospel Lectionary  
MAR = Marianus Gospel  
MIR = Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary  
MST = Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary  
OST = Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057  
PUT = Putjatin Menaeum  
SAV = Sava’s Book (Gospel Lectionary)  
SUP = Codex Suprasliensis (menaeum)  
TUR = Turov Gospel Lectionary  
TYP = Typograph Gospel  
UND = Undol′skij’s Fragments (Gospel Lectionary)  
VAT = Vatican Gospel Lectionary Gr 2502 (not to be confused with the Assemanian Gospel, 
which is also called the Vatican)  
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VUK = Vukan Gospel Lectionary  
ZOG = Zograph Gospel  
1073 = 1073 Miscellany  
1076 = 1076 Miscellany 
 
Font for reproduction of OCS/CS text and transliteration method 
The font Altrussisch version Altsys Fontographer 4.1 04.07.1996 is used for reproduction of 
OCS/CS text. When transliteration has taken place it has been done according to Scando-
Slavica’s transliteration table with the exception of the nasal vowels; jus malyj (å) has been 
transliterated by the symbol -ę-, and jus bol′ šoj (õ) by the symbol -ǫ-. 
 
1. Introduction 
1.1 The subject of this thesis 
The discovery which led to this thesis was the different case endings in the N.pl. of the 
substantive csz+ in the Vatican Gospel Lectionary. The two variations in the N.pl. were found 
in the Gospel according to St. John XII:36, written twice on the same leaf but with different 
case endings: one on the recto page of leaf 14, and one on the verso page of leaf 14. The Old 
Church Slavonic (OCS) text on leaf 14r is ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cz{b 
c{ne ,øltnt and on leaf 14v is ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cszjdt cdäne 
,øltnt1. Why would a scribe use different forms of the substantive in the N.pl.? What had 
happened in the OCS language so that he did not react and change what he had written? Since 
I could not stop feeling excited or curious, the search for the reasons started.  
The first obvious explanation was the interplay of the ŭ- and o-declensions in 
OCS, an interplay that led to the occurrences of parallel case endings, i.e. of both the ŭ- and o-
declensions, for one and the same substantive, in one and the same source. The problem would 
then be to decide if the substantive belonged to the ŭ-declension, but was confused with the o-
declension, and thus was found with the case endings of the o-declension, or if the substantive 
belonged to the o-declension, but was influenced by the ŭ-declension. This interplay could be 
                                                 
1 “While you have the light, believe in the light, that you may become sons of light”. 
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the obvious explanation for the variations in the case endings in the N.pl. and for some time, 
this explanation was enough. 
But as the search went on, a quite different possible reason for the parallel case 
endings appeared, inspired by R. Lass’ theory on exaptation in language (Lass 1988:33-62). 
Roger Lass introduced the term exaptation as a way of describing the re-use of obsolete 
language forms, thus giving them new semantic roles in the development of languages. Could 
the use of different case endings be connected to this theory? It was also discovered that it is 
possible to link R. Lass’ theory on exaptation in language evolution to A. Ch. Vostokov’s claim 
on page 92 in Остромирово Евангеліе 1056-1057 года that for the substantive uhäü+ both the 
case endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions were used in the G.pl., but in different syntactic 
constructions: uhäüjd+ with the ŭ-declension case ending when following a substantive and 
uhäü+ with the o-declension case ending following a preposition (Vostokov 2007:92 of 
wordlist). Linked to R. Lass’ theory, could the ŭ-declension case ending in uhäüjd+ be an 
example of a re-use of the case endings of the ŭ-declension after the alleged demise2 of this 
declension, but now with a new semantic role, in this case for a substantive that most specialists 
agree belonged to the o-declension? This is the subject of this thesis. 
 
1.2 Main focus and aim 
The main focus of this study is to study the parallel occurrences of substantives in chosen OCS 
and later Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian Church Slavonic (CS) manuscripts, i.e. when one and 
the same substantive is found with case endings of both the ŭ- and o-declensions in one and the 
same manuscript.  
The aim is to answer the following questions:  
1) Having studied 20 selected manuscripts and searched for occurrences of eight chosen 
substantives, how many of the occurrences belong to the ŭ- or o-declension respectively? 
Does any source have a strikingly higher percentage in some way? 
2) Are there parallel occurrences, i.e. case endings of both the ŭ- and o- declensions for one 
and the same substantive in one and the same manuscript? 
                                                 
2 The ŭ-declension was “moving towards its demise” by the time of OCS (Gasparov 2001:77) and the result was 
that the ŭ-declension disappeared as an independent type of declension (Eckert 1959:102) when the ŭ-stem class 
was completely absorbed by the o-stems (Nandriş 1965:64). 
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3) Are there any differences between the Preslav and the Ohrid manuscripts concerning the 
use of ŭ- and o-declensions in G.pl.? 
4) Could the parallel occurrences in the OCS and its later CS manuscripts be a sign that the 
alleged demise of the ŭ-declension never fully took place in the plural, or could the 
parallel occurrences of case endings of both the ŭ- and o-declensions in one and the same 
manuscript be explained by R. Lass’ theory on exaptation and A.Ch. Vostokov’s thoughts 
on the parallel use of the case endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions in different roles, i.e. 
in different sentence situations? 
 
1.3 Limitations 
The following limitations were decided: 
1)  Only 20 manuscripts in OCS and the later Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian CS from the 
10th, 11th and 12th centuries were studied. Therefore, the title of the thesis might be 
considered as too far-reaching. The reason for the decision to only include manuscripts 
from these centuries is that most scholars agree that the ŭ-declension was absorbed by the 
o-declension very early (e.g. Mirčev 2000:57, Nandriş 1965:64, Chaburgaev 1974:177), 
and the reasons for studying only the Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian CS are that these 
three are of particular interest in this study since they cover a large part of the OCS/CS 
area. Not only text witnesses of biblical texts in tetraevangelia and aprakos Gospels were 
included, but five other manuscripts, three menaea and two miscellanies; the reason was 
that not all eight chosen substantives occurred in biblical texts, but could be found in non-
biblical texts.  
 
2) Only eight substantives will be studied; firstly the six substantives that are generally 
accepted as belonging to the ŭ-declension in OCS, dhmü+ vr′ch″ ‘top’, djk+ vol″ ‘ox’, 
ljv+ dom″ ‘house’, vtl+ med″ ‘honey’, gjk+ pol″ ‘half’ and csz+ syn″ ‘son’, and 
secondly two substantives that are classified among the o-stem substantives, uhäü+ 
grěch″ ‘sin’ and lk+u+ dl″g″ ‘debt’, and occur in biblical and non-biblical texts. 
 
3) Only case endings from four cases in the plural were studied. The reasons for this were 
that the ŭ- and o-declensions in the singular have already been studied (e.g. Thorndahl 
1974) and there is an ongoing study in the field of the dual of the substantive stems at the 
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University of Gothenburg. The four chosen cases are the nominative, the genitive, the 
instrumental, and the locative. The dative and the accusative plural were excluded for 
validity reasons. The case-endings are identical for the ŭ-stem substantives and the o-
stem substantives, having taken into consideration the development of -+- into -o- in the 
dative. The vocative has been excluded considering that all but two substantives are 
inanimate. It should be noted that not all scholars consider the vocative to be a case; e.g. 
H. Lunt writes about six cases and that a vocative form exists for most masculine and 
feminine substantives in the singular. He considers the vocative to be a special form for 
calling or addressing, but not a case (Lunt 2001:52, 55). 
4) In order to make the comparison easier, 41 biblical verses have been chosen from the four 
Tetravangelia and 11 aprakos Gospels. In the remaining five sources (three menaea and 
two miscellanies) the occurrences were excerpted without references to biblical verses. 
 
2. Terminology 
Different views are expressed by scholars on the interpretation of key terms in this study, and 
therefore a chapter on terminology has been incorporated, with information about what 
interpretations that were chosen for this thesis, and the reasons for these choices. The terms 
included are: 2.1 Text, manuscript, source, codex and monument, 2.2 Canon, 2.3 Slavonic, 
Slavic, OCS, CS, recension, redaction, Old Bulgarian and Middle Bulgarian, 2.4 PS, Late PS 
and ComS, 2.5 Noun and substantive. 
 
2.1 Text, manuscript, source, codex and monument 
When it comes to the Bible and its contents, the difference between the words text and 
manuscript, which are often confused, is very clear. The original texts of the Bible were written 
about 2000 years ago, mostly in Hebrew and Greek, and these texts were copied, and translated 
and copied, in manuscripts. A.S. Gerd illustrates this by writing that a manuscript is a piece of 
concrete text (Gerd 2008:07). The original translations could possibly be labelled as texts, since 
the biblical manuscripts, written in OCS or CS, are copies of these originals. However, these 
original translations have been lost. Chaburgaev states that even if the oldest Slavonic 
translations of Greek books for Church Service from the middle of the 9th century not survived 
until today, and are known only in copies from the 10th or 11th centuries, these copies are close 
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to the original translations, and can therefore be considered to be written in OCS (Chaburgaev 
1974:05-06). The term source is used as synonym of manuscript and codex, even if there is a 
difference between the terms manuscript and codex; manuscript in the relevant aspect for this 
research is an old document that was written by hand, and codex is an ancient type of book 
which was written by hand, not just a document. Another synonym of manuscript is monument, 
a term that will not be used in this thesis. 
 
2.2 Canon 
The term canon is relevant in two different ways. Firstly, in defining which texts are biblical 
canonical to the Orthodox Church, i.e. accepted as being part of the Bible of the Orthodox 
Church; secondly, in defining which manuscripts could be accepted as being authentic or 
established as OCS manuscripts, i.e. belonging to the OCS canon. According to A. A. Alekseev, 
the Orthodox Church did not define the biblical canon in the Slavonic area. Instead it followed 
the Byzantine judgement. It was not until the 15th century that a special list of biblical canonical 
texts was defined for the Orthodox Church (Alekseev 1999:28-29). The scholars do not agree 
on what manuscripts belong to the OCS canon. This discussion will not be rendered in this 
context. But, A.S. Gerd and W.R.Veder confirm that it is worthy of attention, that the 
conception of canon is based on manuscripts and not on texts (Gerd and Veder 2003:05). 
Another problem is OCS in the OCS canon, i.e. scholars do not agree on when the OCS period 
ended. G. Nandriş writes that the year 1100 has been conventionally accepted as the borderline 
between OCS and the CS varieties (Nandriş 1965:02). Therefore, manuscripts written in the 
11th century would be classified as OCS canon, but this is not the case. There are manuscripts 
from the 11th century classified as later varieties, e.g. the East Slavic Ostromir Gospel 
Lectionary of 1056-1057 and Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092. G. Ziffer expresses that 
the OCS canon consists of a few classical codices that were produced earlier than the year 1100 
and more or less seem to correspond to an alleged ideal norm of OCS, defined in orthographic 
and phonetic terms, e.g. the preservation of nasal vowels and jers. He continues that the 
majority of Slavists still focus their analysis of OCS on the canonical manuscripts, but that there 
is not one extant direct source relating to the Cyrillo-Methodian mission represented in the OCS 
canon (Ziffer 2003:630-631), and in Граматика на Старобългарския Език the OCS canon 
is defined as the collection of translations made by Cyril and Methodius (Duridanov 1991:531). 
However, for this study 20 well-known OCS and CS manuscripts have been chosen as sources 
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from the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries; the ongoing debate on what belongs to the OCS canon or 
not has not been taken into consideration.  
 
2.3 Slavonic, Slavic, OCS, CS, recension, redaction, Old Bulgarian and Middle Bulgarian 
Slavonic is found in the term OCS, never Slavic. But there seems to be some confusion in the 
use of “Slavonic” and “Slavic” with “proto-” and “Church”. Proto-Slavonic is used e.g. by G. 
Nandriş in “Common Slavonic (Proto-Slavonic)” (Nandriş 1965:02), and Proto-Slavic is used 
e.g. by A.M. Schenker in “Proto-Slavic words” (Schenker 1996:103). Together with “Church”, 
e.g. Gasparov uses Slavonic in “nationally specific Church Slavonic” (Gasparov 2001:11), and 
e.g. P. Ambrosiani Slavic in “varieties of Church Slavic” (Ambrosiani 2005:84). In this thesis 
Slavonic is considered to be a synonym of OCS, in contrast to Slavic, which also refers to the 
modern languages. 
OCS is an abbreviation of Old Church Slavonic, but the term Old Church Slavic 
is found, e.g. in Aspects of Nominal Determination in Old Church Slavic by M.S. Flier (Flier 
1974). In addition to OCS the terms Old Bulgarian and Old Slavic are used (Ziffer 2003: 629). 
OCS will be used in this thesis, accentuating the biblical connection.  
OCS later developed into locally specific Church Slavonic languages, Gasparov 
mentions the Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian Church Slavonic languages (Gasparov 
2001:11). N. Marcialis refers to R. Mathiesen, who expresses that there was a plethora of 
different varieties of Church Slavonic (Marcialis 2007:66). Sometimes the term recension of 
CS is used, which should not be confused with redaction or editing. L.P. Žukovskaja clarifies 
the difference: redaction (редакция in Russian) primarily has to do with the text and only 
secondarily with the language, whereas recension (извод in Russian) only has to do with the 
language of the manuscript, the copy (Žukovskaja 1976:18). G. Ziffer explains that the local 
recensions are literary dialects of OCS (Ziffer 2003:630). A.S. Gerd claims, the different 
conceptions of the term Church Slavonic could be concluded as 1) a synonym of OCS, 2) a 
synonym of Bulgarian, Russian or Serbian Church Slavonic (he uses the term Middle 
Bulgarian), 3) a literary language for the south and east Slavs (Gerd 2008:115-116). In this 
thesis, the terms Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian Church Slavonic will be used as synonyms of 
local recensions of CS. The term Middle Bulgarian covers, according to K. Mirčev, the 
language in Bulgarian manuscripts from the 12th-15th centuries, thus the period of Bulgarian CS 
(Mirčev 2000:15). But Middle Bulgarian is a term for both religious and non-religious sources. 
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Therefore, Middle Bulgarian will not be used in this thesis. More information on the varieties 
and how to classify that manuscripts belong to different Church Slavonic varieties will be given 
in another chapter.  
 
2.4 PS, Late PS and ComS 
Various opinions have been voiced about the terms Proto-Slavic (PS), Late Proto-Slavic (Late 
PS) and Common Slavic (ComS). This discussion will not be rendered here. However, the views 
of two linguists have been chosen for these terms. T. Olander concludes in his Proto-Slavic 
Inflectional Morphology. A Comparative Handbook that PS ended around 600 AD and is the 
last stage of Slavic before the changes that are not shared by all Slavic dialects. Thus, ComS, 
around 600-1200 AD, refers to the Slavic dialect continuum during the period after the 
dissolution of the PS. Therefore, according to Olander, OCS is considered to be a dialect in the 
ComS period (Olander 2015:25-27). Olander explains in an email that the term Late PS, which 
is used by some linguists, has the same sense for these linguists as ComS to him (email 
correspondence July 31, 2017). L. Steensland declares in his Slavisk språkhistoria (Language 
History of the Slavic languages) that the linguistic changes, from around 500 BC to 800 AD, 
are called PS and ComS (Steensland 1985:40).  
 
2.5 Noun and substantive 
The term noun is sometimes used as synonym of substantive. However, according to H. Lunt, 
nouns are on the basis of their expression of gender and their declension types divided into the 
three groups: substantives, adjectives and pronouns (2001:52). Therefore, in this thesis the term 
substantive is used. 
 
3. Previous research 
The present chapter focuses on the previous research within the scope of the study. Section 3.1 
is a brief presentation of the starting point of OCS and its later CS varieties. It is not a 
comprehensive presentation, since the subject OCS is not unknown to Slavists; the purpose is 
to accentuate that the chosen sources from the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries are written in the 
OCS and CS period. Section 3.2 looks at the endings of the ŭ-declension. Section 3.3 takes a 
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closer look at substantives belonging to the ŭ-declension in OCS. Section 3.4 examines the 
origins of eight OCS substantives, and section 3.5 presents other researchers’ findings of the 
eight substantives in the chosen OCS/CS manuscripts. There is also a section 3.6 on the two 
chief monastic centres in Bulgaria in OCS time, The Preslav and Ohrid schools, and a section 
3.7 on the changes made by scribes in the manuscripts they were copying. 
 
3.1 OCS and CS 
OCS, the first written Slavic language, was created in the Late Proto-Slavic (Common Slavic)3 
period (Grković -Major 2011:39). According to M. S. Flier, the unity of OCS is a “generalized 
norm underlying the best translations” and he states that none of the manuscripts belonging to 
the OCS canon manifests this norm perfectly; each manuscript shows deviations and errors 
(Flier 1974:50-51). G. Nandriş says that OCS was a South Slavic dialect from the region of 
Macedonia, used in the 9th century by Cyril and Methodius in their missionary purposes in 
Moravia and Pannonia (Nandriş 1965:01). The OCS life spam comprises approximately two 
centuries. The end of the OCS epoch is in the mid-11th century (Gasparov 2001:abstract, 11). 
According to G. Nandriş, the year 1100 has been accepted as the boundary between OCS and 
the later CS varieties (Nandriş 1965:02). T.A. Ivanova divides the OCS period into three parts: 
1) the oldest part in the second half of the 9th century, and the work of Cyril and Methodius, 2) 
a later period at the end of the 10th and the 11th centuries, and the work of the followers of Cyril 
and Methodius in Ohrid and Preslav, 3) the period of CS (Ivanova 2005:13). Even the earliest 
Slavonic manuscripts show dialectal influences of the region where they were written (Nandriş 
1965:01). A. Leskien (1919:einleitung, XLVII) and S.M. Kuljbakin (2008:39-46) mention three 
types of CS, viz. Bulgarian, Russian and Serbo-Croat CS; other scholars, e.g. N. Marcialis 
(2007:45) and I. Duridanov (1991:36), also mention other types.  
Even if there is a link between different CS varieties and periods or centuries, it 
should be observed that stating the century and place of a manuscript is not enough in order to 
determine to what type of CS a manuscript belongs. But there are many examples of linguists 
who relate languages to periods. According to A.M. Seliščev, the OCS period stretched from 
the 9th to the 11th centuries, and the Middle Bulgarian epoch from the 12th century to 14th 
                                                 
3 See section 2.4 
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(Seliščev 1951:272, 279); H. M. Eckhoff writes that Old Russian4 existed in the 11th to the 14th 
centuries, followed by Middle Russian in the 15th to the 17th centuries (Eckhoff 2006:13, 
footnote). In order to analyse the linguistic characteristics of languages in the manuscripts, and 
decide what kind of language is used in the manuscript from these characteristics, a linguistic 
“tool” is needed, e.g. the method presented by S.M. Kuljbakin (Kuljbakin 2008:39-49). 
Kuljbakin comes to the conclusion that there are four groups in the period from the end of the 
10th century to the 14th century. Firstly, there is a group of OCS manuscripts, from the end of 
the 10th to the end of the 11th century, written in Ohrid and Preslav5. Characteristic features are 
the almost correct use and spelling of the nasal vowels, the development of the letters ä and s, 
and the reproduction of the PS -tj- and -dj- as -in- and -öl-. Secondly, there is a group of 
manuscripts written in Bulgarian CS from the 12th century and onwards in Ohrid and Preslav. 
The nasal vowels are no longer used correctly, as in OCS manuscripts; they are interchanged, 
or only one of the two is used. Furthermore, the letters ä and s are sometimes changed for other 
letters. The use of jers is different; sometimes one is changed for the other. There is also the 
process of vocalization of -+- into -o- in Ohrid, but in Preslav is -+- remaining. Kuljbakin gives 
the example cjz+6 corresponding to the c+z+ (Kuljbakin 2008:42). There are other changes as 
well, e.g. in the verb conjugations. Thirdly, there is a group of manuscripts written in the 
Serbian CS from the end of the 12th century and onwards. In these the nasal vowels õ and å are 
written у and е; of the two jers only m is used; s has changed into b, the sound ä is reproduced 
in some dialects as е, и, je or ije etc. Another characteristic feature is the mixing of dm and e at 
the beginning of words. There are also changes in the declension and conjugation systems, e.g. 
feminine substantives, ending in -a, changed the OCS ending -jœ into -dm in I.sg. (djljdm 
vodov′ ‘water’6 ötzjdm ženov′ ‘wife’), and the 1st pl. ending in the present tense of verbs into -
vj (tcvj6 ecmo ‘we are’, dblbvj vidimo ‘we see’) etc. Fourthly, there is the group of Russian 
manuscripts from the 11th century and onwards, with the following characteristic features: the 
nasal vowels are written as e/ú and æ/f, and this this particular way of reproduction of nasal 
vowels is not found in Serbian, Macedonian or Bulgarian manuscripts. The OCS -hf6 -kf  
corresponds to the Russian CS -jhj6 -jkj, i.e. uhfl+ grad″ ‘town’ corresponds to ujhjl+ gorod″, 
and ukfdf glava ‘head’ corresponds to ujkjdf golova (Vinokur 2007:32-34). The PS -tj- and -
dj- are reproduced as -x- and -ö-, e.g. cdäxf svěča ‘candle’ instead of cdäof svěšča, and dböe 
                                                 
4 The history of the Russian language is not studied in this thesis; the examples are included to show how 
linguists connect languages to periods or centuries. 
5 Kuljbakin writes Macedonia and Bulgaria; since the subject is about linguistics rather than politics, Ohrid and 
Preslav are used. 
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vižu ‘I see’ instead of dbölø viždǫ; the initial -- is sometimes reproduced as j-, e.g. jlbz+ 
odin″ ‘one’6 jpthj ozero ‘lake’ instead of -lbz+ jedin″ 6 -pthj jezero etc. There were also 
changes in the morphology, e.g. the ending of verb 3rd sg. in the present tense, -nm instead of -
n+ etc. (Kuljbakin 2008:39-49). It should be added that there are other ways to determine the 
date and place of a manuscript, e.g. the way of writing, the age of the parchment or paper, the 
kind of tool with which the words are written, references to historical events or places, 
ornaments, etc.  
 
3.2 The ŭ-declension in OCS 
The ŭ-declension was inherited into OCS from PIE via PS and ComS. In PIE the substantives 
belonging to the ŭ-declension were of all three genders; masculine, feminine, neuter. R. Eckert 
argues that the division of substantives into stems was older than the division into genders, and 
as a result of this ŭ-stem substantives of all genders spread into various IE languages e.g. Latin, 
where there are examples of the ŭ-declension in all three genders: exercitus ‘army’ (m), manus 
‘hand’ (f), genu ‘knee’ (n). This rearrangement of substantives began as early as in the ComS 
period, a rearrangement according to the gender of the word, not stems (Eckert 1959:101). 
According to V.V. Kolesov, the earlier ŭ-declension substantives кор(ова) kor(ova) ‘cow’ and 
ябл(око) jabl(oko) ‘apple’, among others, fell out of this declension as a result of this process 
(Kolesov 2009:152-153). A. Vaillant writes that there had been two different ŭ-declension 
paradigms in PIE, firstly the *-ŭs, G.sg. *-ous, and secondly the *-ŭs, G.sg. *- ωes, *-ωos. They 
became contaminated and developed into one ŭ-declension paradigm and a consonant stem. 
The G.sg. *-ωes is visible in the derivative vtldbz+ medvin″ ‘of honey’ (Vaillant 1958:114-
115).  
The universally accepted opinion is that the ŭ-stem class in OCS consisted only 
of a few masculine substantives, but various opinions have been voiced about the quantity, from 
only two substantives (Thorndahl 1974:14) to a hundred substantives (Kolesov 2009:163). P. 
Arumaa states that the ŭ-stems do not – as the i-stems do – fit into clear groups (Arumaa 
1985:56). The influence the ŭ- and o- declensions had on each other makes it difficult to 
establish whether a particular substantive in OCS belonged to the ŭ-declension, and later 
became confused with the o-declension, and is therefore found with the case endings of the o-
declension, or if the substantive belonged to the o-declension and was influenced by the ŭ-
declension, and is therefore found with the case endings of the ŭ-declension in OCS sources.  
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There was a declension in PS that was not inherited by OCS: the jŭ-declension. 
There are traces of this declension in OCS, for example the word rjzm ‘horse’ which is said to 
belong to the masculine jo-declension, but in PS belonged to the jŭ-declension (Kolesov 
2009:152).  
According to R. Eckert, the following criteria of the ŭ-declension exist in the PS:  
1) the preservation of the old root + ŭ, even if the case endings are not preserved, 
2) the preservation of the case endings, characteristic of the ŭ-declension, 
3) the preservation of the vowel in the form of -v- or -ov-, 
4) the corresponding substantive belonging to the ŭ-declension in other European 
languages (Eckert 1959:103-105).  
 
According to A.M. Schenker and T.A. Ivanova, the case endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions in 
the plural in PIE, late PS and OCS are as follows. In the nominative plural, the case ending of 
the ŭ-declension in OCS was -jdt, in comparison to the PIE ŭ-declension case ending, which 
was -ŏu-ĕs. The case ending of the o-declension in OCS was -b in comparison to the PIE -ŏ-
es> -ōs, -ŏi. The loss of final consonants and the monophthongization of diphthongs in -u- 
caused the PIE thematic vowel and endings to blend into PS monomorphemic endings 
(Schenker 1996:123-124 and Ivanova 2005:130-131).  See table 1. 
 
Table 1. The nominative case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE -ŏu-ĕs -ŏ-es>-ōs, -ŏi 
Late PS -ove -i 
OCS -jdt -b 
 
Masculine substantives had an identical form for the nominative and the vocative plural 
(Nandriş 1965:54).  
This case ending -jdt had a significant impact on the o-declension substantives. 
V.V. Kolesov expresses the view that in the clash between the ŭ- and the o-declensions was the 
ending -jdt, which in the 11th century was found only on substantives belonging to the ŭ-
declension, spread widely and was found on o-declension substantives denoting groups of 
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people, i.e. uhtrjdt grekove ‘Greeks’, öbljdt židove ‘Jews’, or profession, i.e. gjgjdt popove 
‘priests’, dhfxtdt vračeve ‘healers, doctors’, some animals and birds, i.e. djhj,mtdt vorob′eve 
‘sparrows’, lynkjdt djatlove ‘woodpeckers’ but it was still in use for the substantives that 
originally belonged to the ŭ-declension, i.e. cszjdt, ljvjdt (Kolesov 2009:171). According to 
G. Nandriş, the “N. pl. -jdt appears as -jdb, by contamination with the -b of the o-declension: 
N.pl. cszjdb6 djkjdb” (Nandriş 1965:65).  
The case ending of the ŭ-declension in the genitive plural in OCS was -jd+, in 
comparison to the PIE ŭ-declension case ending, which was -ŏu-ŏm. According to A.M. 
Schenker, the case ending of the o-declension in OCS was -+, in comparison to the PIE -ŏ-ŏm>-
ōm (Schenker 1996:124). See table 2. 
 
Table 2. The genitive case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE - ŏu-ŏm -ŏ-ŏm > ōm 
Late PS -ovъ -ъ 
OCS -jd+ -+ 
 
It is interesting to note that the scholars do not agree on the importance of the ŭ-
declension’s influence on the o-declension. V. B. Krys′ko holds the opinion that a considerable 
number of examples of the influence of the ŭ-declension’s case ending -jd+ on the o-declension 
is found in the OCS sources (Krys′ko 2000:27). H. Lunt6 expresses the view that the o-
declension substantives may originally have had the ending -jd+/-td+ beside the normal ending 
-+/-m “although such forms are rare”, thus claiming that the ending -jd+/-td+ was not the 
expected ending. A.I. Izotov states that the ending -jd+ penetrated the o-declension and the 
original case ending for masculine substantives type hf,+ rab″ ‘slave’ and leü+ duch″ ‘spirit’ 
in the G.pl. was ousted out (Izotov 2007:35-36).  
B. Gasparov says that there might be another reason for the prevailing of the 
ending -jd+ in the genitive plural: when the fall of the jers took place the original ending -+ 
                                                 
6 From Lunt 1955:42. There is a printing error in Lunt 2001:56, “Certain monosyllabic masculines occasionally 
have (beside the normal nom. pl –i and the gen. –ъ/-ь) bisyllabic desinences, nom -ove/-eve, gen. –ъ/-ь. 
Examples are attested for: synъ ‘son’, domъ ‘house’…”. 
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was “turned to a zero” and the ending -jd+ was used instead (Gasparov 2001:84). It is also true 
that even before the fall of the jers, the case endings of the nominative and accusative singular 
and the genitive plural of the o-declension were identical. For example, is this observation in 
the Codex Suprasliensis of the word form lk+u+ in the accusative singular or in the genitive 
plural, or could it be an adjective? 777üjintib ,j ct zf gõnm jnbnb lk+u+ (558:01)7. There are 
other illustrative sentences in the Codex Suprasliensis, showing the interaction between the two 
declensions. For example, jn+ wdänjd+ d+ wdäns ghäüjlåinf1jn+ gkjljd+ d+ gkjls 
ghäüjlåinf1(429:29-30)8. These substantives belong to the o-declension, and the genitive 
forms wdänjd+ and gkjljd+ would normally have had the forms wdän+ and gkjl+.  
The dative and accusative plural have been excluded from this work for linguistic 
reasons; in the dative plural, the jer″ -+- in the case ending -+v+ later developed into -j-, which 
is the case ending of the o-declension, thus making them identical, i.e. making it impossible to 
decide to which declension the occurrence belonged; in the accusative, the case endings were 
also identical, see Tables 3 and 4. 
 
Table 3. The dative case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE -ŭ-mŭs -ŏ-mŭs 
Late PS -ъmъ -omъ 
OCS -+v+ -jv+ 
 
Table 4. The accusative case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE -ŭ-ns -ŏ-ns 
Late PS -y -y 
OCS -s -s 
 
                                                 
7‘because you want to walk a long way’ [My translation, ACG].  
8‘passing from flowers to flowers, passing from fruits to fruits’ [My translation, ACG].  
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In the instrumental plural the case ending of the ŭ-declension in OCS was -+vb, 
in comparison to the PIE ŭ-declension case ending, which was -ŭ-mīs. The case ending of the 
o-declension in OCS was -s in comparison to the PIE -ŏ-ŏis>ōis, see table 5 (Schenker 
1996:124). The ending -+vb spread into the o-declension and, as H. Lunt puts it, occurred 
beside the normal ending –s (Lunt 2001:56).  
 
Table 5. The instrumental case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE -ŭ-mīs -ŏ-ŏis>ōis 
Late PS -ъmi -y 
OCS -+vb -s 
 
The case ending of the ŭ-declension in the locative plural in OCS was -+ü+, in comparison to 
the PIE ŭ-declension case ending, which was –ŭ-sŭ. The case ending of the o-declension in 
OCS was -äü+ in comparison to the PIE -ŏi-sŭ, see table 6. The suffix –ov may be used also in 
the locative plural, for example hjljdäü+ rodověch″ ‘type, family, genus’ instead of hjläü+ 
roděch″ (Chodzko 1869:51). The -o- in the locative plural form -jü+ is the development of the 
-+- into an -o-9 (Mirčev 2000:57).  
 
Table 6. The locative case plural 
 ŭ-declension o-declension 
PIE -ŭ-sŭ -ŏi-sŭ 
Late PS -ъ-xъ -ě-xъ 
OCS -+ü+ -äü+ 
 
  
                                                 
9 Some scholars suggest that the locative form -jü+ would be the normal case ending for the o-declension, but 
there is no -o- in the case ending of the the o-declension, it is -äü+, eg. B. Gasparov, who states that “the -+- type 
were used concurrently with endings of the o- type. In a few cases, the forms of the -o- type had already 
prevailed, particularly in I.sing., D. and L.pl.” (Gasparov 2001:86). 
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3.3 Substantives belonging to the ŭ-declension in OCS10 
There is a disagreement among specialists about the quantity of substantives belonging to this 
declension. Frequently this declension is said to comprise six substantives in the OCS period, 
but e.g. W. Thorndahl claims that there are 11 possible ŭ-stem substantives in OCS and CS, but 
only two of them did definitely belong to the old ŭ-declension, namely csz+ syn″ ‘son’ and 
ljv+ dom″ ‘house’ (Thorndahl 1974:14-15). A. L. Janda gives four lists of words in connection 
with the ŭ-declension; six substantives considered to be certain ŭ-stem substantives, additional 
six likely ŭ-stem substantives, 11 possible ŭ-stem substantives and over 40 substantives that are 
questionable ŭ-stem substantives (Janda 1996:85-86).  
Therefore, in order to solve the problem of deciding which substantives to include 
in the thesis, a study was performed on the views of some recognized specialists on OCS and 
OR in order to establish what substantives are considered by them to belong to the ŭ-stem 
class11. All specialists claimed that the following substantives belonged to the ŭ-declension: 
dhmü+ vr′ch″ ‘top’, csz+ syn″ ‘son’, djk+ vol″ ‘ox’, vtl+ med″ ‘honey’ and gjk+ pol″ ‘half’. 
Everyone except G.A. Chaburgaev and A.I. Izotov expressed the views that ljv+ dom″ ‘house’ 
belonged to the ŭ-declension; G.A. Chaburgaev voiced that it belonged to the o-declension, and 
that it is a misunderstanding, based on a misinterpretation of the Latin word “domus” 
(Chaburgaev 1974:16) and A.I. Izotov that it was found with the case endings of the ŭ-
declension, not that it belonged to this declension (Izotov 2007:35). Thus, these six substantives 
                                                 
10 According to I. Dobrev, OCS substantives are connected to the old IE and PS myth about the 
Thunderer, the god Perun. He finds that the following substantives show traces of the old ŭ-stem class or are found 
with some of the case endings of the ŭ-declension as a result of their connection to the myth: gjk+ since heaven 
and earth are the two halves of the Thunderer’s world; dmhü+ since the Thunderer lives at the top of the tree of the 
world; djk+ because it was the Thunderer who released the cattle; pvmb zm′i or pvtb zmei ‘serpent or dragon’ 
since the serpent or dragon of the world, which lives at the foot of the tree of the world, is the Thunderer’s enemy; 
ljke dolu ‘down’ and zbpe nizu ‘bottom’ because they show the case ending of the ŭ-declension in the L.sg. 
and are related to the myth; vbh+ mir″ ‘world’, xbz+ čin″ ‘rank’ and hål+ rẽd″ ‘row’ since they relate to the 
Thunderer’s victory over the serpent of the world; jk+ ol″ ‘kind of beer’ because the victory over the serpent is 
celebrated with a drink; ktl+ led″ ‘ice’ and æl+ jad″ ‘poison’ since the most important means for the serpent of 
the world, and important symbols of death and chaos, are ice and poison; csz+ because the first person is the son 
of the original bisexual being; ljv+ since this is the earthly place to live in; cfz+ san″ ‘rank’ because heavenly 
decent has to do with rank. I. Dobrev also claims that the roots of the following substantives show a relation to the 
ŭ-stems: lø,+ dõb″ ‘oak’, ,ju+, bog″ ‘god’, zt,j nebo″ ‘heaven’, l+ölm d″žd′ ‘rain’, and pzjb znoi ‘sweat’ 
(Dobrev 1982:129-141).  
 
11 The chosen specialists are as follows (arranged in alphabetical order): G.A. Chaburgaev, P.Ja. Černych, I. 
Duridanov, V. Gasparov, A.P. Ignatenko, A.I. Izotov, T.A. Ivanova, L.P. Jakubinskij, L.A. Janda, V.V. Kolesov, 
P.S. Kuznecov, A. Leskien, H. Lunt, K. Mirčev, N.S. Možejko, G. Nandriş, A.M. Schenker.  
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were chosen for this study, due to the fact that the majority of specialists considered them to 
belong to the ŭ-declension.  
Two additional OCS substantives were chosen: uhäü+ grěch″ ‘sin’ and lk+u+ 
dl″g″ ‘debt’, as a result of the various views expressed about them. A.L. Janda claims that uhäü+ 
is a possible ŭ-stem substantive (Janda 1996:86), T.A. Ivanova states that it is a ŭ-stem 
substantive (Ivanova 2005:130), G.A. Chaburgaev writes that it is a probable old ŭ-stem 
substantive (Chaburgaev 1974:65), and G. Nandriş that it belonged to the o-declension (Nandriş 
1965:60). A.L. Janda claims that lk+u+ is a questionable ŭ-stem substantive (Janda 1996:86), 
and G.A. Chaburgaev claims that lk+u+ was inherited with the thematic vowel -o- by PS 
(Chaburgaev 1974:176). The most interesting aspect of these, however, was to learn more about 
how their case endings changed as a result of the influence from the ŭ-declension. 
 
3.4 The origins of eight OCS substantives 
Even if this study focuses on eight chosen substantives in OCS and in the Bulgarian, Russian 
and Serbian CS, a short information on specialists’ views of the origins of these substantives 
will be given below. 
 
3.4.1 djk+ vol″ ‘ox’  
Various opinions are voiced about the origin of djk+. R. Eckert (1959:100) claims that djk+ 
belonged to a group of originally Slavic words. M. Vasmer states that djk+ is an old ŭ-stem 
substantive, but according to him the link between djk+ and the Polish wołać ‘ox’ is not 
convincing, and the similarity to the Syriac völ an accidental circumstance . He argues that a 
derivation from the Chuvash vylix  ‘cattle’ and the Cheremis volik ‘cattle’, which are related to 
the Turkish ulag ‘beast of burden or riding’, is phonetically dubious (Vasmer 1953:216). A. 
Preobraženskij considers a link to djkjü+, dfkfü+, djkúü+, voloch″, valach″, voluch″ ‘gelding’ 
from the Germanic walah, walh, to be plausible, but he also writes about the opinion that it 
could be a loan-word from a Ural-Altaic language. djk+ is one of the five substantives that 
according to A. Preobraženskij indisputably belonged to the ŭ-declension (Preobraženskij 
1958:131-132, 821). 
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3.4.2 dhmü+ vr′ch″ (dmhü+6 dh+ü+) ‘top’ 
According to M. Vasmer, dhmü+ is of the same origin as the Lithuanian viršùs  ‘upper part, 
height, hill’, the Latvian virsus ‘upper part’, the Sanskrit várṣma ‘top, peak’, várṣiṣthas 
‘highest, uppermost’, the Latin verrūca ‘height, hill’ (Vasmer 1953:190). A. Preobraženskij 
writes that dhmü+ is one of the five substantives that without discussion belonged to the ŭ-
declension and he claims the root is *ṷers- ‘rise’ from IE ṷer- (Preobraženskij 1958:78, 821). 
R. Eckert says that dhmü+ was one of the substantives that definitely not could be classified as 
IE or as Slavic, since these substantives are found only in a few groups of IE languages (Eckert 
1959:100-101). The substantive is spelt dhmü+ in e.g. Vukan Gospel Lectionary, but dmhü+ in 
e.g. Typograph Gospel Lectionary and Mstitslav′s Gospel Lectionary, and dh+ü+ in e.g 
Marianus Gospel and Zograph Gospel. 
 
3.4.3 ljv+ dom″ ‘house’ 
There is a disagreement when it comes to the substantive ljv+ and to what declension it 
belonged. On the one hand, there are scholars claiming it belonged to the ŭ-declension, such as 
A. Leskien (1919:118), B. Gasparov (2001:77), K. Mirčev (2000:77), G. Nandriş (1965:64) and 
T.A. Ivanova (2005:130). On the other hand, there are scholars stating that it belonged to the o-
declension, e.g. A.I. Izotov, V.B. Krys′ko and G.A. Charburgaev (Izotov 2007:35, Krys′ko 
2000:34 and Charburgaev 1974:176). M. Vasmer claims that it is an old ŭ-declension 
substantive (Vasmer 1953:361), and P.S. Kuznecov even uses ljv+ as the illustration of the ŭ-
declension (Kuznecov 2004:38). O.N. Trubačev and J. Pokorny12 state that the word ljv+ 
belonged to both the ŭ- the o-declensions like PIE *domu-s and *domo-s (Trubačev 1978:73). 
A. Preobraženskij states that the PIE root of the word is *dema (long -a), to build 
(Preobraženskij 1958:228), and M. Vasmer  that in the Avestan language the root was dam- 
(Vasmer 1953:361). G.A. Chaburgaev claims that it would be a misunderstanding to consider 
the word ljv+ as belonging to the ŭ-declension, as a result of an uncritical usage of the facts 
of the Latin language. He continues that ljv+ in PIE was *dŏmǒs, and thus passed into PS with 
the thematic vowel -ŏ, not -ŭ. ljv+ belonged to the o-declension even in Latin, which is seen 
in the genitive singular domi and the dative singular domo (Chaburgaev 1974:176). But even if 
                                                 
12 http://indo-european.info/pokorny-etymological-dictionary/dem-_demə.htm 
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the word ljv+ in Latin sometimes is seen with the case endings of the second declension (the 
o-declension), it is clear from grammars on Latin that the word does belong to the 4th declension 
(ŭ) and was of feminine gender. T.A. Ivanova states that there are other Indo-European parallels 
showing the old ŭ-declension (Ivanova 2005:130-131). 
 
3.4.4 vtl+ med″ ‘honey’ 
According to P. Arumaa, vtl+ is a substantive of neuter gender, belonging to the ŭ-declension 
in PS (Arumaa 1985:57). It is related to the Vedic mádhu ‘honey’ and the Greek μέϑυ ‘wine’. 
R. Eckert states that *medhu belonged to the ŭ-declension already in PIE, and was inherited by 
PS (Eckert 1959:100-107). A. Preobraženskij writes that vtl+ was one of the five substantives 
that definitely belonged to the ŭ-declension (Preobraženskij 1958:821). A.S. L′vov argues that 
vtl+ originally had two meanings, one referring to a food product, the other to an intoxicant, 
but that the only meaning in OCS was as a food product (L′vov 1975:169). However, in Old 
Russian (OR) there are occurrences found of vtl+ meaning intoxicant, e.g. in a story about 
Boris and Gleb:  
“Чьто бо приобретоша преже братия отьца моего или отъць мои? Къде бо ихъ 
жития и слава мира сего, и багряница и брячины, сребро и золото, вина и 
медове, брашьна чьястьная и быстрии кони, и домове красьнии и велиции, и 
имения многа…” 13 
 
3.4.5 gjk+ pol″ ‘half’ 
R. Eckert says that gjk+ is one of the substantives that were originally Slavic (Eckert 1959:100). 
A. Preobraženskij agrees, stating that corresponding words in related languages do not exist, 
that there might be a link to the IE *pel- ‘beat, hit’, and that it is one of the five substantives 
that unquestionably belonged to the ŭ-declension (Preobraženskij 1958:821). M. Vasmer also 
claims that gjk+ belonged to the ŭ-declension, and that there could be a link to the Albanian 
pal’ε ‘side, separation, part’ from *polnā (Vasmer 1955:390).  
  
                                                 
13 Съказание и страсть и похвала Святюю Мученику Бориса и Глеба, http://ppf.asf.ru/drl/bg.html 
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3.4.6 csz+ syn″ ‘son’ 
According to A.M. Schenker and R. Eckert, csz+ existed in PIE as *sŭn-ŭ-s in N.sg., was 
inherited by PS, ComS and finally by OCS as csz+ (Schenker 1996:123-124 and Eckert 
1959:100-102). N.A. Kondrašov writes that the form csz+ is the result of the loss of the 
labialisation of the PIE root vowel -ŭ-, changing it into the Slavonic ‘s’, and the loss of the 
final consonant -s, which took place in all words ending in -t, -d, -n and -s, due to the open 
syllable sound law (Kondrašov 1962:30, 36). R. Eckert, G.A. Chaburgaev and M. Vasmer agree 
that csz+ belonged to the ŭ-declension (Eckert 1959:06, Chaburgaev 1974:176, Vasmer 
1958:57). It should be noted that the word csz+ has a number of meanings, for example as ‘son, 
male child’ in both abstract and concrete senses (e.g. Sreznevskij 1903:872-874), and there is 
also a homonymy ‘csz+’ ‘tower’. However, according to T.A. Lysaght, the homonymy csz+ 
‘tower’ belonged to the o-declension, not the ŭ-declension, as did the word csz+ ‘son’ (Lysaght 
1987:402). The interpretation of csz+ in St. John XII:36 is “someone having a close connection 
with something” (Sreznevskij 1903:872-874).  
 
3.4.7 uhäü+ grěch″ ‘sin’ 
The scholars do not agree on the PIE origin of the word uhäü+. O.N. Trubačev writes that the 
word uhäü+ was a new word formation in the PS language, and that there are no corresponding 
words in other Indo-European languages. He continues that there might be a possible link with 
the Latin peccatum, which has the same meaning as uhäü+ (Trubačev 1980:114-115). A. 
Preobraženskij argues that the root of the word uhäü+ is *ghro-so (Preobraženskij 1958:202). 
J. Pokorny 14 mentions the possible link with the PIE word *gwhrē- as in the OCS word grĕti, 
‘to warm’. M. Vasmer also mentions this link to the word grĕti. He states that uhäü+ in OCS 
shows traces of the ŭ-declension but does not state which they are (Vasmer 1953:307). The 
scholars also disagree to which declension uhäü+ belonged. G. Nandriş states that uhäü+ is a 
probable ŭ-declension substantive (Nandriş 1965:65). T.A. Ivanova is certain that uhäü+ 
belonged to the ŭ-declension (Ivanova 2005:130). But several scholars express the view that 
uhäü+ instead belonged to the o-declension, e.g. A.I. Izotov, A. Leskien and G.A. Chaburgaev 
(Izotov 2007:35, Leskien 1919:118 and Chaburgaev 1974:170). In Граматика на 
                                                 
14 (http://indo-european.info/pokorny-etymological-dictionary/gwher.htm 
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cтаробългарския eзик uhäü+ is said to belong to the o-declension; it is given as the example 
of the o-declension paradigm (Duridanov 1991:139).  
 
3.4.8 lk+u+ dl″g″ ‘debt’ (l+ku+)  
G.A. Chaburgaev says that lk+u+ was inherited with the thematic vowel -o- by PS (Chaburgaev 
1974:176). M. Vasmer expresses that the PS *dъlgъ is related to the Gothic dulgs ‘guilt, fault’ 
(Vasmer 1953:359), but A. Preobraženskij writes that there is no reason to conclude that the 
Slavic l+ku+ is a loan-word from Gothic; instead it is possible to conclude that the substantive 
lk+u+ and the adjective lk+u+6 2sb are one and the same word (Preobraženskij 1958:226). 
The substantive is spelt lk+u+ in e.g. Assemanian Gospel Lectionary and Ostromir Gospel 
Lectionary of 1056-1057 but l+ku+ in e.g. Vukan Gospel Lectionary and Typograph Gospel. 
 
3.5 Research on the eight substantives in OCS/CS sources15 
The present chapter aims at presenting the researchers’ findings on the substantives djk+6 
dh+ü+/ d+hü+/dhmü+6 uhäü+6 lk+u+/l+ku+6 ljv+6 vtl+6 gjk+ and csz+ in the N., G., I. and 
L.pl. in 20 sources; in the four tetraevangelia Dobromir’s Gospel, Marianus Gospel, Typograph 
Gospel and Zograph Gospel, in the 11 full or short aprakos Gospels Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092, Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, Kochno Gospel Lectionary, Miroslav’s 
Gospel Lectionary, Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary, Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, 
Sava’s Book, Turov Gospel Lectionary, Undol’skij’s Fragments, Vatican Gospel Lectionary 
and Vukan Gospel Lectionary and in the five non-biblical texts of the three menaea Codex 
Suprasliensis (Retkov Sbornik), Menaeum of Dubrovskij and Putjatin Menaeum and the two 
miscellanies 1073 Miscellany (Svjatoslav’s or Simeon’s) and 1076 Miscellany.  
Despite the large number of linguistic studies on these sources, only a few scholars 
consider the ŭ-declension as a grammatical category in these manuscripts. Of those scholars 
who have written about the ŭ-declension, most have avoided defining which substantives 
belonged to it in OCS or CS, thus avoiding to discuss whether the substantives, found in the 
texts with ŭ- or o-declension case endings, originally belonged to the ŭ-declension and were 
confused with the o-declension case endings, or belonged to the o-declension but were 
                                                 
15 Some of the findings, which will be discussed in chapter 7, have been excluded from this study; there is a list 
of excluded occurrences in the appendices.  
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influenced by the ŭ-declension case endings. Nothing was found regarding studies on the ŭ-
declension or its case endings regarding the chosen substantives in the Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092, Dobromir’s Gospel, Kochno Gospel Lectionary, Menaeum of Dubrovskij, 
Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary, Putjatin Menaeum, Typograph Gospel, Vatican Gospel 
Lectionary or Vukan Gospel Lectionary.  
 
3.5.1 djk+ 
S.M. Kuljbakin classifies djk+ among the ŭ-stem class substantives, and finds one occurrence 
djkjdm in the G.pl. (199a:18-19) in Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary (Kuljbakin 1925:50). 
According to V. Papazisovska, there is one occurrence in the N.pl. written djkjdb instead of 
djkjdt but to which declension it belonged has not been taken into consideration (Papazisovska 
1970:312). C. Koch and A. Marguliés do not express to what declension djk+ belonged, and 
find no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. (Koch 2000:766, Marguliés 1927:156-201). M.M. 
Kozlovskij, P. Lieli and L. Moszyński also classify djk+ among the ŭ-stem class substantives, 
and agree that there are no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. (Kozlovskij 1885-1896:72-76), 
Lieli 1991:14, Moszyński 1975:186-189). djk+ is not discussed by A. Minčeva, R. Pavlova or 
T. Rott-Żebrowski, and the study by U. Sill does not include djk+. Only the wordlist16 of 1073 
Miscellany presents an occurrence djkjdt in N.pl. (208b:26). There are no occurrences in plural 
G., I., L. anywhere. 
 
3.5.2 dh+ü+ (d+hü+/dhmü+) 
S.M. Kuljbakin and P. Lieli consider dh+ü+ as belonging to the ŭ-declension, but find no 
ocurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. (Kuljbakin 1925:50-51, Lieli 1991:14). L. Moszyński and 
M.M. Kozlovskij also claim that dhmü+ belonged to the ŭ-declension, but is confused with o-
declension case endings in the singular, and they find no occurrences in the plural (Moszyński 
1975:186-189, Kozlovskij 1885-1895:67-76). T. Rott-Żebrowski notes that dmhü+ is found with 
the case endings of the ŭ-declension, but does not discuss whether the substantive belonged to 
this declension or not, and finds no occurrences in the plural (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:149-150). 
According to C. Koch, there are no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl., and nothing is written 
                                                 
16 The wordlists of the Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092, Marianus Gospel, Ostromir Gospel Lectionary 
of 1056-1057 and 1073 Miscellany were used in this section. 
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about the declension (Koch 2000:768). dh+ü+ in the plural is not mentioned by A. Marguliés, 
A. Minčeva, R. Pavlova or V. Papazisovska, and the study by U. Sill does not include dh+ü+. 
No wordlist17 finds occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl.  
 
3.5.3 uhäü+ 
According to C. Koch, there are fourteen occurrences of uhäü+ in the N., G., I. or L.pl. in 
Assemanian Gospel Lectionary (Koch 2000:210). Eight are in the N.pl. (39b:18, 39c:03, 
51b:12, 51c:04, 76a:01, 76a:22, 120a:16, 120a:22). The three occurrences in the G.pl. are all 
different; uhäü+ (131b:05), uhäüjdm (137b:23) and uhäüjüjdm (28c:18). Footnote 47 gives the 
explanation that uhäüjüjdm is composed of uhäüj2üjdm. There are no occurrences in the I.pl., 
and three occurrences in the L.pl. (18a:06, 18a:10, 25d:21). M.M. Kozlovskij finds no 
occurrence in the plural N. in Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, but four in the G.pl.; 
three occurrences of uhäüjd+ (159, 255, 258), despite the classification among the o-stems, and 
one  uhäü+ (248), adding that this form also is found in Zograph Gospel, Assemanian Gospel 
Lectionary, Marianus Gospel and Sava’s Book. No mentioning is made of any occurrence in 
the I.pl. but two in the L.pl. (28, 40) (Kozlovskij 1885-1895:67-76). P. Lieli states that uhäüjd+ 
is found twice in Marianus Gospel (in Luke I:77, Luke 24:47) (Lieli 1991:16-17), and A. 
Marguliés also finds three occurrences of uhäüjd+ in Codex Suprasliensis (353:09, 390:25, 
493:25) (Marguliés 1927:156-201). According to L. Moszyński, there are nine occurrences in 
the N.pl. in Zograph Gospel (not stated in which folios) and that both uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ are 
used in the G.pl. (Luke I:77; Luke III:3) (Moszyński 1975:161-162). V. Papazisovska mentions 
one occurrence uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. (146b) (Papazisovska 1970:311). R. Pavlova finds two 
occurrences of uhäüjd+ in 1073 Miscellany (30a:22-23, 45a:11) (Pavlova 1991:158). T. Rott-
Żebrowski finds that uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. occurs 12 times in 1076 Miscellany (26r:03-04, 
98v:01, 197r:06, 207r:01, 210v:01, 212r:07-08, 221r:12, 223v:07, 226v:07, 226r:02-03, 
226v:01, 241r:05, 242r:13) and that the occurrence of uhäcäü+ on 209:12 is a scribal error and 
should have been in the G.pl. Furthermore, it is claimed in the paragraph on plural I., that there 
are 25 occurrences of uhäüs in 1076 Miscellany. 11 occurrences of uhäcäü+ in the L.pl. are 
also detected, without reference to where they are (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:147-149). uhäü+ in 
the plural is not discussed by S.M. Kuljbakin or A. Minčeva, and it is not included in the study 
                                                 
17 See footnote 16. 
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by U. Sill. The wordlists18 specify forms in the plural. According to the Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092 there are eight occurrences of uhäcb in the N.pl. (32v:08, 32v:14, 47r:07, 
49r:18, 79r:16, 79v:06, 131r:18, 131v:01), four occurrences of uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. (14r:12, 
94v:19, 150r:15, 151r:06), and one occurrence of uhäü+ in the G.pl. (142v:18), no occurrence 
of the I.pl., but one in the L.pl. uhäcäü+ (10r:16). In Marianus Gospel there are nine occurrences 
of uhäcb in the N.pl. (25:9, 25:15, 120:17, 121:4, 212:19, 212:27, 225:16, 225:20, 127:28), two 
occurrences of uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. (195:30, 312:11) and one uhäü+ in the G.pl. (3:10); the 
occurrences in the A.pl. and I.pl. are not separated but put in one group; there are three 
occurrences of uhäcäü+ in the L.pl. (349:9, 349:11, 356:04-05). In Ostromir Gospel Lectionary 
of 1056-1057 there are eight occurrences of uhäcb in N. (67a bis, 91a, 91b, 130b bis, 223d bis), 
in the G.pl. there are three occurrences of  uhäüjd+ (159a, 255c, 258a) and one of uhäü+ (248a). 
It is claimed on page 92 that uhäü+ is used after a preposition, and uhäüjd+ after a substantive. 
There are two occurrences uhäcäü+ in the L.pl. (28c, 40d). In 1073 Miscellany, there are 12 
occurrences of uhäcb in the N.pl. (28c:2, 44c:24, 44d:08, 86c:15, 99c:27, 101c:09, 103b:24, 
106d:13, 123a:29, 139d:17-18, 141c:05, 193d:24), in the G.pl. there are 23 occurrences of 
uhäüjd+ and one of uhäüjdm (30a:22-23, 37a:06, 37d:26-27, 45a:11, 53a:22, 63b:22, 63d:07, 
69b:29, 70a:25-26, 70a:28, 70b:04, 70b:08, 70b:10, 70b:15, 70d:11, 107a:14, 144d:04, 156a:06, 
176b:08-09, 176c:15, 188b:23-24, 193b:08, 247d:25), 12 uhäü+ (28c:12, 33c:14, 44c:19, 
46a:06, 48b:18, 54a:09, 59d:03, 99b:29, 99c:29-99d:01, 99d:29, 103a:17, 147b:21-22) and one 
with the spelling uhäüjdm (50r:02-03). There are also four occurrences of uhäüs in the I.pl. 
(171d:10-11, 200b:28, 211a:15, 44c:16) one with the spelling uhäüjds (193c:21), and in the 
Lpl. there are 20 occurrences uhäcäü+ (29a:03-04, 32b:08, 36b:13, 42b:04-05, 44a:22, 48a:01, 
48c:04, 50a:29, 50d:15-16, 56c:12, 56c:28-29, 56d:13, 70d:22, 83a:22-23, 91c:29-91d:01, 
99d:07-08, 102d:16, 146d:08, 159c:06, 82c:18).  
  
                                                 
18 See footnote 16. 
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3.5.4 lk+u+ (l+ku+) 
According to C. Koch, there are no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. of lk+u+ in Assemanian 
Gospel Lectionary, and to what declension the substantive belongs is not discussed (Koch 
2000:162). L. Moszyński classifies lk+u+ among the o-stem substantives, and finds no 
occurrences in the plural in the Zograph Gospel (Moszyński 1975:160-164) . T. Rott-Żebrowski 
does not mention lk+u+ among the substantives found with the case endings of the ŭ-declension 
in 1076 Miscellany (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:149-150). M.M. Kozlovskij, S.M. Kuljbakin, P. 
Lieli, A. Marguliés, A. Minčeva, R. Pavlova or V. Papazisovska do not mention lk+u+ in the 
plural in relation to Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary, 
Marianus Gospel, Codex Suprasliensis, 1073 Miscellany or Sava’s Book, and to what 
declension the substantive belongs is not discussed. The study by U. Sill does not include 
lk+u+. None of the wordlists19 shows occurrences in the plural N., G., I. or L., only in A.  
 
3.5.5 ljv+ 
C. Koch finds one occurrence ljvjü+ in the L.pl. (143a:13a) in Assemanian Gospel Lectionary 
(Koch 2000:167). M.M. Kozlovskij agrees about the one occurrence ljv+ü+ in the L.pl. (267) 
in Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, and adds that the spelling is ljvjü+ in 
Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, Marianus Gospel and Zograph Gospel (Kozlovskij 1885-
1895:75). There is no discussion on the declension of ljv+. S.M. Kuljbakin considers ljv+ to 
belong to the ŭ-stem substantives and finds two occurrences of ljvjdm in the G.pl. (128a:16, 
136b:17), and one occurrence of ljvjüm in the L.pl. (71b:12) in Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
(Kuljbakin 1925:50-51). P. Lieli too holds the opinion that ljv+ belongs to the ŭ-stem 
substantives, and claims that the spelling ljvjü+ in L. (St. Matthew XI:08) in Marianus Gospel 
is the only form that ”deviated from the norm of the ŭ-stems”, with the probable explanation of 
vocalization of the reduced vowel. There is also one occurrence of ljvjd+ in the G.pl. (not 
stated where) (Lieli 1991:13-14). A. Marguliés writes that the ŭ-stem class remains in Codex 
Suprasliensis, giving the example ljvjd+ in the G.pl. (only stated folios 427-439). He adds 
that there is a contamination between the ŭ- and o-declensions (Marguliés 1927:191). L. 
Moszyński also considers ljv+ to belong to the ŭ-stem substantives but finds no occurrences 
                                                 
19 See footnote 16. 
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in the N., G. or I. pl. in Zograph Gospel, and only one occurrence of ljvjü+ in the L.pl. (St. 
Matthew XI:08) (Moszyński 1975:187). A. Minčeva and R. Pavlova do not deal with ljv+ in 
the plural in relation to 1073 Miscellany, nor does V. Papazisovska regarding Sava’s Book. T. 
Rott-Żebrowski classifies ljv+ among the ŭ-stem class substantives, but finds no occurrences 
in the plural in 1076 Miscellany (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:149-150). ljv+ is not one of the 
substantives studied by U. Sill. All four wordlists20 include forms in the plural. In Archangelsk 
Gospel Lectionary of 1092 there is one occurrence in the L.pl. of ljv+ü+ (158:13). In Marianus 
Gospel there is one occurrence in the G.pl. of ljvjd+ (156:26) and one in the L.pl. of ljv+ü+ 
(34:19). In Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 there is one occurrence in the L.pl. 
ljv+ü+ (267b). In 1073 Miscellany there are three occurrences in the N.pl., two of ljvjdt 
(79c:26, 116b:09) and according to the wordlist also one occurrence of ljvs (134d:03). In the 
L.pl. there are two occurrences of ljv+ü+ (69b:08, 84c:08).  
 
3.5.6 vtl+ 
P. Lieli and L. Moszyński consider vtl+ to be a ŭ-stem substantive, but find no occurrences in 
the plural in Marianus Gospel or Zograph Gospel (Lieli 1991:15, Moszyński 1975:186-189), 
neither does C. Koch in Assemanian Gospel Lectionary (Koch 2000:361), or T. Rott-Żebrowski 
in 1076 Miscellany (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:149-150). vtl+ in the plural is not mentioned by 
M.M. Kozlovskij regarding Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, by S.M. Kuljbakin 
regarding Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary, by A. Marguliés concerning Codex Suprasliensis, by 
A. Minčeva and R. Pavlova with reference to 1073 Miscellany, or by V. Papazisovska regarding 
Sava’s Book, and it is not studied by U. Sill. None of the glossaries of Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092, Marianus Gospel, Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 or 1073 
Miscellany notes occurrences in the plural. 
 
3.5.7 gjk+ 
S.M. Kuljbakin, P. Lieli and L. Moszyński classify gjk+ among the ŭ-stem substantives, but 
find no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. regarding Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary, Marianus 
Gospel and Zograph Gospel (Kuljbakin 1925:50-51, Lieli 1991:14-15, Moszyński 1975:186-
                                                 
20 See footnote 16. 
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189). T. Rott-Żebrowski writes that gjk+ is one of the substantives found with case endings of 
the ŭ-declension in 1076 Miscellany but finds no occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. (Rott-
Żebrowski 1972:14). C. Koch finds no occurrences in the plural in the Assemanian Gospel 
Lectionary (Koch 2000:496), nor does V. Papazisovska regarding Sava’s Book , but an example 
of gjk+ in the singular is given as illustration of the contamination between the ŭ- and o-
declensions (Papazisovska 1970:311). gjk+ is not mentioned by M.M. Kozlovskij, A. 
Marguliés, A. Minčeva and R. Pavlova in connection with Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-
1057, Codex Suprasliensis and 1073 Miscellany and it is not one of the substantives studied by 
U. Sill. The glossaries of Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092, Marianus Gospel, Ostromir 
Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 and 1073 Miscellany have no occurrences in the N., G., I. or 
L.pl. 
 
3.5.8 csz+ 
The occurrences of csz+ below have not been divided into groups of abbreviated and 
unabbreviated forms, since the way the substantive is abbreviated – or not – is not considered 
to be of importance in this study. Even if U. Sill studies ways of abbreviating csz+ and there is 
no information on occurrences in unabbreviated forms, this research has been included in this 
study. According to C. Koch, there are 11 occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. in the Assemanian 
Gospel Lectionary (19b:18a, 27b:24a, 27c:03a, 33d:21a, 37d:20a, 42c:28a, 52a:18a, 
113d:05a,126b:15a, 126b:16a, 127b:18a), there are three cszjd+ in the G.pl. (42c:22a, 
107b:20a, 148a:28a); no occurrences in the I. or L.pl. are mentioned (Koch 2000:653-654). 
M.M. Kozlovskij also expresses the view that csz+ belongs to the ŭ-stem substantives, and that 
cszjdt is used in the N.pl. and cszjd+ in the G.pl. in Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-
1057, without writing where, and there is no information on the I. and L.pl. (Kozlovskij 1885-
1895:67-77). S.M. Kuljbakin agrees that csz+ belongs to the ŭ-stem substantives, finding ten 
occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. (30b:13, 154a:06, 106b:23, 83a:20, 83a:21, 170b:09, 
187a:07, 238a:02, 195b:08, 195b:16) and one occurrence of cszjd+ in the G.pl. (286a:18) in 
Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary. No occurrences in the I. or L.pl. are mentioned (Kuljbakin 
1925:50-51). P. Lieli describes csz+ as the “most important and most frequently occurring 
substantive with an ŭ-stem”, stating that cszjdt occurs 17 times in the N.pl., and cszjd+ occurs 
three times in the G.pl. and csz+ once in Marianus Gospel (no information is given about 
where) (Lieli 1991:12-14). A. Marguliés uses cszjd+ as illustration of the remaining ŭ-
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declension in 1073 Miscellany (246 and 438), but he does not state the total number of 
occurrences (Marguliés 1927:178, 191). L. Moszyński also agrees that csz+ belongs to the ŭ-
stem substantives, and finds that in the N.pl. there are fourteen occurrences of cszjdt (not 
stating where) and one of cszb (St. John XII:36) in Zograph Gospel. In the G.pl. there are three 
occurrences of cszjd+ (not stating where); there are no occurrences in the I. or L.pl. (Moszyński 
1975:186-189). A. Minčeva and R. Pavlova do not mention csz+ in relation to 1073 Miscellany, 
nor does V. Papazisovska in relation to Sava’s Book. T. Rott-Żebrowski also classifies csz+ 
among the ŭ-stem substantives, finding four occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. (14:11, 49:06, 
225:11-12, 251:09), one occurrence of cszs (17:11) in the I.pl., one occurrence of csz+ü+ 
(168:06) in the L.pl. in 1076 Miscellany (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:150). U. Sill studies ways of 
abbreviating csz+ in Zograph Gospel, Marianus Gospel, Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, 
Ohrid Folios or Fragments, Sava’s Book, Codex Suprasliensis, Undol’skij’s Fragments, 
Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, Turov Gospel Lectionary, 1073 Miscellany and 
1076 Miscellany. U. Sill finds fourteen occurrences in the N.pl. of cszjdt and one of cszb in 
Zograph Gospel, 16 occurrences of cszjdt in Marianus Gospel, 19 occurrences of cszjdt in 
Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, no occurrences in Codex Suprasliensis or Undol’skij’s 
Fragments but four occurrences of cszjdt in Sava’s Book, six occurrences of cszjdt in 
Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, one occurrence of cszjdt in Turov Gospel 
Lectionary, 16 occurrences of cszjdt in 1073 Miscellany and one occurrence of cszjdt in 1076 
Miscellany. The findings in the G.pl. are: one occurrence of cszjd+ in Zograph Gospel, three 
occurrences of cszjd+ and one csz+ in Marianus Gospel, and three occurrences of cszjd+ in 
Assemanian Gospel Lectionary. There are no occurrences in Codex Suprasliensis, Turov Gospel 
Lectionary, Undol’skij’s Fragments or 1076 Miscellany. There are two occurrences of cszjd+ 
in Sava’s Book. There are four occurrences of cszjd+ in Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-
1057 and four occurrences of cszjd+ in 1073 Miscellany. U. Sill’s views on occurrences in the 
I.pl. cannot be presented, since A. and I.pl. are placed in one joint column. In the L.pl. there is 
one occurrence of cszäü+ in 1076 Miscellany (1972:115-116 and a foldout). All four wordlists 
note occurrences in plural. In Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 there are 11 occurrences 
of cszjdt in N. (1v:03, 12v:03, 12v:08, 25r:07, 30v:10, 37r:17, 50r:09, 87v:21, 178r:21, 
178r:22, 128r:06), and three of cszjd+ in G (37r:14, 106r:10, 116v:09). In Marianus Gospel 
there are 18 occurrences of cszjdt in N. (10:13, 85:26, 218:18, 291:13, 14:01, 22:24, 26:24, 
39:15, 46:03, 46:04, 60:21, 122:11, 248:07, 271:28, 291:19 (twice), 226:16, 369:20). There are 
four occurrences in G., three of cszjd+ (60:18, 190:24, 272:01) and one of csz+ (105:23). In 
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Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 four occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. were found 
(30c, 43a, 58b, 266c) and one in the G.pl. of cszjd+ (278c). In 1073 Miscellany there are 28 
occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. (14c:14, 30b:10, 51d:28-29, 56b:11, 67c:27, 80a:04, 
103d:06, 107a:16-17, 123c:06, 134d:08, 135a:02, 135a:15, 135b:05, 137d:27, 138a:09, 
138a:10, 138b:10, 138c:02, 138c:03, 138d:15, 139a:10-11, 139a:11-12, 147a:20, 184a:09-10, 
202d:14-15, 206c:20, 209d:16, 216d:06), four occurrences in the G.pl. of cszjd+ (50b:10, 
137c:01, 189d:24, 103a:24) and one of cszäü+ in the L.pl. (94a:05). 
 
3.6 The Preslav and Ohrid Schools 
There were two chief monastic centres in Bulgaria in OCS. The Ohrid school was founded by 
Clement, one of Constantine’s and Methodius’ disciples, and it was marked by linguistic 
conservatism and fidelity to the Glagolitic tradition. Here the translators were skilful in finding 
adequate Slavic translations to the complex Greek structures. The Preslav school was founded 
by Tsar Symeon himself, supported by Naum, another of Constantine’s and Methodius’ 
disciples. Here the translators introduced the Cyrillic alphabet, and the school is best known for 
the skilful adaptations from Greek (Schenker 1996:188, 198). The monk Chabr, who wrote the 
well-known ‘On the letters’, worked at the Preslav monastic centre (Chaburgaev 1974:26). 
According to J. Kurz, the Tetraevangelia The Marianus Gospel and The Zograph Gospel and 
the aprakos Gospel The Assemanian Gospel Lectionary were copied in Macedonia, and the 
aprakos Gospel The Sava’s Book and the Menaeum The Codex Suprasliensis copied in East 
Bulgaria (1966-1983:LXII). Schenker clarifies that The Marianus Gospel, The Zograph Gospel 
and The Assemanian Gospel Lectionary all belong to the Ohrid scriptorial tradition (Schenker 
1996:178-179). 
OCS was a language created in order to translate biblical texts from Greek into 
Slavonic, and the Greek language had much influence on both the vocabulary and the structure 
of the sentences, i.e. on the lexicon and the syntax. The words used in the translation process 
were frequently formed on Greek patterns, and many Greek words were even used without 
translation. However, later scribes changed some words and phrases into the local language, 
and in Preslav in Tsar Symeon’s time even greater changes were made in the lexicon (Ivanova 
2005:46-47). According to A.M. Schenker, there are some important differences in scriptorial 
practices even if the Preslav and Ohrid schools were linguistically very close. The differences 
between them were both phonological, lexical and grammatical. In phonology, the two schools 
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differed in the treatment of the PS -+- and –ja. In Ohrid these were often rendered by -o- and -
ě-, but kept as they were in Preslav. This, according to A.M. Schenker, is an important isogloss 
between the Bulgarian and Macedonian dialects. The lexicon offers the clearest evidence of the 
differences between the Ohrid and the Preslav monastic centres21, e.g. the words life and large 
being životъ and velii in Ohrid, but žitie and velikъ in Preslav (Schenker 1996:188). 
Furthermore, according to H.M. Eckhoff, the possessive dative is often considered to be a 
Bulgarianism (Eckhoff 2006:65).  
 
3.7 The scribes’ changes 
Since this thesis studies case endings of substantives in a period when linguistic changes took 
place, is it interesting to look into what kind of changes scribes, copying the manuscripts, made 
and why (from Alekseev 1999:43-47).  
According to A. A. Alekseev, five types of changes were common when copying the 
manuscripts: 
1) The scribe used his language and alphabet when writing. This could lead to 
mistakes when transliterating the Glagolitic letters into Cyrillic letters, e.g. when transliterating 
letters denoting numbers.  
2) Scribes used their own local orthographic system when writing. This makes it 
possible to determine where and when the manuscripts were copied. But it happened that scribes 
were influenced by the text being copied, if he did not know how to write the letters, if he did 
not know the alphabet well or if he for some reason felt strongly for the way the letters were 
written in the text being copied. 
3) Lapses, lapsus calami, due to fatigue, lack of concentration, led to the following: 
a) dittography (something written twice) of letters or syllables b) haplography, omission of 
letters or syllables c) writing of another letters or omission of parts of letters, e.g. parts of e or 
s or omission of passages with summarizing endings. 
4) Errors due to problems when reading or understanding words, e.g. mistaking 
,eltnm budet′ ‘will, will be’ for ,jkånm bolęt′ ‘to ache’ and djk vol ‘ox’ for ,jkt bole ‘more, 
more than’, etc., or errors in connection with dictations, e.g. gfxt pače ‘more, more than’for 
j,fxt obače ‘but, however’etc.  
                                                 
21 For more information on the differences between the Preslav and Ohrid schools, see Slavova 2012 (1989), 
where 125 lexemes typical of the Preslav school are studied.  
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5) Differences in the scribes’ linguistic competence and the linguistic changes that 
took place, leading to hesitations what to write, e.g. the changes in declensions, the number 
dual, the development of animacy, leading to the use of the genitive in the masculine accusative, 
the alternation between aorist, imperfect, perfect and participles, etc. (Alekseev 1999:43-47). 
 
4. Theory 
This study aims at gathering evidence about the case endings in the plural of eight chosen 
substantives in four cases in order to investigate if the alleged demise22 of the ŭ-declension 
never fully took place in the plural, or if the parallel occurrences could be explained by R. Lass’ 
theory on exaptation and A.Ch. Vostokov’s thoughts on the parallel use of the case endings of 
the ŭ- and o-declensions in one and the same source but with different syntactic roles. 
According to C. le Feuvre, the ŭ-stem paradigms were no longer productive in OCS (le Feuvre 
2009:54). Exaptation of the ŭ-declension case endings could be that these endings started to be 
re-used again, after once having been replaced by the o-declension case endings for substantives 
belonging to the ŭ-declension, and possibly also being used for substantives belonging to the 
o-declension. This chapter consists of two sections: 4.1 deals with exaptation, and 4.2 looks 
into exaptation in relation to the ŭ- and o-declensions’ case endings.  
 
4.1 Exaptation  
The term “exaptation” as a way of describing the re-use of obsolete language forms, thus giving 
them new semantic roles in the development of languages, was introduced by R. Lass. In his 
article “How to do things with junk: exaptation in language evolution” he writes: “Historical 
junk, in any case, may be one of the back doors through which structural change gets into 
systems by idle material getting re-employed” (Lass 1988:52). The American linguist E.C. 
Traugott explains in the article “Exaptation and grammaticalization” the three possibilities 
arising when a form loses its function or is marginalized within a language system: it can be 
lost, it can be kept as marginal garbage or it can be reused for something else (exaptation), and 
she expresses the opinion that the key to R. Lass’s conception of exaptation is the observation 
                                                 
22 See footnote 1. 
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that some forms lose their function because of phonological or other changes, leaving them 
“idle” junk, ready to be reused in a new grammatical function (Traugott 2004:03). 
It is necessary to define the differences between analogy and exaptation: analogy 
is the process when the ŭ-declension class was absorbed by the o-declension class, and 
exaptation is the process of re-use of the lost case endings in new functions. The reduction of 
inflection and change of declensions must be analogy. According to D. Crystal, analogy is a 
grammatical change when irregular patterns are changed in accordance with the already 
existing regular ones; analogy is a reasoning process that grammatical usage is regular, a kind 
of process of imitation (Crystal 1987:234, 330). Thus, analogy is a process in order to imitate 
and simplify the grammar, when regular forms influence less regular forms and extend the 
regular patterns which already exist, but there is no re-use or functional change of the 
grammatical functions being excluded.  
Exaptation is the conscious or unconscious re-use of something that no longer has 
the former meaning or function it once did. R. Lass clarifies that there is no need for something 
exapted to have fallen completely out of use; instead it has to do with re-functionalisation in 
general. He gives the example of the Finnish element *n which has meanings like locative in 
Proto-Uralic, an element which later, when the case system developed, became a marker of 
being or existence (email correspondence, September 16, 2015).  
It is possible to link R. Lass’ theory on exaptation in language evolution to A. Ch. 
Vostokov’s thoughts on the use of case endings from both the ŭ- and o-declensions of one and 
the same substantive, in one and the same source, but with different grammatical roles. On page 
92 in the word index of the Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 it is claimed, in 
connection with the word uhäü+ in the genitive plural, that uhäüjd+ from the ŭ-declension, here 
termed the long form, is used after substantives, and from the o-declension, here termed the 
short form, is used after prepositions. This is to say that case endings of both the ŭ- and o-
declensions could be found in one and the same substantive, in one and the same source, but 
with different roles. The declensions have their special use in different situations.  
 
4.2 Exaptation and the case endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions 
A brief investigation is necessary into the morphological and phonological basis of the case 
endings of the chosen four cases N., G., I. and L. in the plural. It is important to separate the 
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case endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions from orthographic changes in later varieties of Church 
Slavonic, but it seems that there is no case ending where there is a risk of confusing a change 
of declension with orthographic changes in the N., G., I. and L. plural. In the A.pl. the case 
endings of the ŭ- and o-declensions were identical. In the D.pl there also could be a risk of 
confusion, since the case ending in the D.pl. was -+v+ for the ŭ-declension, and -jv+ for the 
o-declension. It is difficult to decide whether the vowel -j- is due to the vocalization of the 
reduced vowel -+ >-j in a strong position or if it is the -j- from the o-declension.  
 
4.2.1 N.pl. 
The case ending in the N.pl. was -jdt for the ŭ-declension, and -b for the o-declension. The 
contamination between these declensions led to the occurrences of the case ending -jdb in the 
N.pl., e.g. cszjdb and djkjdb (Nandriş 1965:65). Thus, the -ov- morpheme is important. 
Scholars express different opinions about the -ov-. R. Eckert argues that there are other suffixes 
with -ov- that are not related to the ŭ-declension (Eckert 1959:106), and H.M. Eckhoff writes 
that the -ov- suffix is relatively young and probably comes from derivatives in -o, -a from the 
ŭ-declension (Eckhoff 2006:27). The development of -ov- from PIE to OCS does not give a 
definite answer either. According to G. Nandriş, the diphthong -au- developed into -ou- when 
the PIE short -a- became Slavonic -o- (Nandriş 1965:13), A.M. Schenker writes that the PIE 
thematic vowels and endings blended into the PS monomorphemic endings, which is the 
explanation how the PIE -ou- in the ŭ-stems had become -ov- in late PS (Schenker 1996:123). 
This explains the -ove in the N.pl., deriving from PIE -ou-es of the PIE ŭ-declension. A.M. 
Seliščev says that -ou- developed into -ov- if followed by a vowel, e.g. cszjdt, but into -u if 
followed by a consonant or appearing at the end of a syllable (Seliščev 1951:198, 255). 
According to A.L. Janda, the generalization of the -ov-infix took place in plurals in South 
Slavic, and therefore constitutes a difference between the South Slavic and North Slavic. The  
-ov- infix increased the morphophomic alterations as a non-singular stem enlargement for 
monosyllabic stem. In the N.pl ending –ove, the -ov- was a non-singular marker, and -e was a 
marker of plural (Janda 1996:91, 96, 98, 171). The morpheme -ov- found in verbs forms, e.g. 
the infinitive -ov- in dähjdfnb or the aorist 1st person dual ending -ovĕ, seems also to be related 
to the ŭ-declension. R. Eckert says that verb forms with -ov- without a doubt are connected with 
substantives belonging to the ŭ-declension (Eckert 1959:106). A.L. Janda writes regarding 
“paradigm loss” that it could be re-used if it expressed a new type of meaning, and that the N.pl. 
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ending -jdt expresses a “figure”, an object with definitive shapes or is alive, i.e. son or ox 
(Janda 1996:203-204).  
The occurrences of the case ending -jdb was described above as a contamination 
between the ŭ- and o-declensions. It is not impossible that the -jdb instead is created by 
exaptation of the ŭ-declension -ov- morpheme, together with the case ending -b of the o-
declension. In this case, it is not a question of contamination, but of re-use of the -ov- 
morpheme. 
 
4.2.2 G.pl. 
The case ending in the G.pl. was -jd+ for the ŭ-declension, and -+ for the o-declension. Two 
conclusions can be drawn regarding these case endings: 1) the only difference is the -ov- 
morpheme, 2) the o-declension case ending in the G.pl. is the same as the ending in the N.sg. 
and A. sg. The -ov- morpheme was discussed above, in the section on the N.pl. According to 
A. Vaillant, the o-declension case ending -+ is a zero-ending, which is not sufficient as a case 
marker. Therefore, -jd+ is found in the G.pl. for substantives that are not distinguished from 
the N.sg. and A.sg. form by the accent, e.g. uhäüjd+ (Vaillant 1958:127). However, this does 
not explain the parallel occurrences of both uhäüjd+ and uhäü+ in the G.pl. in one and the same 
source. A. Ch. Vostokov’s thoughts are that uhäü+ is used after prepositions and uhäüjd+ is 
used after substantives, thus giving the different forms in the G.pl. different syntactic roles. The 
exaptation of the -ov- morpheme would here be for an o-declension substantive (Vostokov 
2007:92 wordlist). A.L. Janda says regarding “paradigm loss” that it could be re-used if it was 
more distinctive than the ordinary paradigm, e.g. the -jd+ in the G.pl. (Janda 1996:203-204). 
The form in the G.pl. for animate substantives is identical to the form in possessive adjectives 
derived from masculine substantives, e.g. cszjd+ synov″, ‘son’s’. Also this morpheme -ov- 
comes from the ŭ-declension. R. Matasović argues that the origin of the suffix -ov- is unclear, 
but that it probably originated in thematic adjectives, built from ŭ-stems, on the model of, e.g. 
OCS cszjd+, ‘son’s’ (Matasović 2011:06-07). H.M. Eckhoff holds the opinion that there are 
few examples of mistaking denominal adjectives in the N.sg. with the G.pl. of substantives 
(Eckhoff 2006:297-298), but it is clear that it must sometimes be difficult to decide whether an 
occurrence of e.g. cszjd+ is a possessive adjective or the substantive in the G.pl. The 
occurrences of the G.pl. with the ending -jd+ instead of the o-declension case ending -+ could 
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be the result of the exaptation of the -ov- morpheme, together with the case ending -+ of the o-
declension.  
 
4.2.3 I.pl. 
The case ending in the I.pl. was -+vb for the ŭ-declension, and -s for the o-declension. The 
case endings in the A.pl. and I.pl. are identical, and this could possibly be a reason for the 
spreading of the -+vb to substantives in the o-stem class. This could also be the reason for the 
use of the -ov- morpheme in the I.pl. as well: the ending -jds is found in the manuscripts. A. 
Chodzko writes that the case ending -s is a result of the loss of the nasal consonant -m-; as -
+vb >-+b >-mb >-s and he gives examples of o-stem substantives found with the ŭ-declension 
case ending: uhäü+vb6 gkjl+vb, and others (Chodzko 1869:53), and V.B. Krys′ko gives the 
examples fgjcnjk+vb6 cøgjcnfn+vb (Krys′ko 2000:29). A.L. Janda states regarding “paradigm 
loss” that it could be re-used if it had parallels in other paradigms, e.g. the -+vb in the I.pl. 
(Janda 1996:203-204).   
 
4.2.4 L.pl. 
The case ending in the L.pl. was -+ü+ for the ŭ-declension, and -äü+ for the o-declension. The 
PIE -*sŭ in the L.pl. had changed into -ü+ for substantives belonging to the ŭ-, i- and o-stem 
classes (Seliščev 1951:185, 187). G.A. Chaburgaev gives the example cszäü+ < *sūn-ŭ-sŭ as 
the development of *s>[x] after *-i- and *-u- in the L.pl. (Chaburgaev 1974:192). The -ov- 
morpheme is also found in the L.pl., e.g. hjljdäü+, gjnjdäü+ (Chodzko 1869:53). Sometimes 
scholars say that the case ending -jü+ is a result of a contamination between the ŭ- and o-
declension, but more plausible is the vocalization of the reduced vowel in a strong position. P. 
Lieli finds one ljvjü+ in the L.pl. in Marianus Gospel, and clarifies that it seems to deviate 
from the norm of ŭ-stems, but that the old form ljv+ü+ can be supposed as a starting point 
(Lieli 1991:13-14). According to R. Eckert, there is a difference in geography relating to the 
use of -+ü+ and -jü+. The case ending -+ü+ in the L.pl. was found in South Slavic and East 
Slavic manuscripts, and -jü+ in West Slavic manuscripts (Eckert 1959:103), but this is not 
relevant for this study since no West Slavic manuscripts are included. 
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5. Method 
5.1 Choice of substantives for the study 
Section 3.3 dealt with substantives belonging to the ŭ-declension in OCS. Most scholars agree 
that the following six substantives belong to this declension: dhmü+ vr′ch″ ‘top’, csz+ syn″ 
‘son’, djk+ vol″ ‘ox’, vtl+ med″ ‘honey’ and gjk+ pol″ ‘half’, and therefore these substantives 
were chosen for this study. Two additional OCS substantives were chosen: uhäü+ grěch″ ‘sin’ 
and lk+u+ dl″g″ ‘debt’, as a result of the various views expressed about them. 
 
5.2 Choice of OCS/CS sources 
Twenty sources from the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries, written in four linguistic varieties (OCS 
and the Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian CS), were chosen for this study. Some considerations 
are in place here: 
1) It is important to understand the difference between a text and a manuscript; a text might 
originally have been created a long time ago, but the extant copy is just a few hundred years 
old. Therefore, efforts have been made to use only sources and even parts of sources that 
belong to the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries. One example of such an exclusion is Sava’s Book, 
where the first 24 folios were written at the end of the 13th century, and thus were excluded. 
There is only one source that by specialists is placed “between the end of the 12th and the 
beginning of the 13th century”, the Kochno Gospel Lectionary.  
2) There is a difference between the linguistic variety in a manuscript and its place of origin; 
e.g. Marianus Gospel, an OCS codex, written in Macedonia and showing influences of the 
Serbian CS (Kurz 1966:LXII and LXXII, Lunt 2001:09, Ivanova 2005:14). 
3) It is also important to consider that there are differences between linguistic changes that are 
orthographical, and what makes a text written in CS. The views of the specialists are used in 
order to decide to what linguistic variety the manuscripts belong. 
 
The south-east Slavic area is represented in sources written in Macedonia and Bulgaria, the 
south-west Slavic area by sources written in Serbia, and the east Slavic area by sources written 
in Russia. The west Slavic area is not included in this study, since there was a change to the 
Latin alphabet very early in these countries. The sources chosen are presented in chapter 6 
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Material, but some information about them is presented here, since it influenced the reason for 
choosing them: 
- Marianus Gospel and Zograph Gospel are the two oldest manuscripts, both written in 
Glagolitic,  
- Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary, Ostromir Gospel Lectionary 
of 1056-1057, and Sava’s Book are four of the earliest aprakos Gospels; Turov Gospel is also 
by some considered to be a very early aprakos Gospel, 
- Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 is the oldest dated Slavic manuscript, but 
excluded from OCS by specialists due to the change of nasal vowels,  
- Putjatin menaeum is one of the oldest manuscripts in the Russian CS,  
- Codex Suprasliensis is the largest OCS manuscript and one of the oldest Cyrillic 
manuscripts. 
 
5.3 Choice of 41 biblical verses 
In order to make the comparison between the sources more correct, 38 biblical verses were 
chosen in order to register in what folios the occurrences were found. These grew into 41 verses 
at the end of the study, see table 7 and Appendix 2.  
Table 7. The document “Findings of occurrences” for documentation of findings. 
41 biblical verses in tetraevangelia and aprakos Gospel Lectionaries 
OCCURRENCES IN: (manuscript) 
SOURCE: (facsimile edition, edition, e-corpus, PDF file) 
(N.pl. djkjdt / djkb), G.pl. djkjd+ / djk+ = folios and lines  
(I.pl. djk+vb / djks6 L.pl. djk+ü+ /djkäü+) 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (number of occurrences)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = folios and lines, IX:5 = folios and lines 
St. Mark II:5 = folios and lines, II:9 = folios and lines, IV:12 = folios and lines 
St. Luke V:20 = folios and lines, V:23 = folios and lines, VII:47 = folios and lines, VII:48 = 
folios and lines 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (number of occurrences) 
St. Matthew I:21 = folios and lines, XXVI: 28 = — folios and lines, 
St. Mark I:4 = folios and lines, 
St. Luke I:77 = folios and lines, III:3 = folios and lines, XXIV:47 = folios and lines, 
(I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs) L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (number of occurrences) 
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St. John VIII:24 (x2) = folios and lines; IX:34 = folios and lines 
(N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (number of occurrences) St. Mark X:30 = folios 
and lines 
(I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs)6  
L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (number of occurrences) St. Matthew XI:8 = folios and lines 
(N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb) G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (number of occurrences) = St. Mark VI:23 = folios 
and lines 
(I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+) 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (number of occurrences)   
St. Matthew V:9 = folios and lines,V:45 = folios and lines, VIII:12 = folios and lines, IX:15 = 
folios and lines, XII:27 = folios and lines, XIII:38 (x2) = folios and lines, XVII:26 = folios 
and lines XXIII:31 = folios and lines, 
St. Mark II:19 = folios and lines,  
St. Luke VI:35 = folios and lines, XI:19 = folios and lines, XVI:8 = folios and lines, XX:34 = 
folios and lines, XX:36 (x2) = folios and lines,  
St. John IV:12 = folios and lines, XII:36 = folios and lines, 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (number of occurrences) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = folios and lines, XXVII:9 = folios and lines, 
St. Luke I:16 = folios and lines, XVI:8 = folios and lines 
(I.pl. csz+vb / cszs L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ ) 
 
5.4 Method of excerption of the OCS/CS text 
- All of the excerpts from the biblical texts in tetraevangelia and aprakos Gospels are 
from the chosen 41 biblical verses found in the four Gospels. The phrases excerpted 
from the five non-biblical texts were selected as a result of occurrences found of the 
eight substantives in the plural N., G., I. and L. cases. Occurrences in headings, 
inscriptions in the upper or lower margins, word index et cetera have therefore been 
excluded; and so have occurrences that were difficult to understand due to errors in 
spelling, lost folios, etc. 
- The excerpts differ in length. As a rule, so much text has been excerpted from each 
sentence as is required in order to understand the syntactic role of the substantive 
studied. Since the scribes sometimes change the contents, the excerpts from one and 
the same biblical verse from different sources differ in length. 
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5.5 Use of wordlists and electronic corpora 
If the editions had wordlists, these were used. However, not all occurrences turned out to have 
been stated in the wordlists. Not only facsimile editions or printed editions of the manuscripts 
were used, but also the following electronic corpora: the Portal Manuskript23 , Titus Corpus24, 
the Sofia Trondheim Corpus25. These portals were also used to find information on the sources, 
together with the following portals: Biblioteka Frontistesa26, the homepage for Codex 
Suprasliensis27 and the Corpus Cyrillo-Methodianum Helsingensiae (CCMH)28. 
Since not all corpora had search engines for biblical verses, a special document was produced 
in order to facilitate the search and take every change of the consonants as a result of 
palatalizations into account, see table 8.  
 
Table 8. The 110 word forms of the chosen eight substantives searched for in the electronic 
corpora 
The 110 word forms searched for in the e-corpora: 
Source: ___________________________________________________________ 
Web address: ______________________________________________________ 
Excerpted on (date), inscribed on computer on (date), checked on (date), changes inscribed on 
(date), 2nd check on (date) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
djkjdt6 djkjd+/djkjdm6 djk+vb6 djk+ü+/djk+üm  
djkb6 djk+/djkm (G.pl.), djks (I.pl.), djkäü+/djkäüm 
dh+ü+/ d+hü+/ dhmü+/ dmhü+/: dh+üjdt6 dh+üjd+/dh+üjdm6 dh+ü+vb6 dh+ü+ü+/dh+ü+üm 
dh+cb6 dh+ü+/dh+cm (G.pl.), dh+üs (I.pl.), dh+cäü+/dh+cäüm 
uhäüjdt6 uhäüjd+/uhäüjdm6 uhäü+vb6 uhäü+ü+/uhäü+üm 
uhäcb6 uhäü+/uhäcm (G.pl.), uhäüs (I.pl.), uhäcäüm/ uhäcäüm 
lk+u+/ l+ku+: lk+ujdt6 lk+ujd+/lk+ujdm6 lk+u+vb6 lk+u+ü+/lk+u+üm 
                                                 
23 http://www.manuscripts.ru. 
24 http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de/indexe.htm. 
25 http://www.hf.ntnu.no/SofiaTrondheimCorpus/index2.html. 
26 http://ksana-k.narod.ru. 
27 http://csup.ilit.bas.bg/ and http://csup.ilit.bas.bg/sites/ms. 
28 http://www.helsinki.fi/slaavilaiset/ccmh. 
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lk+pb6 lk+u+/lk+pm (G.pl.), lk+us (I.pl.), lk+päüm/lk+päüm 
ljvjdt6 ljvjd+/ljvjdm6 ljv+vb6 ljv+ü+/ljv+üm 
ljvb6 ljv+/ljvm (G.pl.), ljvs (I.pl.), ljväüm/ljväüm 
vtljdt6 vtljd+/vtljdm6 vtl+vb6 vtl+ü+/vtl+üm 
vtlb6 vtl+/vtlm (G.pl.), vtls (I.pl.), vtläüm/vtläüm 
gjkjdt6 gjkjd+/gjkjdm6 gjk+vb6 gjk+ü+/gjk+üm 
gjkb6 gjk+/gjkm (G.pl.), gjks (I.pl.), gjkäüm/gjkäüm 
cszjdt6 cszjd+/cszjdm6 csz+vb6 csz+ü+/csz+üm 
cszb6 csz+/cszm (G.pl.), cszs (I.pl.), cszäüm/cszäüm 
+ cz{jdt6 cz{dt6 cz{jd+/cz{jdm6 cz{d+/cz{dm6 cz{+vb6 cz{+ü+6 cz{+üm6 cz{b6 cz{+ (G.pl.), cz{s6 cz{äü+6 
cz{äüm 
 
5.6 Method of data registration and analysis 
All instances of substantive phrases, where one of the chosen eight substantives is found, were 
excerpted if the number was plural and the case was one of the nominative, genitive, 
instrumental or locative. The excerpted phrases were then analysed with regard to what 
declension the substantives belong and what case is used, the structure of the sentence in order 
to establish the role of the substantive in the sentence, and also to in what biblical verse (if a 
biblical source was studied) the occurrence was found. There could be up to five occurrences 
of one and the same biblical verse in one aprakos Gospel. 
 
5.7 Method of reproduction of OCS/CS text 
The OCS and CS excerpts are written in different orthographic features, diacritics et cetera, 
and as a simplification a system of reproduction is used throughout, which sometimes makes 
the reproduced excerpts differ from that of the manuscripts in the following ways: 
- the text is divided into separate words, 
- the abbreviation sign, which is written in different ways in the manuscripts, is in the 
reproduced excerpts always rendered as  {,  
- [i] is written b and н in the manuscripts, but written only as b in the reproduced excerpts, 
- [n] is written z and н in the manuscripts, but written only as z in the reproduced excerpts, 
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- the letter o is used also for щ, 
- the chosen font does not allow the use of some diacritics or letters written above the words,  
- there are several ways of writing jery in the manuscript, but in the reproduced excerpts only s 
is used. 
 
5.8 Method of tests of statistical significance 
Tests of statistical significance were performed in order to determine how high or low the 
probability was that the results were due to chance or not. The chosen method is the “One-
sample frequency comparison” presented in the project Statistical Interference: A Gentle 
Introduction for Linguists (SIGIL) by Marco Baroni and Stefan Evert, accessed November 20-
22, 2016 at http://sigil.collations.de/wizard.html. 
 
6 Material 
This chapter presents the manuscripts used in this study. Section 6.1 deals with different types 
of texts. Section 6.2 deals with biblical texts and the problems they present. Section 6.3 
examines the manuscripts used in this study. 
6.1 Types of texts 
20 manuscripts from the 10th, 11th and 12th centuries are used as sources in this study. Of the 15 
manuscripts of biblical texts are four tetraevangelia and 11 aprakos Gospels lectionaries or 
evangeliaria. Of the manuscripts of five non-biblical texts are three menaea and two 
miscellanies. Both tetraevangelia and aprakos Gospels contain text from the New Testament; 
tetraevangelia are full versions of the four Gospels, whereas aprakos Gospels are the Gospels 
arranged in lessons to be read during church service. According to A. A. Alekseev, there are 
three different types of aprakos Gospels. Firstly, the long (or full), secondly, the short (or brief), 
and thirdly, the feast (or holiday) aprakos Gospel (Alekseev 1999:14-17). The differences 
between them are most easily explained by the two cycles of the Orthodox Church.  
The fixed or solar cycle is from the Roman and Byzantine churches. It starts on 
the New Year’s Day, which in the Julian calendar (old style) falls on September 1. The reading 
in the fixed yearly cycle is called menology (väcåwtckjd+). There are nine feasts in this cycle. 
The movable or lunar cycle comes from the Hebrew calendar and starts on Easter Sunday. It is 
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divided into five periods: 1) from Easter to Pentecost, 2) from Pentecost to the New Year, 3) 
from the New Year to the Lent, 4) the Lent and 5) Easter week. The reading in the movable 
cycle is the synaxarion (cbzfrcfhm) (Schenker 1996:258-259 and Alekseev 1999:14-17). 
According to A. A. Alekseev, the differences between the long, short and feast types of aprakos 
Gospels are the readings. In the second and third periods, there are readings on every day for 
long aprakos Gospels, but only on Saturdays and Sundays for short aprakos Gospels (Alekseev 
1999:14-17). 
Furthermore, there are two different types of long aprakos Gospels, the 
Mstislavov type, and the Miroslav type, for which the readings start one week earlier. The feast 
aprakos Gospel was discovered, named and described by L.P. Žukovskaja. In contrast to long 
and short aprakos Gospels is the reading in the first period only on Saturdays and Sundays, 
when both long and short aprakos Gospels have readings on every day. It seems that there are 
not two feast aprakos Gospels that are alike (Alekseev 1999:15-17). No feast aprakos Gospels 
are included in this study. 
 The three menaea are texts for each month of the year. Thus, there are 12 
different. They contain hagiographic and martyrological works for the fixed feasts of the 
months, and also homilies for the movable feasts in the liturgical year 29. Two Miscellanies are 
also used as sources, containing Encomium or compendia of articles 30. 
 
6.2 Biblical texts and the problems they present 
The use of biblical texts for research on grammar presents some problems. When using OCS 
and CS manuscripts of the four Gospels, the following points must be taken into consideration, 
since they could all influence the result of the study: the time of origin, i.e. the chronological 
classification of the manuscripts; the place of origin; the transmission of the Gospels from one 
generation to the next, i.e. the topographical classification of the manuscripts; the condition of 
the manuscripts: stains, lacunae, later additions, palimpsests, fragments. And, as D. Crystal 
declares, “Indeed, in many cases the scribes did not know the language or dialect of the 
manuscript they were copying”, and this lack of knowledge could lead to problems in the 
apographs (Crystal 1987:187). 
                                                 
29 see information on Codex Suprasliensis on http://csupilit.bas.bg./node/5. 
30 www.hf.ntnu.no. 
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Is the chronological classification of manuscripts meaningful? The answer must 
be that it depends on what one wants to study. If one wants to study the process of linguistic 
changes in OCS time, it is essential that the manuscripts studied belong to the OCS canon. 
Scholars sometimes express different opinions about the date and the place of origin of a certain 
manuscript. In order to identify when and where a certain manuscript was copied, and find its 
antigraph and its later copies, it is necessary to use some kind of “tool” on linguistic 
development and differences. Choosing another “tool”, another conclusion might be the result. 
With the word “tool” is here meant a way of analysing and classifying e.g. manuscripts. It is 
well known that there is an ongoing discussion about the OCS canon and in what ways 
manuscripts could be said to belong to this canon. This discussion will not be reflected here.  
As mentioned earlier, this study of the ŭ-declension case endings in 20 OCS/CS 
sources gives preference to the concept expressed by S.M. Kuljbakin in Славянская 
Палеографiя (Kuljbakin 2008:39-51), see sections 2.2 and 3.1. But this theory also has 
problems. Kuljbakin writes that one important criterion, which separates OCS from its later 
Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian CS, is the presence of nasal vowels. But in the Marianus 
Gospel, claimed to be one of the oldest extant south-west OCS tetraevangelia (Garzaniti 
2001:110, 327), copied directly from the Moravian archetype, created by Methodius (Vrana 
1961:143) there are signs of denasalization. However, all manuscripts published as facsimile 
editions, printed editions or as electronic corpora, have information about their date and place 
of origin, and these conclusions have been used in this study.  
If studying the linguistic signs in the manuscript in order to decide when a certain 
manuscript was written is one method, deciding the date of a manuscript by using time periods 
in general is another. This was also mentioned earlier, see sections 2.2 and 3.1. This method is 
problematic since scholars sometimes place a manuscript’s date on both sides of the year 1100; 
e.g. the Menaeum of Dubrovskij, which by some is considered to be from the 11th century, but 
by some from the 12th century (Tot 1985:44), in Russian CS31. Another aspect is the possibility 
that the manuscripts are dated. H. Lunt points out that none of the OCS manuscripts is dated, 
and that chronologies established on grounds of palaeography are not reliable (Lunt 2001:04). 
However, East Slavic manuscripts are often dated; of the 12 extant manuscripts from the 11th 
century, seven have information about the dates: the two aprakos Gospels Ostromir Gospel 
Lectionary of 1056-1057 and Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092, the two Miscellany 1073 
                                                 
31 http://www.hf.ntnu.no /SofiaTrondheimCorpus /index2.htm. 
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Miscellany and 1076 Miscellany, and the three menaea 1095-1096 for September, 1096 for 
October and 1097 for November (Lëvočkin 1997:11). Thus, studying the linguistic evidence in 
manuscripts is more reliable. In relation to this study, a chronological classification of 
manuscripts would be meaningful, since the time of origin and place of origin of the 
manuscripts are important for the conclusions.  
Is the topographical classification of manuscripts meaningful? In other words, is 
it important in a study that the apograph is correctly copied in relation to the antigraph? As 
already has been mentioned, D. Crystal points out that the scribes did not know the language or 
dialect of the manuscript they were copying (Crystal 1987:187), and this could lead to 
unintentional changes in the apographs. According to A.S. Gerd and W.R. Veder, some changes 
made by the scribes were intentional, i.e. revision and editing. Revision is collating, 
modernization and updating, eliminations of defects, writing notes and explanations, 
commentary, all of which are deliberate changes, not mistakes (Gerd and Veder 2003:116-117). 
According to W.R. Veder32, there are different types of text transmission:  
- the direct transmission, which gives a faithful copy of the antigraph, and which should 
be a correct transmission of biblical texts, but as reality shows, this is not the case,  
- the contaminated transmission, i.e. copied from at least two antigraphs, which is often 
the case for biblical texts, and the indirect or open transmission, where everything can 
happen in the text, which can be augmented. One example is the Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092, which, according to A. A. Alekseev, is copied from two antigraphs, 
partly from a short aprakos Gospel, and partly from a long aprakos Gospel (Alekseev 
1999:16).  
There are probably very few examples of completely exact transmissions to later copies. 
Firstly, there were many changes and errors when recoding the Glagolitic texts into Cyrillic. 
Secondly, there were other changes and errors when copying from Cyrillic into Cyrillic. 
Research results of course differ depending on what copies the study is based, and this is 
related to what one wants to study, but errors and other changes have a direct impact on the 
research results. When recoding from Glagolitic into Cyrillic, the following eight errors and 
changes are possible33: 
                                                 
32 From a series of seminars on Textual Criticism by Professor Emeritus William R. Veder, in the autumn of 
2016, at the University of Gothenburg. 
33 Ibid. 
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1) The retention of Glagolitic characters in Cyrillic text,  
2) Confusion of Glagolitic and Cyrillic numerical values,  
3) Confusion in marking jotation and palatality,  
4) Confusion of nasals,  
5) Confusion of consonants,  
6) Confusion of vowels,  
7) Confusion in epenthesis, 
8) Parablepses. 
Would these changes and errors have an influence on the research results in this 
study? Some of the sources were originally written in Glagolitic, and later transcribed into 
Cyrillic. The observations below are limited to the case endings, comprising the following ten 
letters: 
Glagolitic 
letters 
ⱁ ⰲ ⰵ ⱐ ⰿ ⰺ ⱖ ⱑ ⱈ ⱒ 
Cyrillic 
letters 
j d t +6 m v b s ä ü  
(loan-
words 
from 
Greek) 
ü 
(Slavic) 
When using electronic corpora, occurrences could be missed if there is a retention of Glagolitic 
characters in the Cyrillic text. This is true about the scribes who wrote the manuscripts by hand, 
and this is true about the one studying the manuscripts, even in modern times. The list used 
with possible forms in view of the palatalization processes and differences in spelling, would 
not be of help here. Furthermore, in facsimile editions, there is a possible, but not probable, 
chance of missing an occurrence if the Glagolitic letter ⱑ is retained instead of the Cyrillic ä.  
The confusion of Glagolitic and Cyrillic numerical values is not relevant for this 
study. Even so, it is interesting to note that there are differences between the ways in the two 
alphabets of denoting d and j, which frequently occur in the case endings. d has the numerical 
value of 2 in Glagolitic, but 3 in Cyrillic, and j has the numerical value of 80 in Glagolitic, but 
70 in Cyrillic.  
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The possible errors of the confusion in marking jotation and palatality, and the 
confusion of nasals, when recoding from Glagolitic into Cyrillic, are considered to be of no 
relevance for this particular study. 
Since the confusion of letters for consonants led to the scribe’s confusion of entire 
words, this might have an impact on the outcome of the piece of research, since the words 
searched for might have been missed. d, v, ü occur in the chosen eight substantives, and there 
is a possibility that the scribe confused d with l, k or n, or v with Slavic ü or ü with u or r.  
The confusion of vowels is also a risk in the study as occurrences could be missed. 
The letters j, t, s and ä occur in the chosen eight substantives. The scribe could confuse j with 
t, e and +/m, or t with f, or s with f and ä, or ä with f and s. The scribes’ dialects could lead 
to the confusion of t with b and j with f. Furthermore, +/m in tense positions could be confused 
with b/s, and this possible confusion is relevant for this study, since the case endings in N.pl is 
-b and in A.pl. and I.pl. is -s for substantives belonging to the o-declension, thus making it 
possible to misinterpret the case. The occurrence ljvs in 1073 Miscellany was nearly missed 
due to the spelling, as it was believed to be in the A.pl.34 . In this study occurrences in the A.pl. 
are excluded, since -s is the case ending in both the ŭ- and o-declensions, and it is impossible 
to decide without a doubt to which declension an occurrence belongs. The process when OCS 
-s changed into -b in Bulgarian and Serbian CS is also relevant in this aspect, and the possible 
confusion of the letters j and ä in the L.pl. case ending -jü+ for the ŭ-declension, after the 
development of -+ü+ into -jü+ in Macedonia (but not in East Bulgaria where -+ü+ was retained) 
in the 10th century, and the L.pl. -äü+ for the o-declension. According to Kuljbakin, this change 
of -+ü+ into -jü+ also took place in Serbia, when Macedonian manuscripts were copied 
(Kuljbakin 2008:39-51). Maybe these changes were not important for the scribes or the readers 
of the manuscripts, but they could have an impact on the results in a study on the ŭ-declension. 
Confusion in epenthesis, i.e. insertion of a sound or a letter within a word, 
especially in clusters of consonants, is not relevant for this particular study. 
Parablepses, on the contrary, are relevant for this study.There were no examples 
of anagrams, i.e. rearrangements of letters in a word, or haplograms, i.e. omission of repeated 
letters in a word, but there was one occurrence of uhäüjüjd+ in the Assemanian Gospel 
                                                 
34 The ending here is probably not a result of the confusion of vowels, but instead the development of case 
endings in Russia. 
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Lectionary, showing a tautogram, i.e. having another ending than it was supposed to due to a 
repetition.  
As mentioned earlier, A.A. Alekseev examines the changes and errors, made by 
scribes when copying manuscripts, see section 3.7 (Alekseev 1999:43-47).  
The changes and errors mentioned above, give the impression that there were 
differences even when scribes copied one and the same biblical verse in manuscripts. In order 
to illustrate these differences, a part of the verse St. Luke VII:48 was chosen, a verse that 
occurred in 12 of the 15 biblical manuscripts and twice in Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary.   
The following 13 occurrences in St. Luke VII:48 were found in 12 of the 15 manuscripts, see 
table 935 
 
Table 9: Occurrences of uhäcb in part of St. Luke VII:48 in twelwe manuscripts 
ARC/131v: 01 htxt öt -b †geof.nm nï cå uhäcb ndjb7 
ASS/120r:16 htxt öt tb1∑ngeinfœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
DOB/57b:07 htxt öt -b1 jcnfdkäœnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb777 
KOH/102r:19 htxt öt tb1†geofõn cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
MAR/94v htxt öt tb jn+geoføn+ nb cå uhäcb 
MIR/160a:09 htxt öt âb †g.of.nm ct nt,ä uhäcb 
MST/77b:23 htxt öt -b jn+geof.n cå nt,t uhäcb1 
MST/169b:02 htxt öt -b jn+g¨of.n cå nt,ä uhäcb1 
OST/223d:13 htxt öt -b jn+geofœnm cå nt,ä uhäcb 
SAV/130v:17 htxt öt tî jn+geofœn+ cã nt,ä uhäcb 
VAT/52r:23 htxt öt tb jn+geofœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcb 
VUK/85c:20 htxt öt -b †geof.nm ct nt,ä uhäcb ndjbΩ 
ZOG/157v:19 htxt öt t⁄ jn+geinfœnm cå nt,ä uhäcb1 
 
Clearly, the scribes have copied the verse St. Luke VII:48 in four different ways with varying 
spelling due to the CS variety: 
                                                 
35 The reproduction of OCS/CS text is simplified, see section 5.7. 
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1) The verb jn+geofœn+ cå, the pronoun nb6 nt,ä6 nt,t = MAR, MIR, MST (bis), OST, 
SAV, VAT and ZOG 
2) The verb jn+geofœn+ cå, the pronouns nt,ä and ndjb  = ASS, KOH, VUK 
3) The verb jn+geofœnm cå, the pronouns nb and ndjb  = ARC 
4) The verb jcnfdkäœnm cå, the pronouns nb and ndjb  = DOB 
These differences are interesting, but will not be discussed further in this section. 
So the answer is yes; occurrences could be missed if there is a retention of Glagolitic characters 
in the Cyrillic text when using electronic corpora if the scribe confused letters and there are 
risks of missing occurrences in the manuscripts if the scribes changed the spelling in accordance 
with their own orthographic regional norm or with different linguistic competence. The only 
way of reducing the risks is to use several sources, i.e. PDF versions of the manuscripts, 
electronic corpora, but most importantly, find word lists with grammatical explanations. 
The condition of the manuscripts could also influence the outcome of the study 
as a result of stains, lacunae, later additions, palimpsests and fragments. Many manuscripts are 
in a bad condition, have lacunae, parts missing and later additions. One example of a manuscript 
consisting of parts from different periods is the Sava’s Book (Gospel Lectionary), which 
consists of four parts from different periods and/or places: the folios 1-24 were written at the 
end of the 13th or at the beginning of the 14th century in Russia.The oldest part is folios 25-153, 
written in the 11th century in Bulgaria. Folios 154-165 were written at the end of the 11th or at 
the beginning of the 12th century in Russia. Folio 166 was written in the 11th century in Bulgaria 
(Knjazevskaja et al. 1999:39). 
The problem with stains in general is that it could be difficult deciding if the stains 
or holes were there before the copying, or if the stain or hole came later, i.e. whether what is 
written are the correct words, or if something has been erased or has disappeared by a later stain 
or hole. One example is St. Mark X:30 in the Dobromir’s Gospel on folio 5v (Velčeva 1975:04-
07): 
1fot zt bvfnm ghbånb cnjhbwtœ zszä7 
dm dhävå ct ljvjdm7b ,hfnbœ b ctcnhm7b jªwf b vfntht7 
where there is a hole dividing the parts ljvj and dm and theoretically something else could 
therefore have been written there. But in connection with the Bible, it is easier to decide what 
is written, since the text of the biblical verse otherwise is in accordance with St. Mark X:30. It 
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was concluded that the stain was there before the copying, and that it is ljvjdm, and the 
occurrence was included in the study. Two of the manuscripts are palimpsests, the Vatican 
Gospel Lectionary Gr 2502 and the Kochno Gospel Lectionary. The text of the Vatican Gospel 
Lectionary from the 10th century was covered by a Greek Gospel from 12th or 13th century, and 
could only be studied by means of an infrared lamp (Krăstanov, et al. 1996:17-18). The text 
washed away from the Kochno Gospel was a Greek manuscript from the 10th century, making 
the later Bulgarian Gospel text visible36. One example of a fragment is the Undol′skij’s 
Fragments (Gospel Lectionary), which only covers the biblical verses of St. Matthew XIII:24-
30, 36-43 and St. Mark V:24-3437.  
 
6.3 The corpus of OCS and Bulgarian, Russian and Serbian CS 
The 20 sources used in this study are presented in the following way: firstly, the 15 manuscripts 
of the Gospels and aprakos Gospel lectionaries in alphabetical order, secondly, the three 
menaea, and thirdly, the two miscellanies. 
6.3.1 Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 
6.3.2 Assemanian Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.3 Dobromir’s Gospel 
6.3.4 Kochno Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.5 Marianus Gospel 
6.3.6 Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.7 Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.8 Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 
6.3.9 Sava’s Book 
6.3.10 Turov Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.11 Typograph Gospel 
6.3.12 Undol’skij’s Fragments 
6.3.13 Vatican Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.14 Vukan Gospel Lectionary 
6.3.15 Zograph Gospel 
                                                 
36 www.hist.msu.ru/Byzantine. 
37 http://ksana-k.ru/cfl/05_und/und-karinsk.pdf. 
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6.3.16 Menaeum of Dubrovskij 
6.3.17 Putjatin Menaeum 
6.3.18 Codex Suprasliensis (Retkov Sbornik) 
6.3.19 1073 Miscellany 
6.3.20 1076 Miscellany 
 
6.3.1 Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 
 
Occurrences in The Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 
Source Mironova 1997 
Language Cyrillic; Russian CS  
Period 11th century  
Contents It is copied from two originals, partly from a short aprakos Gospel, 
and partly from a full aprakos Gospel from a Glagolitic original  
Folios 178; with lacunae and defects, 53 leaves are missing and 54 have 
defects  
Comments There are glossaries with grammatical information, starting on pp. 
415, 635, 654 and 655 
Information Alekseev 1999:16, Garzaniti 2001:394, Lëvočkin 1997:11-12, 
Mironova 1997:05-40, Vinokur 2007:12, Žukovskaja 1997:18-37  
 
6.3.2 Assemanian Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in The Assemanian Gospel Lectionary (or the Vatican, not to be 
confused with the Vatican Gospel Lectionary Gr.2502) 
Source The e-corpus at the portal Manuskript 
Language Glagolitic; OCS, written in Macedonia 
Period  End of 10th or beginning of 11th century  
Contents Short aprakos Gospel; the oldest known OCS Glagolitic 
manuscript  
Folios 158 
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Information Kurz 1966: LXXI, Kurz 1929-1955, Schenker 1996:189, 203, Sill 
1972:15, Staroslavjanskij slovar′ 1999:15, webpages38 
 
6.3.3 Dobromir’s Gospel 
 
Occurrences in The Dobromir’s Gospel 
Source Velčeva 1975 
Language Cyrillic; the language is a mix of OCS and the Bulgarian CS,  
written in the CS, created in Preslav 
Period 12th century 
Contents Tetraevangelie; the Gospel according to St. Matthew and the parts 
I-II:1-7 from the Gospel according to St. Mark are missing 
Folios Folios 1r-183v is the Leningrad part, and the folios 1rC-23vC is 
the Sinajskij part (the synaxarion is from the 15th century) 
Information Altbauer 1973:07, Garzaniti 2001:370, Sokoljanskij 2004:333, 
Velčeva 1975:1-35, webpage39 
 
6.3.4 Kochno Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in The Kochno Gospel Lectionary 
Source The facsimile edition Kossek 1986 
Language Cyrillic; Bulgarian CS/East Bulgarian 
Period Bulgarian CS, the end of the 12th or the beginning of the 13th 
century  
Contents Aprakos Gospel, not stated whether full or short, condition not 
stated 
Folios 120 folios, no beginning and no end  
Information Kossek 1986:05-93 
 
 
                                                 
38 http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/AKSL /Quellen/AKSL.CdxAssemanianus.htm, http://www.manuscripts.ru.  
39 http://cyrillomethodiana.uni-sofia.bg,  
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6.3.5 Marianus Gospel 
 
Occurrences in The Marianus Gospel. 
Source Jagič 1883, downloaded PDF 
Alphabet Glagolitic, OCS with influences from the Serbian, written in 
Macedonia 
Period 10th-11th century  
Contents Tetraevangelie with lacunae. Parts added later are: the Gospel 
according to St. Matthews I:1-V:22, from the Dečanskij Gospel, 
and the Gospel according to St. John 1:1-22, XVIII:13-29, 
XXI:17-25, which have been added from the Zograph Gospel  
Folios 173 
Information Ivanova 2005:14, Jagič 1883:618, Kuljbakin 2008:40-41, Kurz 
1966:LXII + LXXII, Lunt 2001:06; Mirčev 2000:17, Sill 1972:14, 
Staroslavjanskij slovar′ 1999: 14-15 
 
6.3.6 Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in the Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
Source Online facsimile version, downloaded PDF40 
Language Cyrillic, one of the oldest Cyrillic manuscript in the Serbian CS  
Period the end of the 12th century  
Contents one of the earliest full aprakos Gospels 
Folios 181 
Information Alekseev 1999:16, Kuljbakin 2008:44, Rodić and Jovanović 
1986:01, webpages41 
 
  
                                                 
40 http://kodeks.uni-bamberg.de/Serbia/ MiroslavGospel.htm. 
41 Ibid. 
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6.3.7 Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in The Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary 
Source the electronic corpus at the portal Manuskript 
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS/East  
Period Before 1117 
Contents One of the earliest full aprakos Gospels 
Folios 213 
Comments There are two versions of the letter jery in the e-corpus 
Information Alekseev 1999:16, webpage42 
 
6.3.8 Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 
 
Occurrences in The Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 
Source Vostokov 2007 
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS; the misuse of the nasal vowels shows that 
the manuscript is excluded from OCS 
Period 11th century 
Contents Short aprakos Gospel, copied from an East Bulgarian original 
Folios  294 
Information Ivanova 2005:16, Izotov 2007:183, Kurz 1966:LXXII, Lunt 
2001:05, Sill 1972:33, Vostokov 2007 
 
6.3.9 Sava’s Book (Gospel Lectionary) 
 
Occurrences in The Sava’s Book 
Source Knjazevskaja et al. 1999 and the portal Manuskript 
Language Cyrillic, Bulgarian CS/East Bulgaria; morphologically there are 
features in the manuscript that are earlier than Marianus and 
Zograph Gospels 
                                                 
42 http://www.manuscripts.ru. 
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Period It is the earliest Cyrillic text, written sometime during the period 
end of the 10th century to the middle of the 11th century 
Contents A copy of a Glagolitic manuscript. There are four parts in the 
manuscript: folios 1-24 were written at the end of the 13th or 
beginning of the 14th century, and have therefore been excluded 
from the study. Folios 25-153, the oldest part of the manuscript, 
and folio 166, were written in the 11th century in Bulgaria, and 
folios 154-165 were written at the end of the 11th or beginning of 
12th century in Russia 
Folios 164 folios, of which the OCS folios are 25-153. The manuscript is 
incomplete  
Information Ivanova 2005:15, Knjazevskaja et al 1999:07, Kurz 1966:LXII-
LXIII, Papazisovska 1970:317, Schenker 1996:189, 
Staroslavjanskij slovar′ 1999:15-16, and Sill 1972:23-24, 33 
 
6.3.10 Turov Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in The Turov Gospel Lectionary 
Source The PDF version at Sofia Trondheim Corpus  
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS/East Slavic, copied from Bulgarian 
Period one of the earliest Christian East Slavic manuscripts, written in the 
11th century  
Contents Short aprakos Gospel 
Folios 10 
Information  Alekseev 1999:16, Sill 1972:38, Tot 1985:26-30, webpage43 
 
6.3.11 Typograph Gospel 
 
Occurrences in The Typograph Gospel 
Source The corpus at the portal Manuskript 
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS 
                                                 
43 www.turov.by/eparhia/articles/evangelie/. 
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Period 12th century  
Contents Tetraevangelie  
Folios 193, in a bad condition 
Information webpages44 
 
6.3.12 Undol’skij’s Fragments 
 
Occurrences in  The Undol’skij’s Fragments 
Source the PDF edition at Biblioteka Frontistesa 
Language Cyrillic, Bulgarian CS  
Period 11th century 
Contents Not possible to decide whether the manuscript is a short or a full 
aprakos Gospel, since the two folios found consist of biblical 
verses that are used in both types 
Folios  Two  
Information Alekseev 1999:16, Kurz 1966:LXII-LXIII+LXXIII; Staro-
slavjanskij slovar′ 1999:16; Sill 1972:27, webpage45 
 
6.3.13 Vatican Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in  The Vatican Gospel Lectionary (Gr. 2502) /not to be confused 
with the Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, which is called Vatican/ 
Source Krăstanov et al. 1996 
Language Cyrillic, OCS 
Period It is one of the earliest Bulgarian Cyrillic manuscripts, from the 
end of the 10th or beginning of the 11th century  
Contents Short aprakos Gospel, palimpsest 
Folios  99  
Information Dzurova 2008:16, Krăstanov et al. 1996, webpage46 
  
                                                 
44 http://mns.udsu.ru/gospel/SK_72.htm, http://www.manuscripts.ru. 
45 http://ksana-k.ru/cfl/05_und /und-karinsk.pdf.  
46 www.academia.edu/5324656. 
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6.3.14 Vukan Gospel Lectionary 
 
Occurrences in The Vukan Gospel Lectionary 
Source Vrana 1967 
Language Cyrillic, Serbian CS 
Period  It is one of the earliest Serbian Gospels. T. A. Ivanova states the 
period to 13th century and V. Mošin to around the year 1200. 
Contents Full aprakos Gospel, with lacunae; several leaves are missing from 
the middle part 
Folios 1+189 
Information Ivanova 2005:16, Kuljbakin 2008:44, Mošin 1966:23, webpage47 
 
6.3.15 Zograph Gospel 
 
Occurrences in The Zograph Gospel 
Source Jagić 1954 (1879), downloaded PDF 
Language Glagolitic, OCS from Macedonia 
Period The end of 10th to the end of 11th century 
Contents Tetraevangelie; parts missing are St. Matthew 16:20-24:20 (added 
later)  
Condition 303 including 17 added later  
Information Ivanova 2005:14, Kuljbakin 2008:40-41, Kurz 1966:LXII, Sill 
1972:12-13, Staroslavjanskij slovar′ 1999:15-16 
 
6.3.16 Menaeum of Dubrovskij 
 
Occurrences in The Menaeum of Dubrovskij 
Source the PDF version at Sofia Trondheim Corpus  
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS 
Period 11th century; some claim that it was written in the 12th century 
                                                 
47 www.nlr.ru/eng/exib/Gospel/slav/21.htm. 
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Contents Fragments of a menaeum for the month of June (Tot 1985:43-44). 
Folios 15 
Information Tot 1985:43-46, webpage48 
 
6.3.17 Putjatin Menaeum 
Occurrences in The Putjatin Menaeum 
Source the electronic corpus at the portal Manuskript 
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS 
Period 11th century 
Contents A menaeum for the month of May, one of the earliest manuscripts 
of the Russian CS  
Folios 135 
Information webpage49 
 
6.3.18 Codex Suprasliensis (Retkov Sbornik) 
 
Occurrences in The Codex Suprasliensis (Retkov Sbornik) 
Source Zaimov and Kapaldo 1983 
Language Cyrillic, OCS, probably from Preslav, Bulgaria 
Period 10th century 
Contents A menaeum for the month of March; it is the largest OCS 
manuscript; the beginning and the end of the codex are missing  
Folios 285  
Information Sill 1972:25, Staroslavjanskij slovar′ 1999:22-24, Zaimov and 
Kapaldo 1983:02, webpage50 
 
6.3.19 1073 Miscellany 
 
Occurrences in The 1073 Miscellany 
                                                 
48 www.hf.ntnu.no/SofiaTrondheimCorpus /index2.htm. 
49 http://www.manuscripts.ru/mns /main_sc?pl. 
50 http://csup.ilit.bas.bg/node/5. 
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Source The PDF version at Sofia Trondheim Corpus and the portal 
Manuskript 
Language Cyrillic, East Slavic, reflecting both OCS and Old Russian; 
created in the literary centre of Preslav  
Period 11th century 
Contents Collection of texts, i.e. homilies, apocryphal texts 
Folios  266  
Information Pavlova 2001:08-10, Schenker 1996:213-214, Sill 1972:35, 
webpage51 
 
6.3.20 1076 Miscellany 
 
Occurrences in  The 1076 Miscellany 
Source the corpus at the portal Manuskript and the PDF version at Sofia 
Trondheim Corpus 
Language Cyrillic, Russian CS, composed in Bulgaria or in Kievan Rus 
Period 11th century 
Contents: Compendium of articles and sermons; during restoration work 
were sequences confused  
Folios  277; in a bad condition  
Information Pavlova 2001:10-11, Schenker 1996:213-214, Sill 1972:36, 
webpage52 
 
7. Results 
The excerpted occurrences are presented in Appendix 1. Appendix 2 shows where the chosen 
verses were found in the biblical texts. The lowest level of significance stated is p<0.05; 
otherwise the abbreviation n.s. is used for “not statistically significant”. 
Headlines, writing in the margins, etc., are not included in this research, since the 
syntactic role sometimes was unclear, and therefore the finding might differ from other 
researchers’ findings. The ways in which words have been abbreviated have not been of interest, 
                                                 
51http://www.manuscripts.ru. 
52http://www.manuscripts.ru. 
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e.g. cszjdt has been abbreviated as cz{jdt or cz{dt etc. The reason for this is that it has no bearing 
for the results of this study. For some sources there are several ways of referring to them, e.g. 
the wordlist of Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057. When the abbreviation OST is used, 
is refers to the text in the manuscript, but when the entire title of the book is used, a reference 
is given to something in the printed book, e.g. wordlists, grammatical statements etc.  
 
7.1 Results with comments 
The results of my study are as follows. 63653 occurrences were excerpted, 418 from the 15 
chosen biblical sources and 218 from the five non-biblical sources. For the four substantives 
classified as ŭ-stem substantives (there were no occurrences of dhmü+/dh+ü+6 dmhü+ or vtl+) 
96.4% of the case endings belonged to the ŭ-declension and 3.6% to the o-declension, and for 
the substantive classified as o-stem substantive (there were no occurrences of lk+u+/l+ku+) 
76.1% of the case endings belonged to the o-declension, and 23.9% to the case endings of the 
ŭ-declension, see table 10. 
 
Table 10. Occurrences of the chosen substantives in groups of ŭ- and o-stems 
 -ŭ- case endings -o- case endings ∑ Statistical 
significance 
six ŭ-stem substantives 295 (96.4%) 11 (3.6%) 306 (100%) p<0.001 
two o-stem substantives 79 (23.9%) 251 (76.1%) 330 (100%) p<0.001 
∑ 374 262 636 p<0.001 
 
Since there were no occurrences in the plural N., G., I. or L. of the substantives dhmü+ (dh+ü+6 
dmhü+)6 lk+u+6 (l+ku+) or vtl+, these substantives have been omitted from being further 
discussion in this chapter, and the five occurrences found of gjk+ seem to be a kind of adverbial 
construction. This substantive too has been left out even if the five occurrences are included in 
the calculations and appendices.  
Thus, the substantives csz+6 ljv+6 djk+ and uhäü+ will be discussed; csz+ and uhäü+ arrived 
at 94.5% of the occurrences, see table 11.   
                                                 
53 Some occurrences were excluded from the research, see appendix 4. 
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Table 11. Occurrences of the chosen substantives in total in N., G., I. and L. pl. 
 -ŭ- -o- ∑ % 
djk+ 6 0 6 0.9% 
uhäü+ 79 251 330 51.9% 
ljv+ 23 1 24 3.8% 
gjk+ 0 5 5 0.8% 
csz+ 266 5 271 42.6% 
∑ 374 262 636 100% 
 
The largest number of occurrences in a biblical text were the 50 in Mstislav’s Gospel 
Lectionary, and in a non-biblical text the 114 occurrences in the 1073 Miscellany, see table 12. 
 
Table 12. Occurrences in the 20 chosen sources 
Source djk+ uhäü+ ljv+ gjk+ csz+ ∑ 
The Archangelsk Gospel 
Lectionary of 1092 
0 14 1 0 13 28 
The Assemanian Gospel 0 13 1 1 13 28 
The Dobromir’s Gospel 0 10 1 0 9 20 
The Kochno Gospel Lectionary 1 12 0 0 10 23 
The Marianus Gospel 0 14 2 1 20 37 
The Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 1 18 2 0 25 46 
The Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary 1 16 2 0 31 50 
The Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 
1056-1057 
0 14 1 1 16 32 
The Sava’s Book (Gospel 
Lectionary) 
0 11 0 0 6 17 
The Turov Gospel Lectionary 0 2 0 0 1 3 
The Typograph Gospel 0 14 2 0 21 37 
The Undol’skij’s Fragments 0 0 0 0 2 2 
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The Vatican Gospel Lectionary 
(Gr. 2502) 
0 10 1 1 8 20 
The Vukan Gospel Lectionary 0 13 2 0 25 40 
The Zograph Gospel 0 14 1 1 19 35 
∑ Biblical texts  3 175 16 5 219 418 
The Menaeum of Dubrovskij 0 2 0 0 0 2 
The Putjatin Menaeum 0 20 0 0 2 22 
The Codex Suprasliensis (Retkov 
Sbornik) 
2 19 3 0 9 33 
The 1073 Miscellany 1 73 5 0 35 114 
The 1076 Miscellany 0 41 0 0 6 47 
∑ Non-biblical texts 3 155 8 0 52 218 
∑ 6 330 24 5 271 636 
 
In consequence of the number of occurrences, and in the light of previous research, the 
presentation and discussion of the results will start with the ŭ-stem substantives csz+, followed 
by ljv+6 djk+ and uhäü+.  
 
7.1.1 csz+ 
There were 271 occurrences of csz+ in the plural N., G., I. or L. found in the manuscripts, see 
Appendix 1. In 266 of these, the endings belong to the ŭ-declension case endings, and 5 to the 
o-declension case endings; two in the N.pl. in ZOG (nr. 542) and VAT (nr. 505), one in the 
G.pl. in MAR (nr. 594), one in the I.pl. in 1076 (nr. 634) and one in the L.pl. in 1073 (nr. 635), 
see table 13. 
 
Table 13. Occurrences of csz+ 
Case: ŭ-declension case 
endings 
o-declension case 
endings 
∑ Statistical 
significance 
N.pl. 213 2 215 p<0.001 
G.pl. 51 1 52 p<0.001 
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I.pl. 1 1 2 n.s. 
L.pl. 1 1 2 n.s. 
∑ 266 5 271 p<0.001 
 
The following can be said about the findings from based on my study in relation to previous 
research. According to C. Koch, there were 11 occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. in ASS 
(19b:18a, 27b:24a, 27c:03a, 33d:21a, 37d:20a, 42c:28a, 52a:18a, 113d:05a, 126b:15a, 
126b:16a, 127b:18a). Nine were excerpted in the current study. Two occurrences were excluded 
as one was part of a heading, and one as the text was difficult to understand and the syntactic 
role of the substantive was uncertain. C. Koch also found three cszjd+ in the G.pl. (42c:22a, 
107b:20a, 148a:28a), all of which were found in my study. No occurrences in the I.pl. or L.pl. 
were found either by C. Koch or in this study (Koch 2000:653-654). M.M. Kozlovskij also says 
that cszjdt was used in the N.pl. and cszjd+ in the G.pl. in OST without mentioning in which 
folios, and he says nothing about the I.pl. and L.pl. (Kozlovskij 1885-1895:67-77). However, 
there is a wordlist at the end of Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, but the results of my 
study differ from what is written in this wordlist. In the N.pl. there would be four occurrences 
in folios 30b, 43a, 58b, 266v, but 12 occurrences were found in folios 31c:06, 43a:17, 43b:07, 
58b:11, 64c:09-10, 72c:08, 92b:02, 212b:15, 215b:10, 241c:15, 241c:17, 266c:08-09. In the 
G.pl. the wordlist states one occurrence in 278b, but four occurrences were found, in 72c:01, 
196d:05, 185b:15 and 278c:09. There were no occurrences in the I. or L. pl. S.M. Kuljbakin 
found ten occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. (30b:13, 154a:06, 106b:23, 83a:20, 83a:21, 
170b:09, 187a:07, 238a:02, 195b:08, 195b:16) and one occurrence of cszjd+ in the G.pl. 
(286a:18) (Kuljbakin 1925:50-51), but 22 occurrences were found in the N.pl. in my study 
(30b:13-14, 44b:03, 44b:09, 60a:15, 64a:11, 66b:02, 77a:16, 82b:13, 83a:20, 83a:21, 106b:23, 
107b:12, 154a:06, 170b:09, 187a:07, 187a:08-09, 195b:08, 195b:16, 195b:17, 238a:02, 
245b:07, 301b:10 and three in the G.pl., 107b:09, 286a:18 and 340a:05. There were no 
occurrences in the I. or L. pl. P. Lieli writes that cszjdt occurs 17 times in the N.pl. in MAR. 
In my study 16 were excerpted, and in the G.pl. cszjd+ occurs three times and csz+ once (Lieli 
1991:12-14), which also had been included in my study. The wordlist for MAR shows 18 
occurrences in the N.pl. of cszjdt. Two of these have been excluded from my study as they 
were from a later manuscript (on pages 10:13, 14:01; folios not stated since these pages were a 
later addition). The four occurrences in the G.pl., three cszjd+ and one csz+ had been included. 
A. Marguliés does not say anything about the total occurrences in SUP, but he draws attention 
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to one occurrence in the I.pl. in folio 562:21, which had been missed in the study, but has now 
been included (nr. 633) (Marguliés 1927:178, 191). L. Moszyński (1975:186-189) finds 14 
occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. in ZOG (without stating where) and one of cszb in St. John 
XII:36, three occurrences of cszjd+ in the G.pl. (without stating where); but no occurrences in 
the I. or L.pl. This study found the same number of occurrences. A. Minčeva and R. Pavlova 
do not make any mention of the total amount of occurrences, but there is a wordlist in volume 
two of the 1073 Miscellany, edited by P. Dinekov, of the occurrences (Dinekov 1993:173). Two 
occurrences in the N.pl. were excluded as headlines. Of the eight occurrences in the G.pl. only 
seven had been found due to the spelling, and the eight occurrences were included in the study. 
The occurrence in the L.pl. had been found. Papazisovska says nothing about occurrences in 
SAV. T. Rott-Żebrowski finds four occurrences of cszjdt in the N.pl. (14:11, 49:06, 225:11-
12, 251:09), one occurrence of cszs (17:11) in the I.pl., and one occurrence of csz+ü+ 
(168:06) in the L.pl. in 1076 (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:150), all of which had been found in the 
study. U. Sill (1972:115-116 and a foldout) investigates ways of abbreviating csz+ in Zograph 
Gospel, Marianus Gospel, Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, Sava’s Book, Codex Suprasliensis, 
Undol’skij’s Fragments, Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057, Turov Gospel Lectionary, 
1073 Miscellany and 1076 Miscellany, but there is no information on occurrences in 
unabbreviated forms. U. Sill’s findings are as follows. There are fourteen occurrences of cszjdt 
and one of cszb in ZOG, 16 occurrences of cszjdt in MAR, 19 occurrences of cszjdt in ASS, 
no occurrences in SUP or UND; four occurrences of cszjdt in SAV, six occurrences of cszjdt 
in OST, one occurrence of cszjdt in TUR, 16 occurrences of cszjdt in 1073, one occurrence 
of cszjdt in 1076. Since my study has found several occurrences in sources where U. Sill 
claims there are none, it must mean that U. Sill does not include occurrences in unabbreviated 
form.  
There are differences also in the G.pl. (the findings will not be repeated here, see 
the chapter on previous research). Another problem is that U. Sill places the A.pl. and I.pl. in 
one and the same column. As mentioned earlier, this study found two occurrences in the I.pl. 
(nr. 633 and 634). In the L.pl. there is one occurrence of cszäü+ in 1076 (Sill 1972:115-116 
and a foldout). There are four different wordlists in Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092. 
The number of occurrences in the N.pl. in these wordlists is 11; one was excluded as it was a 
heading. The three cszjd+ in the G.pl. had been included. 
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7.1.2 ljv+ 
Twenty-four occurrences of ljv+ were found in the sources in the plural N., G., or L., see 
Appendix 1; 23 of these had case endings belonging to the ŭ-declension, and 1 to the o-
declension case endings; the form ljvs in the N.pl. in 1073, see table 14. 
 
Table 14. Occurrences of ljv+ 
Case: ŭ-declension 
case endings 
o-declension 
case endings 
∑ Statistical 
significance 
N.pl. 2 1 3 n.s. 
G.pl. 8 0 8 p>0,05 
I.pl. 0 0 0 -- 
L.pl. 13 0 13 p>0,001 
∑ 23 1 24 p>0,001 
 
Previous research gives the following picture. C. Koch finds one occurrence of ljvjü+ in the 
L.pl. (143a:13a) in ASS (Koch 2000:167). M.M. Kozlovskij agrees about the one occurrence 
of ljv+ü+ in L.pl. (267) in OST (Kozlovskij 1885-1895:75). The wordlist of Ostromir Gospel 
Lectionary of 1056-1057 also shows this only occurrence. M.M. Kozlovskij adds that the 
spelling is ljvjü+ in ASS, MAR and ZOG (Kozlovskij 1885-1895:75). This change of -+ü+ to 
-jü+ has to do with the vocalization of the reduced in a strong position and not with any 
contamination between the ŭ- and o-declension case endings. All these occurrences had been 
found and included in my study. S.M. Kuljbakin finds two occurrences of ljvjdm in the G.pl. 
(128a:16, 136b:17), and one occurrence of ljvjüm in the L.pl. (71b:12) in MIR (Kuljbakin 
1925:50-51), but the occurrence in 128a:16 never was included, since the expression b imlib 
ljvjdb probably is an adverbial construction. P. Lieli claims that the spelling ljvjü+ in the 
L.pl. (8v) in MAR is the only form that ”deviated” from the norm of the ŭ-stems” , and also 
gives the probable explanation of vocalization of the reduced vowel, and he also finds one 
occurrence of ljvjd+ in the G.pl. (63r) (Lieli 1991:13-14). The wordlist of Marianus Gospel 
finds two occurrences; one in the G.pl. of ljvjd+ (156:26, folio 63r) and one in the L.pl. of 
ljv+ü+ (34:19, folio 8v). A. Marguliés writes that the ŭ-stem class is remains in SUP, giving 
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the example ljvjd+ in the G.pl., but he writes nothing about the total number of occurrences 
(Marguliés 1927:191). L. Moszyński finds only one occurrence of ljvjü+ in the L.pl. (23r:23) 
in ZOG (Moszyński 1975:187). A. Minčeva, R. Pavlova or V. Papazisovska do not write 
anything about ljv+ in the plural in 1073 or SAV. T. Rott-Żebrowski finds no occurrences in 
the plural in 1076 (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:149-150). ljv+ is not one of the substantives studied 
by U. Sill. The wordlist of Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 shows one occurrence in the 
L.pl. of ljv+ü+ (158:13). The wordlist in 1073 Miscellany shows three occurrences in the 
N.pl., two of ljvjdt (79c:26, 116b:09) and one occurrence of ljvs (134d:03). In the L.pl there 
are two occurrences ljv+ü+ (69b:08, 84c:08). All these occurrences had been found and 
included, except ljvs (134d:03), which at first was interpreted as a possible A.pl., but has now 
been included (nr. 339). 
 
7.1.3 djk+ 
Six occurrences of djk+ were found in the sources in the plural N., G., or L., see Appendix 1. 
The biblical verse St. Luke XIV:19 was incorporated late in the study, when it was found in an 
aprakos Gospel. The occurrence has djkjdm is expressed as an adjective in many other sources, 
e.g. in Marianus Gospel, Zograph Gospel, Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary, Ostromir’s Gospel 
Lectionary. The case endings of the six substantives belonged to the ŭ-declension case endings, 
see table 15. 
 
Table 15. Occurrences of djk+ 
Case: ŭ-declension 
case endings 
o-declension 
case endings 
∑ Statistical 
significance 
N.pl. 1 0 1 n.s. 
G.pl. 5 0 5 n.s. 
I.pl. 0 0 0 -- 
L.pl. 0 0 0 -- 
∑ 6 0 6 p<0.05 
 
In relation to previous research on occurrences in the plural N., G., I. and L. the following is 
stated. S.M. Kuljbakin finds one occurrence has djkjdm in the G.pl. (199a:18-19) in MIR 
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(Kuljbakin 1925:50). According to V. Papazisovska,  there is one occurrence in the N.pl. written 
djkjdb instead of djkjdt as a result of the contamination between the ŭ- and o-declensions 
(Papazisovska 1970:312), but neither the e-corpus Manuscripts.ru nor Titus.uni-frankfurt.de 
state any occurrence of djkjdb. C. Koch finds no occurrences in the plural N., G., I. or L.pl. in 
ASS (Koch 2000:766), and A. Marguliés says nothing about occurrences in SUP (Marguliés 
1927:156-201), but there are two in the G.pl. (19:01 and 42:29). M.M. Kozlovskij, P. Lieli and 
L. Moszyński agree that there are no occurrences in the plural N., G., I. or L.pl. in OST, MAR 
or ZOG (Kozlovskij 1885-1895:72-76), Lieli 1991:14 and L. Moszyński 1975:186-189), and 
djk+ is not discussed by A. Minčeva, R. Pavlova or T. Rott-Żebrowski concerning 1073 and 
1076, but there is one occurrence in the N.pl. in 1073 (208b:26), also identified in the wordlist. 
The study by U. Sill does not include djk+. 
 
7.1.4 uhäü+ 
In the N., G., I. or L. pl. 330 occurrences of uhäü+ were found in the sources, see Appendix 1. 
Of these the case endings of 79 belonged to the ŭ-declension case endings, and 251 to the o-
declension case endings. All of the 79 ŭ-declension case endings were only found in the G.pl., 
where also 52 o-declension case endings were found, see table 16. 
 
Table 16. Occurrences of uhäü+ 
Case: ŭ-declension 
case endings 
o-declension 
case endings 
∑  
N.pl. 0 128 128 p>0.001 
G.pl. 79 52 131 p>0.05 
I.pl. 0 10 10 p>0.01 
L.pl. 0 61 61 p>0.001 
∑ 79 251 330 p>0.001 
 
The previous research is as follows. According to C. Koch, there are fourteen occurrences of 
uhäü+ in the plural N., G., I. or L. in ASS. Seven of the eight occurrences in the N.pl. were 
included, one occurrence on folio 51c:04 with the spelling uh+cb was not found due to the use 
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of the e-corpus54, all three different occurrences in the G.pl. uhäü+ (131b:05), uhäüjdm (137b:23) 
and uhäüjüjdm (28c:18) were included; (footnote 47 gives the explanation that uhäüjüjdm is 
composed of uhäüj2üjdm.) (Koch 2000:210). There are no occurrences in the I.pl., and the three 
occurrences in the L.pl. had been included. M.M. Kozlovskij mentions no occurrence in the 
N.pl. in OST, but four in the G.pl.; three uhäüjd+ (159, 255, 258), and one uhäü+ (248), adding 
that is this also found in ZOG, ASS, MAR and SAV (Kozlovskij 1885-1896:67-76). There is 
no mention made of any occurrence in the I.pl. but two in the L.pl. (28, 40). There are 
differences between what is written in the wordlist of Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-
1057 and occurrences found in this study. There are only five occurrences in the N.pl. on page 
92, but eight were found (67a:03, 67a:18, 130b:07, 130c:16, 91a:09, 91b:11, 223d:04, 223d:13). 
All these had been included in the research. P. Lieli states that uhäüjd+ is found twice in MAR 
(81r and 132v). The wordlist of Marianus Gospel shows nine occurrences in the N.pl., two 
occurrences of uhäüjd+ and also one of uhäü+ (page 3:10, folio numbers are not given here as 
the text had been added) in the G.pl., but this occurrence was not included since it came from a 
later manuscript. The occurrences in the A.pl. and I.pl. have been grouped together; there were 
three occurrences in the L.pl., which hade been found and included (Lieli 1991:16-17). So were 
also the three occurrences in the G.pl that A. Marguliés had found of uhäüjd+ in SUP (353:09, 
390:25, 493:25), in addition to six occurrences of uhäcb (108:11, 127:04, 135:19, 211:12, 
395:16, 484:25), eight occurrences of uhäü+ in the G.pl. (03:30, 394:05, 108:20, 235:11, 436:24, 
469:12, 483:05, 524:28) and two occurrences of uhäüs in I.pl. (390:11 and 525:06 (Marguliés 
1927:156-201). The nine occurrences of uhäcb that L. Moszyński had found in ZOG in the N.pl., 
as well as the one occurrence each of uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. had been found and 
included in the research (Moszyński 1975:161-162). V. Papazisovska mentions one occurrence 
of uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. (146b:07) in SAV, but eight occurrences of uhäcb were found (38v:12, 
38v:18, 49v:07, 49v:15, 77v:10, 78v:01, 130v:15, 130v:17) (Papazisovska 1970:311) and 
besides the mentioned uhäüjd+ there was one more in folio 159r:03, and one occurrence of 
uhäü+ in folio 137v:09. A. Minčeva does not discuss uhäü+ in the plural in 1073, and the two 
occurrences of uhäüjd+ R. Pavlova had found in 1073 (Pavlova 1991:158), turned out to be the 
following occurrences, which have all been included in the study: 12 of uhäcb (28c:02, 44d:08, 
44c:24, 86c:15, 99c:27, 101c:09, 103b:24, 106d:13, 123a:29-123b-01, 139d:17-18, 141c:05, 
193d:24), 24 of uhäüjd+ (30a:22-23, 37a:06, 37d:26, 45a:11, 50d:02, 53a:22, 63b:22, 63d:07, 
                                                 
54 I have informed he portal Manuskript by email with an enclosed photograph of the folio with the spelling 
uh+cb and a question on the correct spelling. 
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69b:29, 70b:04-05, 70b:08-09, 70b:10, 70b:15, 70a:25-26, 70a:28, 70d:11, 107a:14, 144d:04, 
156a:06, 176b:08-09, 176c:15, 188b:23-24, 193b:08, 247d:25), 12 uhäü+  (28c:12, 33c:14, 
44c:19, 46a:06, 48b:18, 54a:09, 59d:03, 99b:29, 99c:29-99d:01, 99d:29, 103a:17, 147b:21-22), 
five uhäüs (44c:16, 171d:10-11, 193c:21 with the spelling uhäüjds, 200b:28, 211a:15) and 20 
uhäcäü+ (29a:03-04, 32b:08, 36b:13, 42b:04-05, 44a:22, 48a:01, 48c:04, 50a:29, 50:15-16, 
56c:12, 56d:13, 56c:28, 70d:22, 83a:22-23, 91c:29-91d:01, 99d:07-08, 102d:16, 146d:08, 
159c:06, 182c:18). T. Rott-Żebrowski informs that the uhäcäü+ on 209:12 in 1076 is a scribal 
error and should have been in the G.pl. (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:147). The occurrence has been 
excluded from the research. Furthermore, it is claimed under the heading of the I.pl, that there 
are 25 occurrences of uhäüs but there seems to be none in this case. The 12 occurrences of 
uhäüjd+ had been found and included in the research, as well as 12 uhäü+ (37v:07, 178v:05, 
142r:13-142v:01, 172v:05, 134v:04, 104r:01, 118r:10-11, 126r:06, 128v:13, 188r:02, 217v:03, 
251v:12) and the 11 uhäcäü+ mentioned by T. Rott-Żebrowski (Rott-Żebrowski 1972:147-
149). S.M. Kuljbakin does not discuss uhäü+ in the plural but in MIR nine occurrences of uhäcb 
were found (92a:05, 92a:12, 112a:04, 152b:20, 153a:12, 160a:04, 160a:09, 219b:04, 219b:18-
19), four of uhäüjd+ (46b:04, 253a:02-03, 326a:22, 327a:23), two of uhäü+ (316a:22-23, 
342a:13) and three of uhäcäü+ (28a:17, 28a:20, 41b:21). uhäü+ is not included in the study by 
U. Sill. All four glossaries specify forms in the plural. In Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 
1092 there are eight occurrences of uhäcb (32r:08, 32v:14, 47r:07, 49r:18, 79r:16, 79v:06, 
131r:18, 131v:01), four occurrences of uhäüjd+ (14r:12, 94v:19, 150r:15, 151r:06), and one 
occurrence of uhäü+ (174v:18), no occurrence of I.pl., but one uhäcäü+ (10r:16) in the L.pl. 
 
8. Summary and conclusions 
The main focus of this thesis was to research the parallel occurrences of substantives in the 
chosen OCS manuscripts and CS, i.e. study occurrences with case endings of both the ŭ- and 
o-declensions of one and the same substantive in one and the same manuscript, with the aim of 
answering the following four questions: 
1) Having studied 20 selected manuscripts and searched for occurrences of eight chosen 
substantives, how many of the occurrences belong to the ŭ- or o-declension 
respectively? Does any source have a strikingly higher percentage in some way? 
2) Are there parallel occurrences, i.e. case endings of both the ŭ- and o- declensions for 
one and the same substantive in one and the same manuscript? 
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3) Are there any differences between the Preslav and the Ohrid texts concerning the use 
of ŭ- and o-declensions in G.pl.? 
4) Could the parallel occurrences in the OCS and later CS manuscripts be a sign that the 
alleged demise of the ŭ-declension never fully took place in the plural, or could the 
parallel occurrences be explained by R. Lass’ theory on exaptation and A.Ch. 
Vostokov’s thoughts on the parallel use of the case endings of the ŭ- and o-
declensions in different roles, i.e. in different sentence situations? 
Summing up the results of this investigation of occurrences in the 15 biblical and 5 non-biblical 
sources, we get the following picture of the results (the tables presented in the previous chapter 
will not be repeated here). 
 
8.1. Occurrences of the ŭ- and o-declensions 
As already was mentioned in the chapter on the results, 418 occurrences of the 636 excerpted 
in the study were found in the 15 chosen biblical sources, and 218 in the non-biblical sources. 
The findings led to unexpected results. For the four substantives classified as ŭ-stem 
substantives as many as 96.4% of the occurrences case endings belonged to the ŭ-declension, 
and only 3.6% to the o-declension. This result makes it impossible to draw any general and 
reliable conclusions regarding these occurrences. For the substantives classified as o-stems, 
76.1% of the case endings belonged to the o-declension, and 23.9% to the case endings of the 
ŭ-declension.  
No occurrences in the N., G., I. or L.pl. were found of the substantives dhmü+ 
(dh+ü+6 dmhü+)6 lk+u+6 (l+ku+) or vtl+, and these substantives were omitted from further 
discussion. They have however been an important part of the study and are therefore presented 
in all other sections of this thesis. That there would be no occurrences in the plural was not 
expected. Furthermore, since the five occurrences found of gjk+ seem to be an adverbial 
construction, this substantive too has been left out even if the five occurrences are included in 
some calculations and the appendices.  
The substantives csz+ and uhäü+ make up 94.5% of the occurrences. Of the 271 
occurrences of csz+ 266 (98.2%) showed the case endings of the ŭ-declension. The results in 
the N., G. pl. and totally had a p<0,001. Of the 330 occurrences of uhäü+ 251 had the case 
endings of the o-declension, and the 79 occurrences that had case endings of the ŭ-declension 
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were all in the G.pl. The results in the N., I., L., and totally all had p<0.001. Unfortunately the 
results in the G.pl. were not statistically significant. 
For further information on the results, see the previous chapter. 
 
8.2. Parallel occurrences of case endings of both the ŭ- and the o-declensions 
The parallel occurrences of case endings of both the ŭ- and the o-declensions, in the OCS and 
later CS manuscripts, of csz+ are, despite the few occurrences, interesting, because they are 
found in very early manuscripts. In N.pl. there were 211 occurrences of cszjdt, and only two 
of cszb, one in the palimpsest Vatican Gospel Lectionary Gr 2502 and one in Zograph Gospel, 
two of the earliest extant manuscripts. The same applies to the occurrences in the G.pl: 49 
occurrences of cszjd+ were found and only one of csz+ in Marianus Gospel, another of the 
few earliest extant manuscripts. The remaining two occurrences found with case endings of the 
o-declension, one in the I.pl.in 1076 and one in the L.pl. in 1073, belong to Russian CS, but as 
is well known, these manuscripts are copied from OCS originals.  
 
8.3. Differences between Preslav and Ohrid 
The differences between the Preslav and the Ohrid texts concerning the use of ŭ- and o-
declensions were limited to the study on the case endings in G.pl. in constructions with 
prepositions or substantives. There were too few occurrences to draw any conclusions; there 
were only 21 occurrences of uhäü+ and uhäüjd+. It was not rational to divide the occurrences 
in groups of biblical and non-biblical texts, since the Ohrid group only had biblical texts and 
the Preslav group also included a menaeum. The aim was to confirm A. Ch. Vostokov’s claim, 
and there were a few that did not. In the Vatican Gospel Lectionary (Gr. 2502) one substantive 
was found with the form uhäü+ and in Codex Suprasliensis two substantives with the form 
uhäü+. Maybe this could be seen as a possible supplement to A. Ch. Vostokov’s thoughts on 
the use of the declensions’ case endings, which are valid otherwise. This part of the research 
can be further persued in future research projects focused on this question. 
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8.4 The findings in relation to R. Lass and A. Ch. Vostokov 
Questions that need to be answered are if the parallel occurrences of uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ in the 
G.pl. in the OCS and later CS manuscripts could be evidence that the ŭ-declension never really 
disappeared in the plural, or if these parallel occurrences could be explained by R. Lass’ theory 
on exaptation and A.Ch. Vostokov’s claim on the parallel use of the case endings of the ŭ- and 
o-declensions with different syntactic roles?  
Despite the 636 occurrences found of both the ŭ- and o-declensions case endings, the problem 
is that 96.4% of the occurrences case endings of the six ŭ-stem substantives belong to the ŭ-
declension, and only 3.6% to the o-declension, making it impossible to draw any conclusions. 
These results are disappointing, but nevertheless the true results, and must be presented as such. 
However, when it comes to the o-declension substantives (there were only occurrences in the 
N., G., I. and L. pl. of uhäü+), the results give a different picture: in total 76.1% of the case 
endings belong to the o-declension, and 23.9% to the case endings of the ŭ-declension, and 
these were all in the G.pl., and in no other case. These results are interesting. Thus, the 128 
occurrences in the N.pl, the 10 occurrences in the I.pl. and the 61 occurrences in the L.pl. all 
belong to the o-declension, and as was said above of the 131 occurrences in the G.pl., 79 belong 
to the ŭ-declension, and only 52 to the o-declension This means that there were more 
occurrences of ŭ-declension case endings than o-declension case endings in the G.pl. for a 
substantive that is classified as a o-stem substantive. In this context it is possible to connect 
both the theories of R. Lass and A. Ch. Vostokov. The “exaptation” described by R. Lass is the 
re-use of the –ov- suffix in the G.pl., giving it a new semantic role. A possible relation between 
the ideas by R. Lass and A. Ch. Vostokov is easily seen when analysing the forms uhäü+ and 
uhäüjd+, realising that it is not the re-use of the entire ŭ-declension substantive form, but the 
re-use of the suffix -ov- in the o-stem substantive, which happens to turn out as a homograph. 
One of the aims was to prove that the exaptation also spread to other declensions, a process that 
I gave the term ‟spread exaptation” at the beginning of this study. There are examples of the 
use of -ov- in other cases as well, for example the occurrence of uhäüjds in I.pl. (nr. 273). But 
unfortunately the results did not show anything certain for the ŭ-declension substantives and 
their possible re-use of the ŭ-declension case endings. 
Finally, one thing must be said. Even if the results signal that the alleged demise of the ŭ-
declension never fully took place in the plural, there is the discovery that the few o-declension 
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case endings found with ŭ-stem substantives are from the earliest extant texts: from the 
palimpsest Vatican Gospel Lectionary Gr 2502 and Zograph Gospel, Marianus Gospel, 1076 
and 1073, copied from OCS originals. What if we have had the wrong perspective all the time, 
trying to find out when and where the ŭ-declension died out and the substantives from it took 
the o-declension case endings; what if this had happened a long time before, in the pre-writing 
period, and the few occurrences found with o-declension case endings prove that the ŭ-stem 
substantives at this time had already come back to the ŭ-declension case endings, were re-used 
as a result of exaptation, and that the o-declension case endings eventually disappeared in the 
scriptoriums, which can be seen from this study. This gives food for thought.  
 
9 Suggestions for further research 
As K. Mirčev puts it the question about which substantives belonged to the ŭ-stem class is 
definitely not solved and needs more attention (Mirčev 2000:34). The following five questions 
are suggestions for further research into this subject: 
 
1) Could the parallel case endings of both the ŭ- and o-declensions in some manuscripts 
from the 10th and 11th centuries have anything to do with the fact that their antigraphs 
were first written in Glagolitic?  
2) What are the linguistic results in apographs from the the 10th and 11th centuries being 
copied in one area, from an antigraph from another area, by a scribe from a third area, 
how will the manuscripts be contaminated? 
3) Would it be possible to prove a hypothesis that the ŭ-declension had disappeared already 
in the pre-writing period, and that the ŭ-declension case endings were being reused in the 
OCS period when the o-declension case endings were standard?  
4) Why could the ŭ-declension, with so relatively few substantives belonging to it, have such 
an impact on other declensions? 
5) What kind of changes and errors did the scribes produce in the 10th and 11th centuries in 
biblical texts when copying; it is well known that the copies are not direct and faithful 
copies, when the transmission should have been closed. 
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Appendix 1. Occurrences  
 
1.1 Occurrences of djk+ 
 Source Text 
N.pl.   
001 1073/208b:26 1zt ,j b rjzm üdfkbv+ - fint zt ,jltnm1z+ fint zt gmüf- 
üdfkbv+ -1djkjdt öt fint zt ,jlenm rhjn+rs üdfkbv+ 1 
G.pl.   
002 KOH/46v:06-
07 
1b lheusb htxt tve1cõghõum djkjdm regbü+ gånm1b 
uhålõ b bcrecbnb büm1 
003 MIR/199a:19 1b lheub hªt âv.1c.ghúum djkjdm r.gbüm1t{1 
004 MST/97b:02-
03 
1b lheusb htxt -ve cõgheu+ djkjd+ regbü+1t{1 b uhfle 
b bcrecbn+ bü+1 
005 SUP/19:01 f,b- öt ghblt cnflj djkjd+ bp ujhs1 
006 SUP/42:29 1b crjne böt ghbujzân+ b ghbzjcân+ jn+ känf zf c ªnøœ 
b ckfdmzøœ gfvânm1 cnflf hfpkbxm djkjd+1  
 
1.2 Occurrences of dh+ü+/dmhü+/dhmü+ 
.  No occurrences were found in N., G., I. or L. pl. 
 
1.3 Occurrences of uhäü+ 
N.pl.   
007 ARC/32v:08 lmhpfb xålj †geof.n+ nb cå uhäcb ndjb 
008 ARC/32v:14 xmnj ,j -cn+ elj,t- htob7 †geof.nmcå uhäcb ndjb7 kb 
htob d+cnfzb b üjlb7 
009 ARC/49r:07 xk{dxt †gøof.n+ nb cå uhäcb ndjb 
010 ARC/49r:18 xmnj -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,ktzjve7 †geof.n+ nb cå 
uhäcb ndjb7 bkb htob d+cnfzb b üjlb7 
011 ARC/79r:16 xflj7 †geof.nmcå nj,ä uhäcb ndjb 
012 ARC/79v:06 xnj -cnm elj,b- htob7 jckf,k-zeeve7 †geof.nm nb cå 
uhäcb7 bkb htob d+cnfzb d+pvb jlh+ cdjb7 b üjlb7 
013 ARC/131r:18 -uj öt hflb ukÓ. nb7†geof.nmcå uhäcb -b vzjpb7 
014 ARC/131v: 01 htxt öt -b †geof.nm nï cå uhäcb ndjb 
015 ASS/39b:17 1lh+pfb xålj1∑ngeinfœn+ nî cå uhäcî ndjb1 
016 ASS/39c:03 xmnj ,j tcn+ elj,ät htinb1jn+geinfœn+ nb cå uhäcî1kî 
htinî d+cnfzb b üjlî1 
017 ASS/51b:12 1xk{xt jngeinfœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcî ndjb1 
018 ASS/76a:01 xålj1∑ngeinfœn+ cå uhäcî ndjb1 
019 ASS/76a:22-23 1xmnj tcn+ elj,mzät htinb jckf.ktzjve1∑ngeinfœn+ 
nb cå uhäcî1kb htinb d+cnfzî b d+pmvb jlh+ ndjb b üjlb1 
020 ASS/120r:12 ∑n+geinfœn+ cå tb vzjqbb uhäcî1 
021 ASS/120r:16 ∑ngeinfœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
022 DOB/47r:08 xkÓdxt jnmgeofœnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb7  
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023 DOB/47r:19 xmnj tcnm elj,ät htob7jcnfdkäœnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb7kb 
htob dmcnfzb b üjlb7  
024 DOB/57v:03 tujöt hflb u{kø nb7jcnfdkäœnm cå tb uhäcb vzjºb7  
025 DOB/57v:07 1htxt öt -b7 jcnfdkäœnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb7 
026 DOB/01rC:08-
09 
xmnj tcnm elj,ät htob jckf,ktz(77)ve jn+geofœnm nb 
cå uhäcb7kb htob dmcnfzb7b d(j)pmvb jlhm cdjb b üjlb7  
027 DOB/06rC:14 1tlf rjlmuf j,hfnånm cå7b jnmgecnånm cå bvm uhäcb7 
028 KOH/24v:17 1lhmpfb xålj †geofånm nb cå uhäcb ndjb1  
029 KOH/25r:01 1xnj tcnm elj,ät htob †geofõnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb1bkb 
htoî dmcnfzb b üjlb1  
030 KOH/42r:03 1xkÓdäxt †geofån cå uhäcb ndjb1 
031 KOH/42r:12-
13 
xnj tcnm elj,m htob ∑ckf,tzjve1†geofõn+ nb cå uhäcb 
ndjb1bkb htob dmcnfzb b blb1 
032 KOH/54v:15 1xålj ∑nmgeofõnm cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1,äfüõ öt777 
033 KOH/55r:04 ◌777ofån cå uhäcb ndjb1 
034 KOH/102r:15 1†geofån cå uhäcb tb vzjpb1  
035 KOH/102r:19 1htxt öt tb1†geofõn cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
036 MAR/04v lh+pfb xålj jn+geoføn+ cå uhäcb ndjb7 
037 MAR/05r x+nj ,j tcn+ elj,ät htinb7 jn+geoføn+ cå uhäcb ndjb7 
kb htob d+cnfd+ üjlb7 
038 MAR/46v dbläd+ öt b{c+ dähø bü+7 uk{f jckf,tzeve7  xålj 
jn+geinføn+ nb cå uhäcb ndjb7 
039 MAR/46v xnj tcn+ elj,ät htinb jckf,ktzeve7 jn+geinføn+ nb 
cå uhäcb7 kb htob d+cnfzb b dmp+vb jlh+ ndjb b üjlb7 
040 MAR/49v tlf rjulf j,hfnån+ cå b jn+gecnfnån+ cå bv+ uhäcb7 
041 MAR/88v î dbläd+ dähø (bü+) htxt tve7 xk{dxt jn+geinføn+ nb 
cå uhäcb ndjb7 
042 MAR/88v xnj tcnm elj777,ät htinb7 jn+geinføn+ nb cå uhäcb 
ndjb7 kb htinb d+cnfzb b üjlb7 
043 MAR/94v tujöt hflb u{kø nb7 jn+geinfønm cå tb uhäcb vmzjpb7 ärj 
dmpk.,b v+zjuj7  
044 MAR/94v htxt öt tb jn+geoføn+ nb cå uhäcb7 
045 MIR/92a:05 lhmpfb xtlj1†gúof.nm ct uhäcb ndjb1 
046 MIR/92a:12 1xnj fcnm úlj,ät htob1 †gúwf.nm ct uhäcb ndjb1bkb htob 
dmcnfzb b üjlb1 
047 MIR/112a:04 1tlf rjulf j,hfntnm ct b †g.cntnm ct bvm uhäcb1 
048 MIR/152b:20 xk{xt †g.of.nm ct nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
049 MIR/153a:12 xnj tcnm elj,ät htob jckf,ktzúv. †g.of.nm ct uhäcb 
ndjb1bkb htob dmcnfzb b üjlb1 
050 MIR/160a:04 †g.of.nm câ tb uhäcb vzjpb1 
051 MIR/160a:09 htxt öt âb †g.of.nm ct nt,ä uhäcb1 
052 MIR/219b:04 xtlj †g.of.nm ct nt,ä uhäcî ndjb1 
053 MIR/219b:18-
19 
xnj tcnm elj,ät htob jckf,ktzjv.1 †g.of.nm nb ct 
uhäcb1 bkb htob dmcnfzb dmpvb jlhm cdjb b üjlb1 
054 MST/41b:05-
06 
lmhpfb xålj1jn+geof.n cå uhäcb ndjb1 
055 MST/41b:13 1xnj ,j -cnm elj,ä- htob1 jn+geof.n cå uhäcb ndjb1 
bkb htob d+cnfd+ üjlb7 
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056 MST/125c:13 1xnj ,j -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,k-zeeve jn+geof.nm 
nb cå uhäcb ndjb1bkb htob d+cnfzb d+pvb jlhm cdjb b üjlb 
057 MST/58c:19 1tlf r+ulf j,hfnån cå b jcnfdånm cå bv+ uhäcb 
058 MST/74a:19-
20 
xkjdäxt1jn+geof.nm nb cå uhäcb ndjb1 
059 MST/74b:06 1xnj -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,k-zezevõ jn+geof.nm nb 
cå uhäcb ndjb1bkb htob d+cnfzb b üjlb1 
060 MST/77b:19 1-uj öt hflb ukÓ. nb jn+geof.n cå -b uhäcb vzjpb ærj777 
061 MST/168d:22 1-uj öt hflb ukÓ. nb jn+geof.n cå uhäcb -æ vzjpbb777 
062 MST/77b:23 1htxt öt -b jn+geof.n cå nt,t uhäcb1 
063 MST/169:02 1htxt öt -b jn+g¨of.n cå nt,ä uhäcb1 
064 OST/67a:03 lmh+pfb xålj jn+geofœn+ cå uhäcb ndjb b777 
065 OST/67a:18 xmnj ,j -cnm elj,ä- htob1jckf,k-zeeve jn+geofœnm 
cå uhäcb ndjb¡bkb htob1d+cnfzb b üjlb1 
066 OST/130b:07 ¡xålj jn+geofœnm cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb 
067 OST/130c:16 xmnj -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,k-zeeve jn+geofœn+ nb 
cå uhäcb bkb htob1d+cnfzb d+pmvb jlh+ ndjb b üjlb 
068 OST/91a:09 xkjdäxt¡jn+geofœnm nb cå uhäcb ndjb777 
069 OST/91b:11 xmnj -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,k-zeeve¡ jn+geofœnm 
nb cå uhäcb ndjb¡bkb htob d+cnfzb b üjlb 
070 OST/223d:04 jn+geofœnm cå -b uhäcb v+zjpb¡ 
071 OST/223d:13 jn+geofœnm cå nt,ä uhäcb b zfxåiå777 
072 SAV/38v:12 xãlj1jn+lflãn+ nb cã uhäcb1 
073 SAV/38v:18 1xnj ,j ¨lj,ät htxtob1jnlfœn+ nb cã uhäcb1bkb htob 
d+cnfzb b üjlb1 
074 SAV/49v:07 777htxt tve xk{xt1jn+geofœn+ nb cã uhäcb ndjï1 
075 SAV/49v:15 1xnj tcn+ elj,ät htob jckf,tzÁve1 jn+geofœn+ nb cã 
uhäcb ndjï1z+777 
076 SAV/77v:10 1xãlj1jn+geofœn+ cã nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
077 SAV/78v:01 1xnj tcn+ Álj,ät htob1jckf,tÁve1 jn+geofœn+ nb cã 
uhäcb1kb htob777 
078 SAV/130v:15 1tujöt hflb uk{õ nb jn+gÁofœn+ cã tî uhäcb vzjpb1 
079 SAV/130v:17 1htxt öt tî jn+geofœn+ cã nt,ä uhäcb1b zfxãiã777 
080 TUR/09r:01 1b dbläd+ dähø bü+ hªt -ve1xkj{dxt †geofœnm nb cå 
uhäcb ndjb1 
081 TUR/09r:11 1xmnj -cnm elj,ä- htob1jckf,k-zeeve †geofœnm nb 
cå uhäcb ndjb1kb htob1d+cnfzb b üjlb1 
082 TYP/16b:13 1lmhpfb xflj1†geof.nm nb cå uhäcb ndjb1 
083 TYP/16c:01 1xnj ,j -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,ktzøv¨1 †gøof.nm nb cæ 
uhäcb ndjb1kb htob d+cnfd+ üjlb  
084 TYP/62b:21 1ukÓf jckf,ktzeeve1xflj †geof.nm cå nt,ä uhäcb 
ndjb1,åfüe öt777 
085 TYP/62c:14 1xnj -cnm elj,ä- htob jckf,ktze¨ve1 †gøof.nm nb cå 
uhäcb1kb htob d+cnfzb ⁄ d+pmvb jlhm ndjb1 
086 TYP/65c:24 1tlf r+ulf j,hånånm cå b †gøcnånm cå bv+ uhäcb1b ukÓf777 
087 TYP/104b:13 1 î dbläd+ dähe bü+ htxt -ve7 xk{xt1 †geof.nm nb cå 
uhäcb ndjb1 
088 TYP/104c:02 1xnj - elj,ä- htob †geinf.nm nb cå uhäcb ndj⁄1kb 
htob d+cnfzb b üjlb1 
089 VAT/08v:04 1ukÓf jckf,tzeve1 xålj jn+geoføn+ cå uhäcb ndjb1 
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090 VAT/08v:15 xmnj tcn+ elj,ä- htob jckf,-zeve1jn+geofœn+ nb cå 
uhäcb1kb htob d+cnfzb b d+pmvb jlh+ ndjb b üjlb1 
091 VAT/52r:19-
20 
1tujöt hflb ukfujkœ nb1jn+geofœn+ cå tb uhäcb 
v+zjºb1 
092 VAT/52r:23 1htxt öt tb jn+geofœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcb1b zfxåiå 777 
093 VUK/42a:16 lhmpfb xtlj1†geof.nm nb ct uhäcb ndjb1 
094 VUK/42a:24 xmnj ,j -cnm htob elj,ä-Ω †geof.nm nb ct uhäcb 
ndjbΩbkb htob dmcnfdm üjlb 
095 VUK/62a:14 -lf rjulf ∑,hfntnm ct b †gecntnm ct bvm uhäcbΩ 
096 VUK/142b:13 xtlj †geof.nm nb ct nt,ä uhäcb ndjbΩ 
097 VUK/142c:03 xnj -cnm elj,ät htobΩ ∑ckf,ktzjve †geof.nm nb ct 
uhäcbΩbkb htob dmcnfzb1dmpvb ∑lhm cdjb üjlb 
098 VUK/85c:14 -ujöt hflb uk{. nb †geof.nm ct tb uhäcb vzjpb 
099 VUK/85c:20 htxt öt -b †geof.nm ct nt,ä uhäcb ndjb 
100 VUK/81c:15 xkjdäxt †geof.nm nb ct uhäcb ndjb 
101 VUK/81d:04-
05 
xmnj -cnm elj,ät htob ∑ckf,ktzjveΩ†geof.nm nb ct 
uhäcb ndjbΩbkb htob dmcnfzb üjlb 
102 ZOG/17r:11 1lh+pfb xålj jn+geinfœn+ nb cå uhäcb ndjb1 
103 ZOG/17r:20 xmnj ,j tcn+ elj,ät htinb1jn+geinfœn+ nb cå uhäcb 
ndjb1kb htinb d+cnfd+ üjlb1 
104 ZOG/80 (74)v 
:15 
1xålj jn+geinfœn+ cå nt,ä uhäcb ndjb1 
105 ZOG/81(75)r 
:06 
xmnj tcn+ elj,ät htinb jckf,ktzetve1jn+geinfœn+ 
nb cå uhäcb1kb htinb1d+cnfzb1⁄ d+p+vb jlh+ ndjb1⁄ üjlb 
106 ZOG/85 (79)r 
:05 
1tulf j,hfnån+ cå1⁄ jn+gecnån+ cå ⁄v+ uhäcb1 
107 ZOG/147r:07 1xk{xt jn+geinfœn+ nb cå uhäcb ndjî1 
108 ZOG/147r:20 xmnj tcn+ elj,ät htinb jckf,ktzetve1jn+geinfœn+ 
nb cå uhäcb ndj⁄1 kb htinb d+cnfzb ⁄ üjlb1 
109 ZOG/157v:14 tujöt hflb u{kœ nb1jn+geinfœnm cå t⁄ uhäcb vzjp⁄b1 
110 ZOG/157v:19 htxt öt t⁄ jn+geinfœnm cå nt,ä uhäcb1 
111 SUP/108:11 b frs fuzmwb gjchäle dk+r+ hfcüsintzb 
,süjv+1c+rk.xbiâ ,j zfc+ uhäcb cdjb1 
112 SUP/127:04 z+ njkbrj ezt -kbrj djkmzbb uhäcb ztgjdjkmzsbv+1 
113 SUP/135:19 1z+ uhäcb dfib hfcnjån+ gjchäle zfc+ b ,Óf1 
114 SUP/211:12 1b ukfc+ bp ztuj ,scn+1d+cnfzä nf ukfujkâ b gjrfbnf câ1b 
uhäcb df. jcnfdmæœn+ câ1 
115 SUP/395:16 jn+geinfœn+ câ uhäcb -b vzjpbb1 
116 SUP/484:25 1lfiâ öt b nhmcnm dm hõwä -uj 1lf dmgbiõn+ câ uhäcb 
bü+1 
117 1073/28c:02 1b vbkjcnmvb b dähfvb1exbinfõnm cå uhäcb1 
118 1073/44d:08 1lf zt b j,kbxfnm cå uhäcb bü+1 
119 1073/44c:24 1lheusbü+ xk{r+ uhäcb ghälbædk-zb cenm dtleint zf 
cel+1 
120 1073/86c:15 1vbkjcnszåvb htxt b dähfvb jwäinfœnm cå uhäcb 
vbkjcnszõ öt zt æöt777 
121 1073/99c:27 1z+ uhäcb dfib hfcnjænm vtöõ dfvb b ,+{vm1 
122 1073/101c:09 1evzjöbif cå z+ uhäcb bü+ dtkbwb cenm päkj1 
123 1073/103b:24 1jüeölå-nm öt gkfvtzf uhäcb1cenm öt lecb böt777 
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124 1073/106d:13 1zt ,j -int htxt bcgk+zbif cå uhäcb fvjhäbcwbb ljctkä1 
125 1073/123a:29-
123b:01 
d+ghjc+1wbb uhäcb ghfinfœnm cå gj c+vhmnb1 
126 1073/139d:17-
18 
1-int zt zfgk+zbif cå uhäcb1fvjhäbcwbb1 
127 1073/141c:05 1,txbckf öt uhäcb cenm ndjb1 
128 1073/193d:24 1z+ bcüjlåinbb uhäcb jn+ xk{rf1nj crdmhmzbnm xk{rf 1 
129 1076/157r:08 ærj eum zf /vhfp+ /nfrj hfcnf.nm cå uhäcb ndjbΩ 
130 1076/189r:05 zfdjlånm kb cå e,j b ljctkä 1uhäcb jwÓm zf xålf1 
131 1076/189v:04 zfblenm uhäcb jwÓm dfibü+ zf ds1 
132 1076/189v:13 ærj ztühmintzsbü+ zfdjlånm cå uhäcb jwÓm ztxmcnbdsbü+ 
zf czÓs p+ksæΩ 
133 1076/200v:08 nfrj uhäcb b jnbhf.nm cå 
134 1076/242r:09 nfrj b uhäcb nfbvbb1b lªi. b näkj evfhå.nm1 
G.pl.   
135 ARC/14r:12 b ghjgjdälfnb cå d+ bvå -uj7 gjrffzbt d+ †geotzb- 
uhäüjd+7d+ dmcäü+ æpswäü+7 
136 ARC/94v:19 ct ,j -cnm rh+dm vjæ7 zjdffuj pfdänf7 æöt pf vzjus 
ghjkbdf-vf7 d+ jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+7 
137 ARC/150r:15 ,s(c{) i∑{z+ rhmcnbntkm d+ gecnszb7 ghjgjdälfæ rhmotzb-
7 gjrfæzz. d+ †geotzb- uhäüjd+7 
138 ARC/151r:06 b ghblt d+ dc. cnhfze beltbcre7 ghjgjdälfæ rh{otzb- zf 
gjrfæzb- uhäüjd+ b d+ †geotzb-7 
139 ARC/142v:18 n+ cg{ctnm k.lb cdjæ † uhäü+ bü+7 
140 ASS/28c:18 1b ghjgjdälfnî cå d+ bvå tuj1gjrffzb. b jn+geintzî. 
uhäüjüjd+ d+1dcäüm •pmbwäü+1 
141 ASS/137b:23-
24 
1,s{ bjfz+ rh{cnå d+ gecn+bzî1ghjgjdälf• rh{inntzbt d+ 
jcnfdktzbt uhäüjd+ bcüjölffit öt rm ztve1 
142 ASS/131b:05 1n+ ,j cg{ctnm k.lî cdj• jnm uhäü+ bü+1 
143 DOB/34v:03 lfnb hfpevm cgÓctzbä k.ltvm tuj7dm jcnfdtzbt  uhäüm 
zfibüm 
144 KOH/9r:04 1b ghjgjdälfnb cå dm bvå tuj1gjrffzbt dm ∑cnfdktzbt 
uhäüjd+1dm d+cäü+ õpswäüm1 
145 KOH/70v:09 1ct tcnm rhmdm vjf zjdffuj pfdänf1b ghjkbdftvf pf 
vzjus1dm ∑cnfdktzbt uhäüjdm1 
146 KOH/113v:02 1nm ,j cgÓctnm k.lb cdjõ † uhäüm büm 
147 MAR/81r lfnb hfpev+ cgÓczbä k.ltv+ tuj d+ jn+geintzbt uhäüjd+ 
⁄ü+7 
148 MAR/132v d+ îvå tuj gjrffzb.7 î jn+geintzî. uhäüjd+ d+ dmcäü+ 
•pswäü+7 
149 MIR/316a:22-
23 
1b nm cgfctnm k.lb cdjt † uhäüm büm1 
150 MIR/46b:04 1b ghjgjdälfnb ct dm bvt tuj1gjrfäzbt †g.otzbt 
uhäüjdm1dm dcäüm tpswäüm777 
151 MIR/253a:02-
03 
ct âcnm rhmdm vjä zjdfuj pfdänf1ghjkbdftvf pf ds pf 
vzjubt1dm †g.otzbt uhäüjdm1 
152 MIR/326a:22 ,{s bjfzm rhc{ntb dm g.cnszb1b ghjgjdälft rh{otzbt 
gjrfäzbä1dm jcnfdktzbt uhäüjdm1 
153 MIR/327a:23 b ghblt dm dc. cnhfze thlfzmcre.1ghjgjdälft rh{otzbt zf 
gjrfäzbt1dm jcnfdktzbt uhäüjdm1ärjöt777 
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154 MIR/342a:13 1lfnb hfp.vm cg{ctzbä k.ltvm tuj1dm jcnfdktzbt uhäüm büm1 
155 MST/209c:07 1b ghjgjdälfnb cå d+ bvå -uj gjrfæzb. d+ jcnfdk-zb- 
uhäüjd+1 
156 MST/142d:04 ct -cnm rh+dm vjæ zjdffuj pfdänf æöt pf vzjus ghjkbdf-
vf d+ jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+1 
157 MST/185a:24 ghjgjdälfæ rhmotzb- zf gjrfæzb- d+ jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+1 
158 MST/180a:22 1n+ ,j cg{ctnm k.lb ckjæ jn+ uhäü+ bü+1 
159 OST/159a:01 ct -cnm rh+dm vjæ1zjdffuj pfdänf ghjkbdf-vfæ pf 
v+zjus1d+ jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+¡ 
160 OST/255c:14 ,scnm bjfz+ rhmcnå d+ gecnszb¡b ghjgjdälf• rhmotzb- 
gjrffzb.¡d+ jn+geotzb- uhäüjd+ bcüjölffit777 
161 OST/258a:16 ¡ghjgjdälf• rhmotzb- zf gjrffzb-¡d+ jn+geotzb- 
uhäüjd+¡ærj777 
162 OST/248a:03 n+ ,j cg{ctn+ k.lb cdjå jn+ uhäü+ bü+ 
163 SAV/146r:07 ghjgjdälfå rhmotzbt zf gjrffzt d+ jn+geotzbt uhäüjd+1 
164 SAV/159r:03 1b ghjgjdälfnb câ d+ bvå -uj gjrfzb- d+ jn+geotzb- 
uhäüjd+1d+ dmcäü+ æpswäü+1 
165 SAV/137v:09 1n+ ,j cg{tn+ k.lb cdjâ jn+ uhäü+ bü+ ct öt dct ,scn+1 
166 TYP/100a:02 1ghjgjdälfæ rhÓot (folio 99 is without text in the e-corpus) 
777πzm-gjrffzbæ d+ †gøotzm- uhäüjd+1 
167 TYP/136d:18 1b ghjgjdälfnb cæ d+ bvæ -uj gjrffzb.1d+ †g¨otzb- 
uhäüjd+1 
168 TYP/04a:18 1n+ ,j cg{ctnm k.lb cd∑æ † uhäü+ bü+1 
169 TYP/96b:08 1lfnb hfpev+ cgªczbæ k.ltv+ -uj d+ jcnfdktzî- uhäü+ 
zfibü+1 
170 VAT/178v:11 1ct tcn+ rh+dm vjæ zjdffuj pfdänf1 ghjkbdftvfæ pf 
v+zjus1d+ jn+lfzb- uhäüjd+1 
171 VAT/46v:07 1n+ ,j cgÓctnm k.lb ckjå jn+ uhäü+ bü+1 
172 VAT/99r:16 1lfnb hfpev+ c+gfctbæ k.ltv+ tuj d+ jn+geintzb- 
uhäü+ zfibü+1 
173 VUK/161a:10 ct -cnm rhmdm vjæ zjdfuj pfdänfΩghjkbdf-vfæ pf ds b pf 
vzjub- dm †geotzb- uhäüjdm Ω 
174 ZOG/136r:02-
03 
lfnb hfpev+ cgcÓtzmä k.ltv+ tuj d+ jcnfdktzmt d+ 
jn+geintzmt uhäü+ zfibü+ 
175 ZOG/141r:02 777rhmintzbt zf gjrffzmt1d+ jn+geintzmt uhäüjd+1ärj777 
176 DUB/03r:21 1vjkb üÓf ,Óuf uhäüjd+ jcnfdktzbt gjlfnb xmnebbv+ 
k.,+dm. gfvånm ndj.Ω 
177 DUB/06v:20 1ærjöt lheuf nå ghbczf1bcÓdf nå ,kföbv+1dfhafkjvät 
d+gb.int nb1uhäüjd+ jcnfdktzbt gjlfnbÓÓ 
178 PUT/08v:11 1vjkbnt cå jcnfdk-zb- lhjdfnb uhäüjd+1b dtkbæ vkc{nbΩ 
179 PUT/10v:08 1,eh. gjvsik-zbæ zfbnbæ uhäüjd+1b bcrøitzb- 
,ehmzj-1 
180 PUT/12r:15-16 1cnhgw{f ü{df lj,kæ•1uhäüjd+ jcnfdk-zb- bcghjcbnf dcäü+1 
181 PUT/57r:03 1b jn+ ötzb vhfr+ uhäüjd+ zfibü+1vjkm,fvb nb 
ghxcnmzfuj777 
182 PUT/60v:09 1ghjcåint ghbbvfnb jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+1ndjæ cnhfcnb777 
183 PUT/82r:05 1lc{m ghfplmze.otv+1uhäüjd+ hfplhäitzbæ ghjcbv+1 
184 PUT/95v:07 1ghjckfdk-zffuj zfcnäbuj evhmotzb- uhäüjd+1ghäölt 
c+vhänb c+dktxt cå777 
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185 PUT/100v:17 1bcgjdälfœobv+ nb ghx{nf1uhäüjd+ ghjcbv+ hfplhäitzb- 
ekexbnb1 
186 PUT/120v:07 1ghäl+ cnjbib ü{db ötzbüe cdj-ve1vjkb jn+ uhäüjd+ zs 
bp,fdbnb cå1 
187 PUT/122r:13 1d+gb-v+ -ve cnhg±xt dtkbrsv{xt1ghjcb dmcäv+ uhäüjd+ 
jxbotzb-Ω 
188 PUT/134v:16 1cnhÓgxt dtkbrsb1vjkb u{f uhäüjd+ jcnfdk-zb- gjlfnb1 
189 PUT/59v:05 777vjkbnb cå j zfc+1lf bp,eltv+ jn+ uhäü+1bzsd+ därs 
dcåΩ1 
190 PUT/59v:12 1ghjcbv+ ghjintzbæ jn+ uhäü+1ghbkäömzj vjkæint cå1 
191 PUT/64v:08 777 jn+ bcreitzbæ b ,ehå öt bcrhm,b1b jn+ uhäü+ 
bp,fdbnb cå1ghfplmzeœinbv+777 
192 PUT/77r:05 1hjölmibæ cdän+1b jcnfdk-zb- uhäü+1b li{fv+ cgc{tzb-1 
193 PUT/78r:05 1ghbczj ghfplmzeœobv+ nhmömcndj1b jn+ uhäü+ 
bp,fdbnt1 
194 PUT/85r:02 1gjnjxåint jn+ uhj,f dfibü+1b jn+ uhäü+ 
bp,fdkæœot1dfibvb vk{ndfvb1 
195 SUP/353:09 1ct -cn+ gkmnm vjæ pf dskjvbvfæ d+ jcnfdm-zb- uhäüjd+1 
196 SUP/390:25 1b d+p+vfnb jn+ ztuj ztgjujztzb- uhäüjd+ zfibü+1 
197 SUP/493:25 1nj e,j d+cnfk+ õps c+vhmnmzså hfcnhmuzõd+1zb öt 
dmcrhäcbk+1gktzbwâ zfibü+ uhäüjd+ hfplhäibd+1 
198 SUP/05:30 1 ztljcnjbzjv+ cøintv uhäü+ hflb zfibü+1 
199 SUP/394:05 1ghbüjlâinbbü+ gjrffzb- cnhjå1b cbü+ uhäü+ ghfinfå1 
200 SUP/108:20 1cdjbvb rh+dmvb jxbcnbnt câ jn+ uhäü+ b -öt gkmnbœ 
gj,äöltzb ,scnt1 
201 SUP/235:11 1b vjkb câ pf vâ lf bp,ølø uhäü+ vjbü+1 
202 SUP/436:24 1n+ öt æpdmz+ ,scn+ uhäü+ hflb zfibü+1 
203 SUP/469:12 1lf hfpvtnfœ ndjbü+ uhäü+ dhävâ1 
204 SUP/483:05 1bcntxt ,j rhmdm b djlf bp lht,h+ üh+cnjd+1lf b hõrjⰰfzm- 
uhäü+ zfiü+ pfukflbn+1 
205 SUP/524:28 1ghjcnb vâ ,hfnt1rfænb ct,t b gkfrfnb dtkbksbü vjbü+ 
uhäü+1 
206 1073/30a:22-
23 
zfhbwfæb ,j jw{f ,{f1b jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+1 
207 1073/37a:06 1nfrjöt b xk{r+ fk+xf jn+ uhäüjd+ cdjbü+ b gfrs777 
208 1073/37d:26-
27 
1ærj fint b ujhmr+ cel+ ghbbvtv+1jn+ gmhdsbü+ 
uhäüjd+1 
209 1073/45a:11 1bvmöt gjlj,jdhälmzb cõnm -lbz+ ,j ,{+ 
vjötnm1ghfinfnb uhäüjd+1 
210 1073/50d:02 1b j,kbxfnb ztcfvjüjnmzsbü+ ,mhfnbb uhäüjdm zm 
ghälfænb ptvkb777 
211 1073/53a:22 1b xtnsht ltcånb lmz+ vzbib zf jxbintzb- uhäüjd+ 
dmctuj känf1 
212 1073/63b:22 1jcnfdktz+ ,s b kfpfhm b hfckf,ktzsb z+ d+ jcnfdktzbt 
uhäüjd+1 
213 1073/63d:07 1bkb töt üekbnb ct,t1bkb ghälmzbbü+ hflb uhäüjd+1 
214 1073/69b:29 1f ærjöt cdjbü+ uhäüjd+ cõnm gkjlb cdjæ p+kb1 
215 1073/70b:04-
05 
1njöt zt uhäüjd+ enj hflb1 ï∑d+ ,j ötzjõ777 
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216 1073/70b:08-
09 
1b n+ öt zt uhäüjd+ hflb1 
217 1073/70b:10 1z+ bvmöt t xk{r+ ,jkt uhäüjd+ hflb cdjæ hfnmzbr+777 
218 1073/70b:15 1vzjufimls öt b lhepbb d+ dhföl. ce c+dhfinf.nm cå 
uhäüjd+ hflb1 
219 1073/70a:25-
26 
1gsnfæ rsbü+ ,õle uhäüjd+ hflb ,hfnbæ hfnmzbwb zt 
bvmöt777 
220 1073/70a:28 777hfnmzbwb zt bvmöt dmcb uhäüjd+ läkf jn+ ,hfnbæ hfnm 
bvenm1 
221 1073/70d:11 1tkmvföt uhäüjd+ hflb vzjufimls ,ª+ æ d+cnfdkætnm zf 
zs1 
222 1073/107a:14 1ædä -cnt j,fxt öt zt dcb pkjœ c+vhmnbœ evbhfœinbb 
uhäüjd+ läkå1 
223 1073/144d:04 1böt -uj p+kfæ gjeintzbæ cfvjdjkmzsü+ uhäüjd+1 
224 1073/156a:06 1lfcnm zfv+ æcnb b gbnb1d+ jcnfdk-zb- uhäüjd+1 
225 1073/176b:08-
09 
1bzj öt -cnm uhäüe jcnfdktzb- lf r+ömlj e,j cdjbü+ 
uhäüjd+ ghbj,hänf-nm jcnfdktzb-1 
226 1073/176c:15 777uhäüf zt vjuenm ndjhbnb1d+ jcnfdk-z- uhäüjd+ gj 
bcnbzä rhmcnånm cå1 
227 1073/188b:23-
24 
1b d+ vtxm b zt jghfdmlb ztghfdml+ bü+1b uhäüjd+ bü+ 
jn+ kbwf cdj-uj zt pfukflb1 
228 1073/193b:08 1,ª+ ,j däcnm böt üjintnm gsnfnb uhäüjd+1 
229 1073/247d:25 ghjgjdälfnb j bvtzb cdj-vm gjrffpzb1b jcnfdk-zœ 
uhäüjd+1 
230 1073/28c:12 1zb hmwb intlhjns ,{öb vzjus lf vzjömcndj uhäü+ vjbü+ 
jwäcnbnm1 
231 1073/33c:14 1ærjöt lf jxbcnbnm cå1xkjdär+ jn+ uhäü+ cdjbü+1 
232 1073/44c:19 1gj c+vmhnb b dhäölå-vsbü+1uhäü+ b gjus,fõinbbü+ 
l{im jn+ p+kffuj cdjtuj extzbæ nfwbb1 
233 1073/46a:06 1võöm bkb ötzf1böt fint c+ndjhbnm jn+ uhäü+ 
xkßdxmcrsbü+1 
234 1073/48b:18 zt j,blb bcgjdälfnb cdjbü+ uhäü+1 
235 1073/54a:09 1nb ærjöt dcäü+ uhäü+ dcår+ böt fint c+ndjhbnm 
xkjdär+ rhjvä7771 
236 1073/59d:03 1våntöm vzbnm jn+ uhäü+ ,sdfõinbb1 
237 1073/99b:29 1zfv+ öt kägj - dälänb1 ærj uhäü+ zfibü+ läkå1 
238 1073/99c:29-
99d:01 
1b uhäü+ dfibü+ hflb j,hfnb kbwt cdj- jn+ dfc+1 
239 1073/99d:29 1b hfpeväœnm dcå cnhfzs1ærj uhäü+ cdjbü+ läkmvf1 
240 1073/103a:17 1b gjhföõ ds fp+ ctlvbimls1d+ uhäü+ dfibü+ vtcnj1 
241 1073/147b:21-
22 
1z+ gktzbwfvb cdjbü+ uhäü+ r+ömlj d+gkbnf-nm cå1 
242 1076/26v:03-
04 
1ghjintzbæ nhä,eæ uhäüjd+1 
243 1076/98v:01 1,jkmiå ct,ä dhävtzf uhäüjd+ c+,bhfæ zt x.-ib1 
244 1076/197r:06 1b ærjöt ,tcrdhmzmzfæ öhmndf d+ ghjintzb- uhäüjd+ 
zfibv+ ghbzjcbnm cå ujcgjle ,ÓeΩ 1 
245 1076/207r:01 ærj e,j dmcårf ömhmndf ,Óe ghbzjcbvf d+ jn+geintzb- 
uhäüjd+ jn+ ,Óf xkÓdrv+777 
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246 1076/210v:01 1lfhjdf zfv+ ,Óu hfpkbxmzs öhmnds d+ jn+geintzb- 
uhäüjd+1 
247 1076/212r:07-
08 
1zt n+rvj jn+geintzb- uhäüjd+ zt lf-nm cå bv+Ω 
248 1076/221r:12 gfxt bzäü+ ghjxbbü+ uhäüjd+ -cnmΩ 
249 1076/223v:07 1ærj ghjcnbk+ b -cnm ,{+ uhäüjd+ -ujΩ 
250 1076/226r:02-
03 
1zt ,scnm e,j cdj,jlmz+ cdjbü+ uhäüjd+1 
251 1076/226v:01  1ærj bcnbcnbzmzj- pzfvtzb- ghjotzb- uhäüjd+ ühmcnmæze 
ct -cnmΩ 
252 1076/241r:05 ΩpkfÓnΩ ∑ bcgjdälfzb uhäüjd+Ω 
253 1076/242r:13 1dtkbrj ,j lj,hj bcgjdälfzb- uhäüjd+1 
254 1076/37v:07 1b vjisikåæ d+bze ∑ v+zjömcndä uhäü+ cdjbü+1 
255 1076/178v:05 1b d+ dhävå uhäü+ ∑,hfnb cå r+ uÓe1 
256 1076/142r:13-
142v:01 
,kªujckjdktzb- uªztΩ-öt jn+cnegbnb jn+ uhäü+1 
257 1076/172v:05 1frj rhs. cå uhäü+ hflb vjbü+1 
258 1076/134v:04 1b v+zjömcndj uhäü+ vjbü+ jwäcnbnm vbkjcnm ,j b uzäd+ 
e ztuj -cnm1 
259 1076/104r:01 1zb öt gjzjcbnb ∑,hfinå.inø cå jn+ uhäü+Ω 
260 1076/118r:10-
11 
1j xkÓdxt ctuj läkå ,sdfønm lf cå jxbcnbnb xkÓdr+ jn+ 
uhäü+ cdjbü+1 
261 1076/126r:06 1lf ztr+kb cr+h,b hflb jwäinit cå jn+ uhäü+ cdjbü+ 
262 1076/128v:13  1lf ,s dm ctvm vbhä rfpzm ghbæk+ b ver¨ uhäü+ cdjbü+ 
läkmvf1  
263 1076/188r:02 rsb -cnm uhäü+ nåöbb dmcäü+ uhäü+Ω 
264 1076/217v:03 Ω b ghjxt- zt c+lä. lhtdkmzbü+ vjbü+ uhäü+1 
265 1076/251v:12 1zt vjpäv+ zt,htob vfksbü+ uhäü+ lf zt d+ dtkbrsæ 
d+gfltv+1 
I.pl.   
266 PUT/02r:01 1vbkjcnb vå c+gjlj,b1ztzfxf-vfuj vzjusvb uhäüs  
267 PUT/59v:06 1ghjcdänb dkx{wt1jvhfxtzj vzjusvb uhäüs ch{wt vj-1 
268 PUT/60r:03 1ghjcdänb vkc{ndt1jvhfxtzj-vb uhäüs ch{wt ndjæ cnb{c+ 
gbcf.iänt777 
269 SUP/390:11 1eljdm gthõn+ r+ ndjhwe b dkflswä1b cdjbvb uhäüs 
cfvb câ edäinfdfœn+1 
270 SUP/525:06 1b bzävb jcrdhmzbd+ câ ,jkmibbvb njuj uhäüs1 
271 1073/44c:16 1f ærjöt c+ cdjbvb uhäüs bvenm d+ckäl+ uhåleom1 
272 1073/171d:10-
11 
1b ötzs c+,mhfzs uhäüs1djlbvs gjüjnmvb hfpkbxmzsvb1 
273 1073/193c:21 1b juªkf b ztüelä1z+ dtkbrsvb üekfvb b uhäüjds1 
274 1073/200b:28 1b d+ pkjüsnhe li{õ zt d+käptnm velhjcnm1zb d+ctkbnm 
cå d+ näkj ecrdmhztzj uhäüs1 
275 1073/211a:15 1ztdälleint ærj cdjbvb uhäüs ,jkbb cj,ä c+,bhfœnm 
juzm1 
L.pl.   
276 ARC/10r:16 d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk+cå -cb dmcm7 
277 ASS/18a:06 x) 1häü+ e,j dfv+ ärj evhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfiîü+ 
278 ASS/18a:10 x) ärj fp+ tcvm1evhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfiîü+ 
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279 ASS/25d:21 1d+ uhäcäü+ n+b hjlbk+ cå tcb dtcm1 
280 DOB/148r:17-
18 
ärj evhtnt dm uhäcäüm dfibüm: 
281 DOB/148r:19-
148v:01 
fot ,j dähs zt tvktnt ärj fpm tcvm:evhtnt dm uhäcäüm 
dfibüm: 
282 DOB/153r:18 dm uhäcäü+ ns hjlbkm cå tcb dtcm7  
283 KOH/5v:06 1d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk cå tcb dtcm1 
284 MAR/149v häü+ e,j dfv+ ärj evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+7 
285 MAR/149v fint ,j dähs zt tvktnt ärj fp+ tcv+7 evmhtnt d+ 
uhäcäü+ dfibü+7 
286 MAR/152v jn+däinfiå b häiå tve7 d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk+ cå tcb 
dtcm7  
287 MIR/28a:17 häüm ,j dfvm ärj dmvmhtnt dm uhäcäüm dfibüm7 
288 MIR/28a:20 fot e,j dähs zt bvtnt ärj fpm tcvm1b evhtnt dm 
uhäcäüm dfibüm7 
289 MIR/41b:21-
22 
dm uhäcäüm ns hjlbkm ct âcb dmcm7 
290 MST/14b:07 1htrjü+ e,j dfv+1ærj evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
291 MST/20a:03 1jn+däofif b htrjif -ve1d+ uhäcäü+ hjlbk+ cå -cb 
dmcb777 
292 OST/28c:01 htrjü+ e,j dfv+ ærj evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+  
293 OST/40d:02 d+ uhäcäü+ hjlbk+ cå -cb dmcm1 
294 TYP/152a:17 1ærj ¨vmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
295 TYP/152a:19-
20 
1¨vmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
296 TYP/155a:01-
02 
777b htrjiæ -ve1d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk+ cæ -cb dmcm1 
297 VAT/66v:17 1häü+ e,j dfv+ frj evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1fot ,j 
dähs zt tv-nt1frj fpm -cvm1 
298 VAT/66v:18-
19 
777 fp+ -cvm1evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
299 VAT/44v:20 777häiå -ve1 d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk+ cå -cb dmcm1 
300 VUK/15d:21-
22 
häüm e,j dfvm ærj evhtnt dm uhäcäüm dfibüm1 
301 VUK/15d:24-
25 
 ærj fpm tcvm1evhtnt dm uhäcäüm dfibîüm7 
302 VUK/21d:02 †däofit b häit -ve1dm uhäcäüm nb hjlbkm ct -cb dtcm1  
303 ZOG/251r:14 häü+ e,j ärj evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
304 ZOG/251r:16-
17 
777zt tvktnt fp+ tcvm1evmhtnt d+ uhäcäü+ dfibü+1 
305 ZOG/256v:15 jn+däinfiå ⁄ häiå tve1d+ uhäcäü+ ns hjlbk+ cå tcb 
dmcm1 
306 1073/29a:03-
04 
1zb rfkæœineeve cå d+ uhäcäü+ cnhfcnmzsbü+1 
307 1073/32b:08 böt ,j d+ uhäcäü+ ,s+it nb zt gjrfæd+it cå1 
308 1073/36b:13 b d+ uhäcäü+ -uj æöt c+uhäib d+ näü+ evmht1 
309 1073/42b:04-
05 
1cvjr+dt j,sxfb -cnm gbcfzb. zfhbwfnb1ceine. j 
uhäcäü+ li{e1 
310 1073/44a:22 1b zt ecnslb cå bcgjdälfnb j uhäcäü+ cdjbü+1 
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311 1073/48a:01 1jdjve d+ uhäcäü+ öbdõine -kmvföt b dtkbsb777 
312 1073/48c:04 r+ n+xmzsbv+ j cdjbü+ uhäcäü+ xk{r∑v+ zt chfvkæb cå1 
313 1073/50a:29 1nfrjöt e,j b zfv+ j uhäcäü+ rfõinfæ cå jn+kexfnb 
gjlj,f1 
314 1073/50d:15-
16 
1ærj ceint zä d+ rsbü+ uhäcäü+1 
315 1073/56c:12 1b lj c+vmhnb j,sxfæ hflb p+kf1d+ uhäcäü+ ghä,sd+if1 
316 1073/56d:13 d+ uhäcäü+ ,j zt dbl+ gsnf-v+ -cnm n+xmõ uhäüjdmzsb1 
317 1073/56c:28-
29 
1-öt ,j c+ ecmhlbtv+ öbnb d+ uhäcäü+ zhfd+ zärfr+ 
p+kjxmcnbd+ lißfv+ d+ndfhå-nm1 
318 1073/70d:22 1üjintib kb dblänb gfltzbt ,jh.inbbü+ cå c+ nj,jõ 
gjrfb cå j uhäcäü+ b dhfpb ndjb gflenm1 
319 1073/83a:22-
23 
1ærj zt gjckeifõ nt,t1tint öt b d+ uhäcäü+ ,sd+itb1 
320 1073/91c:29-
91d:01 
1böt nfrsæ dbzs dbzeœnm d+ uhäcäü+ cdjbü+1 
321 1073/99d:07-
08 
1b ghmcnb dfib d+ uhäcäü+1 
322 1073/102d:16 1hfzfvb ctlvbimls1j uhäcäü+ dfibü+ b c+rheiõ her+ 
dtkbxbæ dfituj1 
323 1073/146d:08 1z+ r+ömlj d+ uhäcäü+ cdjbü+ lf evhenm1 
324 1073/159c:06 1öhmnds b ghbzjcf zt d+cüjnäü+ dmctc+öbuf-vsü+ b -öt 
j uhäcäü+ zt d+pbcrf1 
325 1073/182c:18 1nfrjöt ghbcnegfœinffuj r+ veöõ uhäimze1b 
ghbväifœinffuj cå d+ uhäcäü+ -uj1 
326 1076/12r:13 1crjh,b j uhäcäü+1 
327 1076/51v:09 1böt ,j gj dmcå xåcs jn+dän+ lfnb j cdjbü+ uhäcäü+  
xå-nb1 
328 1076/154v:05 1b j uhäcäü+ cdjbü+ gjvjkb cå1 
329 1076/87v:02 1z+ öbdeinffuj d+ uhäcäü+ b d+ ztxåæzbbΩ 
330 1076/87v:04 ærj fint j uhäcäü+ ,jkbv+ b gtxfke-v+ cåΩ 
331 1076/87v:09 1lf j uhäcäü+ n+xmõ ,jkbv+1 
332 1076/87v:13 1ærj fint zfer+ bvä-ib j uhäcäü+1 
333 1076/196v:04 fint d+ uhäcäü+ d+gfl+ r+nj c+cnfhä-nm cå1 
334 1076/210r:09 1lf gjztöt xkÓdwb ceint gk+nåzb b ztvjinmzb d+ 
vzjpäü+ uhäcäü+ ceintΩ 
335 1076/217r:10 fint d+ uhäcäü+ c+cnfhädm cå xkÓdr+1 
336 1076/241v:05 1b vs b r+ njb n+x+zj j cdjbü+ uhäcäü+ zt chfvkå-v+ 
cå r+ xkjdtrjv+1 
x) the occurrences are found at http://titus.uni-frankfurt.de (April 12, 2016). 
 
1.4 Occurrences of l+ku+ 
  No occurrences were found in N., G., I. or L. pl. 
 
1.5 Occurrences of ljv+ 
N.pl.   
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337 1073/79c:26 1xflf öt bü+ d+ jxbõ1ljvjdt bü+ uj,bzmzb1 
338 1073/116b:09 1dcäv+ ljvjdt uhj,b ,sif1 
339 1073/134d:03 1,{f hfcgsnf-nm1ljvs b ühfv+ ,sdf-nm ,ö{bb b 
ghbxfcnmzbr+ njuj wh{cmcndf4 
G.pl.   
340 DOB/05r:06 1fot zt bvfnm ghbånb cnjhbwtœ zszä7dm dhävå ct 
ljvjdm7b ,hfnbœ b ctcnhm7b jªwf b vfntht7 
341 MAR/63r fint zt bvfn+ ghb•nb c+njhbwtœ d+ dhävå ct zszä 
ljvjd+ b ,hfnh• b ctcnh+7 î jnªwf b vfnth+ b xål+ b ctk+7 
342 MIR/136b:17 1fot zt bvfnm ghbtnî cnjhbwt.1zz{ä dm dhävt ct ljvjdm b 
,hfnt b ctcnhm1 
343 TYP/79a:24 1fot zt bvfnm ghbænb c+njhîwt. zsbä d+ dhävå 
ct1ljvjd+ b ,hfnmæ b ctcnh+1 
344 VUK/119b:16 fot zt bvfnm ghb-nb cmnjhbwt.Ωzz{ä dm dhävt ct ljvjdm b 
,hfnbå b ctcnhs b †wt b vfnthtΩ 
345 SUP/35:08 1cm cdäinfvb bcüjlâint bp ljvjdm cdjbü+1 
346 SUP/267:24 1nj eöt r njv¨ zt gjvmzân+ zb ljvjdm zb xâlf1 
347 SUP/432:24 1nj bväzbæ kb d+cüjnä zt,häusb bväzbæ1ljvjdm kb 
ineölbbü+1 
L.pl.   
348 ARC/158r:13 böt vår+rf zjcånm7 d+ ljv+ü+ w(c{)hbü+ cenm7 
349 ASS/143r:13 1ct îöt vårmrfä zjcån+1d+ ljvjü+ wh{bbü+ cõn+1 
350 MAR/08v ct böt vår+rf zjcån+7 d+ ljvjü+ w(c{)hbü+ cønm7 
351 MIR/71b:12 1ct -öt vtrmrf zjctnm1dm ljvjüm wh{üm c.nm1 
352 MST/34d:15 1ct -öt vår+rf zjcånm d+ ljv+ü+ wäcfhbbü+ cenm1 
353 MST/192b:25 1ct -öt vfr+rfæ zjcåot d+ ljv+ü+ w{chbü+ cenm1 
354 OST/267b:02 ct böt vår+rfæ zjcånm¡d+ ljv+ü+ w©hbü+ cønm777 
355 TYP/20d:22 1ct böt vår+rfæ zjcånm1 d+ ljv+ü+ wc{hbü+ cenm1 
356 VAT/67v:25 ct böt vår+rfæ zjcån+1 d+ ljvjü+ whÓbü+ cønm4 
357 VUK/36b:17-
18 
ct böt vtrmrfæ zjctnm dm ljvjüm whb{üm cenmΩ 
358 ZOG/23r:23 1ct ⁄öt vårrf zjcån+1 d+ ljvjü+ whÓbü+ cønm1 
359 1073/69b:08 1vzjpb e,j d+ ljv+ü+ hfnb bvenm1 
360 1073/84c:07-
08 
1b ,õltnm uhf,ktzb- d+ ljv+ü+ dfibü+1 
 
1.6 Occurrences of vtl+ 
  No occurrences were found in N., G., I. or L. pl. 
 
1.7 Occurrences of gjk+ 
G.pl.   
361 ASS/153r:13 b rkån+ cå tb1ärj tujöt ghjcîib lfv+ nb1lj gjk+ wh{mcndf 
vjtuj1 
362 MAR/54r tujöt fint ghjcbib lfvm nb7 lj gjk+ wc{hc{ndbä vjtuj7 
363 OST/287d:03 tujöt fot ghjcbib lfvm nb1lj gjk+ wh{mcndf vj-uj777 
364 VAT/18v:10 4ærj -ujöt fot ghjcbib1lfvm nb1lj gjk+ whc{ndbæ  
vj-uj4 
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365 ZOG/92r:13 777ärj tujöt fint ghjcbib b lfvm nb lj gjk+ whÓcbä vjtuj1 
 
1.6 Occurrences of csz+ 
   
N.pl.   
366 ARC/01v:03 b n+ bö ztuj gb-nm7 b cz{jdt -uj7 b crjnb -uj7 
367 ARC/12v:03 ljbltöt cdän+ bvfnt7 dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cz{jdt cdäne 
,eltnt 
368 ARC/12v:08 ljbltöt cdän+ bvfnt7 dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cz{jdt cdäne 
,eltnt7 
369 ARC/25r:07 lf ,eltnt cz{jdt jw{å dfituj böt -cnm zf z,{cmü+7 
370 ARC/30v:10 f cz{jdt wh(cª)ndbæ bpu+zfzb ,elenm7 d+ nmve 
rhjväibz..7 
371 ARC/37r:17 htxt -ve îcª+7b,j cdj,jlmzb kb cenm cz{jdt7 
372 ARC/50r:09 b ,eltnm vmplf dfiå v+zjuf7 b ,eltnt cz{jdt dsimzåfuj7 
373 ARC/87v:21 ljzltöt cdän+ bvfnt7 dähebnt d+ cdän+7 lf cz{jdt cdänf 
,eltnt7 
374 ARC/178r:21 f lj,hj- cävå cb cenm cz{dt whªcndf 
375 ARC/178r:22 gktdtkb cenm cz{jdt ztghbåpzb[z]bb7 
376 ASS/19b:18 1b nm bp ztuj gîn+1b cz{dt tuij b crjnî tuj1 
377 ASS/27b:24 1ljzltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdänä1lf czªdt cdänf 
,øltnt4 
378 ASS/27c:03 1ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdänä1lf czªdt cdänf 
,øltnt4 
379 ASS/33d:21 1b bpujzåinå• ds1lf ,øltnt cz{dt jw{f dfituj îöt tcn+ zf 
zc{ü+1 
380 ASS/37d:20 1f cz{dt cdänf bpumzfzb ,øløn+ d+ n+võ rhjväinmzœœ1 
381 ASS/42c:28 1htxt tve bcª+1e,j cdj,jl+ cønm cz{dt1 
382 ASS/52a:18-19 1b ,øltn+ v+plf dfif v+zjuf1b ,øltnt cz{jdt dsi+zäfuj1 
383 ASS/113d:05 1,kfötzb cmvbhäœintb ärj nb cz{dt ,ö{îb zfhtrøn cå1 
384 ASS/126v:15 1lj,hjt öt cävå cîb cõn+ cz{dt wh{cndbä1 
385 ASS/126b:16 1f gkädtkb cønm cz{dt ztghîäpzîzî1 
386 DOB/02rC:04 tlf vjuenm czjÓdt ,hfxzb gjcnbnb ct 
387 DOB/51v:18 1b ,øltnm vmplf dfif vzjuf1b ,øltnt cz{jdt dsimzäfuj7 
388 DOB/73v:07 fot öt fpm j dtkmºtdekä î pmujzå däcs7czjÓdt dfib j 
rjvm bpmujzånm 
389 DOB/92r:06 ärj võlhä cmndjhb7ärj czjÓdt därf ctuj7 vølhäbib 
gfxt777: 
390 DOB/105v:09 hfdmzb cønm fzmÓukjvm:b czjÓdt cønm ,öªbb: 
391 DOB/132r:01 î nm bp ztuj gbnm b cz{dt tuj7b crjnb tuj 
392 DOB/162v:20 1lj rjkä cdänm bvfnt (7d)ähebnt dm cdänm7lf czªdt 
cdänj(ú ,õl)t(n)t7 
393 KOH/18v:07 1b bpujzåoõå ds lf ,øltnt cz{jdt ∑Ówf dfituj1 
394 KOH/42v:21 b ,õltnm vmplf dfif vzjuf1b ,øltnt cz{jdt dsizäfuj1 
395 KOH/95r:21 1,kªötzb cvbhäåobb ærj nb czÓjdt ,Óbb zfhtrøn cå1 
396 KOH/108v:05 1lj,hjt cävå cb cønm czj{dt whnªdbæ  
397 KOH/108v:06 f gkädtkb cønm czj{dt ztghbæpzîzb1 
398 KOH/29r:04 1htxt tve îcªm1e,j cdj,jlm cønm czj{dt1 
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399 KOH/7v:06 1ljzltöt cdänm bvfnt dähebnt d+ cdänm1lf czjªdt cdäne 
,øltnt1 
400 KOH/7v:12 1ljzltöt cdän+ bvfnt dähebnt d+ cdän+1lf czjªdt cdäne 
,øltnt1 
401 MAR/03v f cz{dt [dt] wcªndbä bpu+zfzb ,ølønm7 d+ n+vø 
rhjväinmzœœ7 
402 MAR/05v tlf vjuøn+ czÓdt ,hfx+zbb gkfrfnb cå7 
403 MAR/10v î fint fp+ j dtk+qädjk+ bpujzœ däcs7 czÓdt dfib j rjvm 
bpujbån+7 
404 MAR/13v f ctkj tcnm dtcm vbh+7 lj,hjt öt cävå ct cøn+7 cz{dt 
wchªcndbä7 (f gkädtk+ cønm cz{dt ztghbäpzbzb7) 
405 MAR/13v (f ctkj tcnm dtcm vbh+7 lj,hjt öt cävå ct cøn+7 cz{dt 
wchªcndbä7) f gkädtk+ cønm cz{dt ztghbäpzbzb7 
406 MAR/20r htxt tve îcª7 e,j cdj,jlmzb cønm cz{dt7 
407 MAR/31r näv+ öt cfvb c+däläntkmcndetnt ct,ä7 ärj czÓjdt tcnt 
bp,bd+ibü+ ghªrs7 
408 MAR/47r htxt bv+ îc+ª7 tlf vjuøn+ cz{dt ,hfxmzbb gjcnbnb cå7 
409 MAR/91v b ,øltn+ v+plf dfif v+zjuf7 b ,øltnt cz{jdt dsi+zätuj7 
410 MAR/104r fint öt fp+ j dtkmqädekä bpujzœ däcs7 czÓdt dfib j 
rjvm bpujbån+7 
411 MAR/114v b gjüdfkb uªm brjzjvf ztghfdtl+zffuj7 ärj b vølhä 
c+ndjhb7 ärj cªzdt därf ctuj vølhäbit (gfxt czªd+ cdänf 
d+ hjlä cdjtvm cøn+ 4) 
412 MAR/123r b jn+däinfd+ bªc+ htxt bv+7 cz{jdt därf ctuj ötnån+ cå b 
gjcfufœn+7  
413 MAR/123r zb evmhänb ,j gj njvm vjuøn+7 hfdmzb ,j cøn+ fz´kªv+ 
î czÓdt cøn+ ,öªbb7 (dmcrhäitzb. czÓdt cøot7) 
414 MAR/123r (zb evmhänb ,j gj njvm vjuøn+7 hfdmzb ,j cøn+ fz´kªv+ 
î czÓdt cøn+ ,öªbb7) dmcrhäitzb. czÓdt cøot7 
415 MAR/139r î n+ bp ztuj gbn+ b cz{dt tuj b crjnb tuj7 
416 MAR/158v ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt7 dähebnt d+ cdänf7 lf czªdt cdäne 
,øltnt 4 
417 MIR/30b:13-
14 
b nm bp ztuj gbnm1b cz{jdâ tuj b crjnb tuj 
418 MIR/44b:03 ljzmläöt cdänm bvfnt1däh.bnt dm cdänm1lf cz{jdt cdän. 
,øltnt 
419 MIR/44b:09 ljzläöt cdänm bvfnt1däh.bnt dm cdänm7lf cz{jdt cdänf 
,øltnt1 
420 MIR/60a:15 ,k{ötzb cmvbhä.otb ärj nj cz{dt ,ö{b zfhtr.nm ct1 
421 MIR/64a:11 lf ,.ltnt czj{dt jw{f dfituj böt âcnm zf z,c{üm1 
422 MIR/66b:02 â lf vju.nm cz{jdt ,hfxmzî gkfrfnb ct1 
423 MIR/77a:16 b fpm dtkmpäúkjvm bpujz. ,äcs1cz{jdt dfib ∑ rjvm 
bpujztnm 
424 MIR/82b:13 1f cz{jdt wh{cndf bpuzfzb ,.lúnm dm nv. 
425 MIR/83a:20 1lj,hjt öt cävt cb c.nm czj{dt wh{cndbä  
426 MIR/83a:21 f gkädtkm cúnm cz{jdt ztghbäpzbzmzb1 
427 MIR/107b:12 htxt âv. îcªm ú,j cdj,jlzb c.nm cz{jdt1 zm777 
428 MIR/106b:23 1b htxt bvm îcªm1tlf vjuúnm cz{jdt ,hfx{zb1gjcnbnb ct1 
429 MIR/154a:06 b ,.ltnm vmplf dfif vzjuf1b ,.ltnt cz{jdt dsizäuj1ärj 
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430 MIR/170b:09 7fot öt fpm j dtkmpfdjkä bpujz. ,äcs1cz{jdt dfib j rjvm 
bpujztnm 
431 MIR/187a:07 ärj czj{dt därf ctuj v.lhäbit1 
432 MIR/187a:08-
09 
1gfxt czj{dt cdänf 
433 MIR/195b:08 1cz{jdt därf ctuj ötztnm ct b gjcfuf.nm1 
434 MIR/195b:16 1b cz{jdt c.nm dö{b1 
435 MIR/195b:17 b dmcrh{ctzb. cz{jdt7ärjöt dmcnf.nm vhmndb1 
436 MIR/238a:02 1ärj cz{jdt âcnt îp,bdibüm ghh{rb 
437 MIR/245b:07 ljzläöt cdänm bvfnt däh.bnt dm cdänm1lf cz{jdt cdän. 
,.ltnt1  
438 MIR/301b:10 ljzläöt cdänm bvfnt1 dähebnt dm cdänm1lf cz{jdt cdäne 
,.ltnt1 
439 MST/15b:05 1b n+ bp z-uj gbb cz{jdt -uj b crjnb -uj1 
440 MST/21a:19 1ljz+ltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+1lf cz{jdt 
cdänf ,eltntΩ 
441 MST/21b:02 1ljz+ltöt cdän+ bvffnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cz{jdt 
cdänf ,eltnt1 
442 MST/139a:05 777ljz+ltöt cdän+ bvfnt dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf cz{jdt 
cdänf ,¨ltnt1cb ukÓf îcª+ 
443 MST/167b:22 1ljz+ltöt cdän+ bvfnt dähebnt d+ cdän+1lf cz{jdt cdänf 
,¨ltnt1 
442 MST/191c:19 1ljzltöt cdän+ bvfnt dähebnt d+ cdän+1lf cz{jdt cdänf 
,¨ltntΩ 
445 MST/29c:25 1lf ,eltnt cz{jdt jw{f zfituj böt -cnm zf z,{cäü+1 
446 MST/36c:19 1b cszjdt wh{mcndf bötzenm cå d+ nmve rhjväimz..1 
447 MST/50b:11 1htxt -v¨ îcª+ cdj,jlm cenm e,j cz{jdt z+777 
448 MST/31b:11 1b htxt îcª+1tlf vjuenm cz{jdt xmhnjömzbrf ötkänb1 
449 MST/28b:17 1,köÓzb c+vähå.obb ærj nb cz{jdt ,öÓbb zfhtr¨n cå1 
450 MST/188c:05 1,kfötzb c+vähå.obb ærj nb cz{jdt ,öÓbb zfhtren cå1 
451 MST/37b:01 1b fot fp+ dtkmpjdõk+vm bpujz. ,äcs1cz{jdt dfib xbvm 
bpujzå1 
452 MST/74c:17 1b ,eltnm vmplf dfif vzjuf b ,eltnt cz{jdt dsimzåfuj1 
453 MST/51d:16 1nävm öt gjckõimcnde-nt ct,ä ærj cz{jdt -cnt 
 bp,bd+ibbü+ ghjhÓrs1 
454 MST/135b:14 1nävm öt gjckeimcnde-nt ct,ä ærj cz{jdt -cnt  
bp,bd+ibbü+ ghjhÓrs1 
455 MST/165c:20 1nävm öt gjckeimcnde-nt ct,ä ærj cz{jdt -cnt  
bp,ïd+ibbü+ ghjhÓrs1 
456 MST/80c:24 1b fot ,¨lõnm cz{jdt vbhf gjxb-nm zf zbü+ vbh+ dfim 
457 MST/55c:03 1b htxt bv+ b îcª+1tlf vjuenm cz{jdt ,hfxmzbb fkrfnb1 
458 MST/40b:03 1lj,hj- öt cävå ct cenm czj{dt wchªcndf1 
459 MST/40b:04 1gktdtkb öt cenm cz{jdt ztghbæpzbzb1 
456 MST/83a:17 1bpujz. ,äcs1cz{jdt dfib j rjvm bpujzånm ctuj läkånb 
dfv+ ,elenm celbæ1 
461 MST/91c:09 777ærj velhä c+ndjhb1ærj cz{jdt därf ctuj velhäbit  
462 MST/97d:11 1b cz{jdt cenm ,öÓbb  
463 MST/97d:11 b d+crhmctzbæ cz{dt cenm1 
464 OST/212b:15 ,kfötzb c+vbhæœotb1ærj nb cz{jdt ,ö{bb zfhtrõnm cå 
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465 OST/58b:11 ¡lf ,øltnt cszjdt jw{f dfituj¡böt -cnm zf z,ªctü+ 
466 OST/64c:09-
10 
f cszjdt wh{cndbæ bpu+zfzb ,õlõnm d+ nmvõ777 
467 OST/241c:15 lj,hj- öt cävå1cbb cõnm cszjdt whmªcndbæ1 
468 OST/241c:17  f gkädtkb cõnm cszjdt ztghbæpzbzb1 
469 OST/72c:08 1htxt -ve bîcª b,j cdj,jl+ kb cõnm cz{jdt1 
470 OST/215b:10 nävböt c+däläntkmcnde-nt j ct,ä1 ærj cz{jdt -cnt1 
471 OST/92b:02 1b ,õltnm vmplf dfif v+zjuf b ,õltnt cz{jdt dsimzæfuj1 
472 OST/30c:06 ¡î n+ bp z-uj gb b cszjdt -uj b crjnb -uj777 
473 OST/43a:17 ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+¡ lf cszjdt 
cdäne ,øltnt 4 
474 OST/43b:07 ljzmltöt cdän+ bvffnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+¡ lf cszjdt 
cdäne ,øltnt 4 
475 OST/266c:08-
09 
ljzmltöt cdän+ bvffnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+¡ lf cszjdt 
cdäne ,øltnt 4 
476 SAV/32r:15-
16 
777jzf gfcnmcnd¨œobü+ dfv+1ærj lf ,øltnt cz{jdt jw{. 
dfitve1z,{czeve1 
477 SAV/37r:01 777dm wh{cndbî z,{czätvm1cz{jdt öt wh{mcndbæ böltzõn+ cã1 
478 SAV/125v:15 1,kÓötzb îcÓ+ vbhfœotî1ærj nb cz{jdt ,ö{bî zfhtrøn+ cã 
,kfötzbî bpuzfzbî ghfdmls hflb1 
479 SAV/128v:14 1üjlbnt ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1däheînt dm cdän+ lf czªjdt 
cdänf ,øltnt1 
480 TUR/10r:05 1b ,øltnm vmplf dfiå v+zjuf1b ,øltnt czÓdt dsimzåfuj1 
481 TYP/08b:17 1,kfötzb c+vbhæ.obb ærj nb cz{dt ,{öîb zfhtren cå1 
482 TYP/10c:14 1b⁄pujzåofæ ds1lf ,øltnt cz{dt jw{f dfituj1 
483 TYP/15a:11 1f cz{dt wcªndb⁄æ bpu+zfzb ,elønm d+ nmvø rhjväimz..1 
484 TYP/17a:07 1tlf vjuønm cz{dt ,hfxmzbb gjcnbnb cæ1 
485 TYP/23b:10 1cz{dt dfib j rjvm bpujzånm1 
486 TYP/26d:10 1lj,hj- öt cävæ ct cenm cz{dt wchªcndbæ1 
487 TYP/26d:11 1f gkädtkb cenm cszjdt ztghbæpz⁄zb1 
488 TYP/34b:13 1htxt tvø îcÓ1e,j cdj,jlmzb c¨nm czj{dt1 
489 TYP/63a:18 1b htxt bv+ îcª1tlf vjuønm cz{dt ,hfxzïb gjcnbnb cå1 
490 TYP/106d:20 777vzjuf1b ,eltnt cz{jdt dsimzæfuj1 
491 TYP/110c:23-
24 
777bpujz. däcs1czÓjdt dfib j rjvm bpujzånm1 
492 TYP/120b:16 1ærj cªzdt därf ctuj velhäbit  
493 TYP/127d:16 1b †däinfd+ bªc htxt bv+1cz{dt därf ctuj ötzånm cæ ⁄ 
gjcfuf.nm1 
494 TYP/128a:01-
02 
1hfdmzb ,j cenm fzujÓkv+1⁄ cszjdt c¨nm ,öÓbb1 
495 TYP/128a:03 1d+crhäitzm. czÓdt cøot1 
496 TYP/142d:08 1b n+ bp ztuj gbnm1b cz{dt -uj b crjn⁄ -uj1 
497 TYP/160a:14 1üjl⁄nt ljzltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf czjªdt 
cdänf ,¨ltnt1 
498 UND/01r:19 1lj,hjt öt cävå cb cøn+ cz{jdt whªcndbä1 
499 UND/01r:20  f gkädtkb cøn+ czj{dt ztghbäpzbzb1 
500 VAT/30r:25 1,kfötzb c+vähäœotb1ærj nb cszjdt ,öÓbb zfhtrøn+ cå1 
501 VAT/09r:13 1b bpujzâoâå ds1lf ,øltnt czÓjdt jwÓf dfituj1böt tcn+ zf 
z,Óctü+7 
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502 VAT/91r:09 1b ns bp ztuj gb□ b czÓjdt -uj1b crjnb -uj1 
503 VAT/14v:02 ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d□ cdän□ lf cszjdt 
cdäne ,øltnt1 
504 VAT/67v:02 ljbltöt cdän+ bvfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+1 lf czÓjdt cdäne 
,øltnt1 
505 VAT/14r:24 ljzmltöt cdän+ bvfnt1 dähebnt d+ cdän+ lf czÓb cnÓe 
,øltnt1 
506 VUK/17a:01 b nm bpm ztuj gbnm b cz{jdt -uj b crjnb tuj 
507 VUK/22d:20 ljzmläöt cdänm bvfnt1dähebnt dm cdänm lf cz{jdt cdäne 
,eltnt4 
508 VUK/23a:02 ◌nt dähebnt dm cdänm lf cz{jdt cdäne ,eltnt1 
509 VUK/29b:13 ◌cmv777hä.otb ct ærj nb cz{jdt ,ö{b zfhtrenm ct: 
510 VUK/30c:24 lf ,eltnt czj{dt †w{f dfituj -öt -cnm zf z,cä{üm7 
511 VUK/32c:04 htxt bvm îc{m1-lf vjuenm cz{jdt ,hfxmzb gjcnbnb ct: 
512 VUK/92d:15 fot öt fpm ∑ dtkmpfdekä bpmujze ,äcsΩ cz{jdt dfib ∑ 
rjvm bpmujztnm 
513 VUK/37d:28 f cz{jdt whm{cndæ bpuzfzb ,elenm dm nmve777 
514 VUK/41b:01 lj,hjt öt cävt cb cenm czj{dt wh{mcndbæ1  
515 VUK/41b:03 1f gkädtkb cenm cz{jdt ztghbæpzbzs 
516 VUK/179c:11 lj,hjt öt cävt cb cenm czj{dt wh{mcndbæ1 
517 VUK/179:12 1f gkädtkb cenm cz{jdt ztghbæpzbzb 
518 VUK/52b:24 htxt -ve îcªm cdj,jlmkb e,j cenm cz{jdt 
519 VUK/38c:02 777∑ dtkmpfdekä bpmujzå ,äcsΩ cz{jdt dfib ∑ rjvm 
bpmujztnm1 
520 VUK/103d:19 ärj velhä cmndjhbΩärj czj{dt därf ctuj velhäbib (gfxt 
czj{dm cdänfΩdm hjlä cdj-vm cenm) 
521 VUK/111b:19 cz{jdt därf ctuj ötztnm ct b gjcfuf.nm 
522 VUK/111c:04 cz{jdt cenm dö{bΩ  
523 VUK/111c:06 dmcrh{mctzbæ cz{jdt cenmΩ 
524 VUK/54b:02 1ærj cz{jdt -cnt bp,bdmibüm ghh{rs 
525 VUK/153b:01 1ærj cz{jdt -cnt bp,bd+ibüm ghh{rm 
526 VUK/58c:08 1-lf vjuenm cz{jdt ,hfxmzb gjcnbnb ct 
527 VUK/82a:24 7◌77b ,eltnt cz{jdt d+77◌7 
528 ZOG/4v:21 ,kfötzb c+ vbhfœinb⁄1ärj nb czÓjdt ,öÓ⁄b zfhtrœn+ cåΩ 
529 ZOG/8r:17 lf ,øltnt czjÓdt jÓwf dfituj1⁄öm tcn+ zf zt,tctü+7 
530 ZOG/15r:08 f czj{dt whcªndbä ⁄pu+zfzb ,ølønm1d+ n+vø rhjväimzœœ1 
531 ZOG/27r:11 î fint fp+1j dtkmpädjkä ⁄pujzœ däcs1czjÓdt dfiå j rjvm 
bpujbån+7 
532 ZOG/32v:07 lj,hjt öt cävå tcn+ czj{dt whÓcndbä1 (f gkädtk+ cøn+ czj{dt 
ztghbäpzbzb1) 
533 ZOG/32v:08 (lj,hjt öt cävå tcn+ czj{dt whÓcndbä)1f gkädtk+ cøn+ czj{dt 
ztghbäpzbzb1 
534 ZOG/42r:11 1htxt tve îc+ª e,j cdj,jl+zb cœn+ czj{dt  
535 ZOG/82 (76) 
:02 
⁄ htxt ⁄v+ îÓc1tlf vjuøn+ czj{dt ,hfxmzb⁄ gjcnbnb cå1 
536 ZOG/152r:04 ⁄ ,øltn+ v+plf dfif vzjuf ⁄ ,øltnt cz{jdt dsimzäfuj7 
537 ZOG/192v:09 b gjüdfkb uÓz+ ljve ⁄rjzjvf1ztghfdml+zffuj1ärj vølhä 
cndjhb1ärj cz{jdt därf ctuj1 
538 ZOG/207v:06 1cz{jdt därf ctuj ötzån+ cå1⁄ gjcfufœn+7  
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539 ZOG/207v:14 zb evhänb ,j gj njvm vjuøn+1hfdmzb ,j cøn+ f´kjªv+1î 
czjÓdt cøn+ ,öª⁄1 
540 ZOG/207v:15-
16 
1d+crhäitzm. czjÓdt cøn+ 
541 ZOG/232v:22 1⁄ n+ ⁄ö ztuj gbn+ ⁄ czjÓdt tuj ⁄ crjnb tuj1 
542 ZOG/267r:06 ljzmltöt cdän+ ⁄vfnt1dähebnt d+ cdän+1 lf czÓb cdäne 
,øltnt 
543 PUT/79r:17 777† dtn+üfuj lk+uf hfplhäibd+it cå1cszjdt ,ku{lmnb 
ædbüjv+ cå1 
544 PUT/86v:03 1b juzm vextzbœ ghänhmgäcnt1bzszf cz{dt dmxmze 
vøwhmcnde ,scnt1 
545 SUP/94:21 cbb cøn+ j,mv+ibb zfiø cnhfzø1ærjöt ct cszjdt xâcnb1 
546 SUP/253:19 1cszjdt vjb ,juf bvøn+ ærjöt b fp+1 
547 SUP/262:21-
22 
1bvöt nhä,¨-v+ -uj dmcb cszjdt xkjdäxmcnbb1n+ ,j  
-cn+ rh+vâb dmcø zfctktzøœ1 
548 SUP/262:25-
26 
1ct öt nhä,e-nm jn+ zfc+ lf däv+ bvâ ujcgjlf zfituj 
dmcb cszjdt xkjdäxmcnbb1 
549 SUP/324:23 1fint lf -cnt cszjdt cb∑zb1 
550 SUP/423:12-
13 
1,kfötzb ,j htxt cmvbhjœinbb1ærj nj cszjdt ,jöbb 
zfhtrõn+ câ1 
551 1073/30b:10 1nb cenm cz{jdt ,jöbb1 
552 1073/14c:14 1æpsrjv+ zf hfpkextzb- ckjdõ uhålsb ntxtnm ds öt 
whrßdzbb czßjdt1 
553 1073/51d:28-
29 
1r+ cn{sbv+ -kbrjöt fint jcd{ofõnm cz{jdt bbphfbktdb u{db1 
554 1073/56b:11 cz{jdt ,tpevmzb cõnm f zt c+vsckmzb1 
555 1073/67c:27-
28 
1rfvj kb gjrkjztzbt ct läd+it vzänb1töt tv 
j,äinfdffüõ cz{jdt1 
556 1073/80a:04 1bü+öt cz{jdt bü+ frs zjds jn+hfckb1 
557 1073/103d:06 1fint bkb cszjdt bü+ b l+inthb ujztpzenm1 
558 1073/107a:16-
17 
1ct gjl+-vk.nm1zt,jz+ bjdjdb cz{jdt ghfdmlmzb ceot1 
559 1073/123c:06 1rfrj - hfpevänb dbläd+it öt cz{jdt ,ö{bb b l+inthb 
xk{xcrsæ1 
560 1073/134d:08 4dbläd+it öt cz{jdt 4,ö{bb l+inthb xtkjdäxmcrs1 
561 1073/135a:02 1r+ bveinffuj ,ö{bb cz{jdt dbläd+it xtkjdäxmcrs 
l+inthb htr+it7771 
562 1073/209d:16 1lf eöt dfczm cdj,jlm cenm cz{jdt 1 
563 1073/135a:15 1ærj dbläd+it öt cz{dt ,ö{bb l+inthb xk{dxmcrs1 
564 1073/135b:05 1dbläd+it cz{dt ,ö{bb l+inthb xk{xmcrs1 
565 1073/138a:09 1jn+ ztujöt tdhäb1cbvjdb e,j cenm cszjdt  
566 1073/138a:10  b cszjdmzb cszjdt1 
567 1073/138c:02 1-úkfn+1jn+ ztujöt utnúkú1üfve öt d+njhjve cz{jdt b  
568 1073/138c:03  b cszjdmzbb cszjdt1 
569 1073/139a:10-
11 
1jn+ ztujöt hfvtzt1bfataú öt nhtnb-vú cszjdt b  
570 1073/139a:11-
12 
 b cszjdmzb cszjdt1 
571 1073/147a:20 1b d+ rjhf,kb zj-dä b czj{dt -uj ,äfüe1 
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572 1073/147a:26 1lf fot jw{b pf länb zt vexånm cå1zb czj{dt pf jw{å1 
573 1073/184a:09-
10 
1b cszjdt ,tpevmkbdb cenm ærjöt pkj c+ndjhbnb1 
574 1073/202d:14-
15 
777-öt cszjdt c+gktcrfœnm b velhjcnm zt æöt777 
575 1073/206c:20 1b b∑fz+ ,j b ærjd+ cszjdt ptdtltbzb ghä,sd+itb d+ 
lädmcndä1 
576 1073/216d:06 777jn+ ztæöt hjlb cå -ve itcnthj länbb1xtnsht 
cszjdt1l+dä öt l+othb1 
577 1076/14r:11 777r+ zbvm b j,tctkbib cå1czj{dt ,j ,tc cenm1 
578 1076/49r:06 1zt ,siå1czÓdt vbhf ctuj hfcgåkb uÓf ckfds1 
579 1076/225r:11-
12 
1fp+ ,j häü+ ,jpb -cnt b cszjdt dmimzåfuj dmcb 
üjnåintbΩ 
580 1076/251r:09 1nj. ,j k.,+dm. czjÓdt ,{e zfhtxtv+ cå1 
G.pl.   
581 ARC/37r:14 † rsü+ ghb-vk.nm lfzb7 bkb rb<zjp+7 † cdjbü+ cz{jd+ bkb 
† neölzü+7 
582 ARC/106r:10 7kª7 cht,hmbbr+7 wäze wäz-zffuj7-uj öt wäzïif † cz({j)d+ 
bpdªk+7 
583 ARC/116v: 09 7kª7 cht,hmzbr+7 wäze wäb-bffuj7 -uj öt wäbbif7 † czªd+  
bpdªk+7 
584 ASS/42c:22 ghîtvkån+ lfzb kb rîzjc1∑n+ cdjbü+ kb czj{d+1kî jn{ 
neölîbü+1 
585 ASS/107b:20 ҕ cmht,h+zbrb{ Ωwäzø wäztzffuj1tujöt wäzbiå ∑n+ czjdª+ 
zpk{dm1 
586 ASS/148r:28 1vzju+b cz{jd+ bp{kd+ j,hfnîn+ r+ uª. ,ªe bü+1 
587 DOB/92r:07 ctuj7 vølhäbib gfxt cz{dm cdänf cønm7 
588 DOB/105v:03 b jnmdäoädm ïcÓcm htxt bvm:cz{jdm därf ctuj ötnœnm cå b 
gjcfufœnm: 
589 KOH/74v:21 1kÓ1cht,hmbbrm1wäzø wäztzfuj1tujöt wäzbiõ † czjÓd+ 
zpªktd+1 
590 KOH/29r:01 ghbtvkånm lfzb1bkb rbzbcm1† czj{dm kb cdjbüm1bkb † 
neölbbüm 
591 MAR/20r wcªhb ptvmcwbb jn+ rsü+ ghbtvkœn+ lfzb7 kb rb<zcm7 jn+ 
cdjbü+ kb cz{d+7 kb jn+ neölbü+ 
592 MAR/178v î v+zjus cz{d+ bplªhkd+ j,hfnbn+ r+ uªb ,ªe bü+7 
593 MAR/114v gfxt czªd+ cdänf d+ hjlä cdjtvm cøn+ 4 
594 MAR/39v b ghb•cå nhb ltcånb c+ht,h+bbr+ wäzø wäztzffuj7 tujöt 
wäzbiå jn+ czª+ zpdªk+7 
595 MIR/107b:09 ghbtvk.nm lfzb bkb rbzjcm1 † czj{dm kb cdjbüm bkb † 
núölbüm777 
596 MIR/286a:18 7k{7 cht,hmzbrm1wäz.1wäztzfuj1tujöt wäzbit † czjdªm 
zpkt{dm1 
597 MIR/340a:05 7b vzjuî cz{jdm bp{ktdm j,hfnbnm rm uªe ,ªe büm1 
598 MST/91c:10 gfxt cz{jd+ cdänf d+ hjlä cdj-vm cenm1 
599 MST/50b:08 1bkb rb<zc+1jn+ cdjbü+ kb cz{jd+ bkb jn+ o.ölbbü+1 
600 MST/152d:18 7kª7 nt cht,hmbbr+ wäze wäztzffuj -ujöt wäzbif jn+ cz{jd+ 
bpÓktd+1 
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601 MST/157a:12 7kª7 cht,hmzbr+ wäze wäztzffuj -ujöt wäzbif jn+ czjªd+ 
bpÓk-d+1  
602 MST/160b:22 7kª7 cht,hmzbr+ wäze wäz-zffuj -ujöt wäzbif jn+ czjªd+ 
bpÓk-d+1 
603 MST/199b:08 1b vzjus cz{jd+ bpÓkd+ j,hfnbnm r+ u{e ,{e bü+1 
604 OST/72c:01 jn+ rsbü+ ghb-vkœnm lfzb bkb rb<zc+ jn+ cz{jd+ kb 
cdjbü+1 
605 OST/196d:05 7kª7 cht,hmzbr+1wäzõ wäz-zffuj1 -ujöt wäzbiå jn+ cz{jd+ 
bpk{-d+1 
606 OST/185b:15 1b ghb•iå nhb ltcånt c+ht,hmzbr+ wäzõ wäz-zffuj1 
 -ujöt wäzbiå jn+ cz{jd+ bpk{-d+777 
607 OST/278c:09 777vn{ht cdj-å b v+zjus1cz{jd+ bpk{-ds j,hfnbnm r+ u{e ,{e 
bü+ b n+1 
608 SAV/43r:03 dmptvkõn+ lfzm1kb j,hjrs1jn+ cdjîü+ kb czj{d+1kb jn+ 
neölbü+1 
609 SAV/117v:02 1k{1cht,hmzbr+ wäzø wäztzfuj1tujöt wäzbiã jn+ czjdª+ 
zpk{d+1 
610 TYP/34b:08 1kb rb<zc+1† cdjbü+ kb czj{d+1 
611 TYP/55d:14 1wäze wäz-zffuj1tujöt wäzbif † czdª+ bpkÓtd+1 
612 TYP/93d:20 1b v+zjus czÓjd+ bpkÓtd+1j,hfnbnm r+ uªb ,ªe bü+1 
613 TYP/120b:17 gfxt czªd+ cdänf d+ hjlä cdj-vm c¨n+1 
614 VAT/79v:03 1b ghbåiå nhb ltcånb c+ht,hmzbr+ wäzø wäztzftuj1 tujöt 
wäzbiå jn+ czÓjd+ bkÓtd+1 
615 VAT/19r:06 1b v+zjus czÓjd+ bpÓktd+ j,hfnbn+ r+ uÌ. ,Ìe bü+1 
616 VUK/103d:20 gfxt czj{dm cdänf: dm hjlä cdj-v, cenm 
617 VUK/52b:19 w{hb- ptvkmzbΩ † rsüm ghb-vkenm lfzbΩ bkb rbzjcm1† 
czj{dm kb cdjbüm bkb † xeölbüm1 
618 VUK/175c:06 7k{7 cht,hmzbrm wäze wäztzfujΩ -ujöt wäzbit † czjdªm 
zpkt{dm:b lfit777 
619 ZOG/42r:08 777ghbtvœn+ lfz⁄ kb r⁄z+c+1jn+ cz{jd+ kb cdj⁄ü+ k⁄ jn 
neöl⁄ü+ 
620 ZOG/132r:14 î vzjus czj{d+ ⁄k{td+1j,hfnbn+ r+ uª. ,ª¨ ⁄ü+ 
621 ZOG/192v:10 1vølhä⁄it gfxt czjªd+ cdänf1d+ hjlä cdjtvm cøn+ 
622 ZOG/70v:10 ⁄ ghb•iå Һ { c+ht,hmbbr+1wäzø wäztzftuj1tujöt wäzbiå 
jn+ czjdª+ ⁄k{td+1 
623 SUP/246:20 1nävm e,j ghbitl+ zf ghjgjdälm gfúk+ fgjcnjk+1 b  
-lzjuj jn+ cszjd+ ctve j,hän+ gbitn+1 
624 SUP/436:07 1b zt bväfit dblf1zb lj,hjns1z+ dbl+ -uj 
dtxmcnmz+1bpxfpfå gfxt cszjd+ xkjdäx+1 
625 1073/50b:10 xk{dr+ xk{dr+ htxt jn+ cz{jd+ bbphfbktd+1 
626 1073/103a:24 1b gjck. c+vhmnm zf ds1b æcnt gk+nm cz{jd+ b l+inthbb 
dfibü+1 
627 1073/135a:08-
09 
1d+ cszjd+ väcnf ,ößbæ cszs ,jömcrs b dkfcntkmcrs 
erfpf1 
628 1073/137c:01 1htxt ,j vecbcm1dctktzb- öt cz{jd+ bplhfbktd+1 
629 1073/139b:29 1cbv+ e,j æpsrjv+ cbwt jn+ nhbb cszjd+1 
630 1073/163c:21 1z+ dbl+ -uj1,txmcnmz+1b gjus,fæ1gfxt cszjd+ xk{xmcr+1 
631 1073/182b:16 1ztöt nj,ä pmhänb d+ hewä cszjd+ ndjbü+1 
632 1073/189d:24 h+g+nfit öt dcm c+,jh+ cz{jd+ bplhfbktd+ zf vjecbœ1 
I.pl.   
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633 SUP/562:11, 
Z) 
1ljblt öt vfcnbhf xkjdärf ,ªömæ1cm ötzjœ tdjtœ b cz{+vb 
l+inthmvb1 
634 1076/17r:11 1czs d+zers ghfd+zers l+inthmvb1 
L.pl.   
635 1073/94a:05 1lf zt ,eltnm ,j ,kelåinffuj d+ cz{äü+ bk{tdäbü+1 
636 1076/168r:06 1b zt dtctkb cå j cz+ü+ ztzfrfpfzsbü+1 
Z) the occurrences are taken from the e-corpus http://titus.uni-frankfur.de (12/4-16). 
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Appendix 2. Verses in 15 biblical sources 
 
The findings in the 15 biblical texts that are included in this study are presented in this appendix 
according to the 41 selected biblical verses. The findings in the five non-biblical texts are 
excluded in this appendix. 
 
2.1 Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 
2.2 Assemanian Gospel Lectionary 
2.3 Dobromir’s Gospel 
2.4 Kochno Gospel Lectionary 
2.5 Marianus Gospel 
2.6 Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
2.7 Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary 
2.8 Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 
2.9 Sava’s Book 
2.10 Turov Gospel Lectionary 
2.11 Typograph Gospel 
2.12 Undol’skij’s Fragments 
2.13 Vatican Gospel Lectionary 
2.14 Vukan Gospel Lectionary 
2.15 Zograph Gospel 
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2.1 OCCURRENCES IN: the Archangelsk Gospel Lectionary of 1092 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (8)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 32v:08, IX:5 = 32v:14,  
St. Mark II:5 = 79r:16, II:9 = 79v:06, IV:12 = —  
St. Luke V:20 = 49r:07, V:23 = 49r:18, VII:47 = 131r:18, VII:48 = 131v:01 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (5)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 142v:18, XXVI: 28 = 94v:19,  
St. Mark I:4 = 150r:15,  
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = 151r:06, XXIV:47 = 14r:12 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0)  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (1) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = —;  —; IX:34 = 10r:16 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 158r:13 
  
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = the substantive gjk+wh{cndf 
is used 
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (10)  
St. Matthew V:9 = —, V:45 = 25r:07, VIII:12 = 30v:10, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, XIII:38 (x2) 
= 178r:21 + 178r:22, XVII:26 = 37r:17, XXIII:31 = —  
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 50r:09, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = —,  
St. John IV:12 = 01v:03, XII:36 =12v:03 + 12v:08 + 87v:21 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (3) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 37r:14, XXVII:9 = 106r:10 + 116v:09 
St. Luke I:16 =A.pl., XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.2 OCCURRENCES IN: the Assemanian Gospel Lectionary (or the Vatican, not to be 
confused with the Vatican Gospel Lectionary Gr.2502) 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (7)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 39b:17, IX:5 = 39c:03,  
St. Mark II:5 = 76a:01, II:9 = 76a:22-23, IV:12 = —,  
St. Luke V:20 = 51b:12, V:23 = —, VII:47 = 120r:12, VII:48 = 120r:16 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (3)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 131b:05, XXVI: 28 = D.pl.  
St. Mark I:4 = 137b:23-24,  
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 D.pl., XXIV:47 = 28c:18-19 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0),  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 18a:06, + 18a:10, IX:34 = 25d:21-22 
  
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 143r:13 
  
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (1) = St. Mark VI:23 = 153r:13,  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (10)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 113d:05, V:45 = 33d:21, VIII:12 = 37d:20, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, 
XIII:38 (x2) = 126v:15 + 126b:16, XVII:26 =42c:28, XXIII:31 = —,  
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 52a:18-19, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = — (x2),  
St. John IV:12 = 19b:18, XII:36 =27b:24 + 27c:03 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (3)   
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 42c:21, XXVII:9 = 107b:20,  
St. Luke I:16 =148r:28, XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.3 OCCURRENCES IN: the Dobromir’s Gospel 
 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (6)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = missing, IX:5 = missing,  
St. Mark II:5 = missing, II:9 = 1rC:08-09, IV:12 = 6rC:14,  
St. Luke V:20 = 47r:08, V:23 = 47r:19, VII:47 = 57v:03, VII:48 = 57v:07  
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (1)  
St. Matthew I:21= missing, XXVI: 28 = missing, St. Mark I:4 = missing,  
St. Luke I:77 = 34v:03, III:3 = D.pl., XXIV:47 = D.pl. 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3)  
St. John VIII:24 (x2) =148r:17-18 + 148r:19-148v:01, IX:34 = 153r:18 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+  (1) St. Mark X:30 = 5r:06 
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ St. Matthew XI:8 missing 
  
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (7)  
St. Matthew V:9 = missing, V:45 = missing, VIII:12 = missing, IX:15 = missing, XII:27 = 
missing, XIII:38 (x2) = missing, XVII:26 = missing, XXIII:31 = missing, 
St. Mark II:19 = 2rC:04,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 51v:18, XI:19 = 73v:07, XVI:8 = 92r:06, XX:36 = 105v:09, 
St. John IV:12 = 132r:01, XII: 36 = 162v:20  
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (2) = St. Matthew XVII:25 = missing, XXVII:9 = missing,  
St. Luke I:16 = A.pl., XVI:8 = 92r:07, XX:34 = 105v:03 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.4 OCCURRENCES IN: the Kochno Gospel Lectionary 
 
N.pl. djkjdt / djkb (0), G.pl. djkjd+ / djk+ (1) St. Luke XIV:19 = 46v:06-07, 
I.pl. djk+vb / djks (0)6 L.pl. djk+ü+ /djkäü+ (0)  
 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (8)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 24v:17, IX:5 = 25r:01,  
St. Mark II:5 = 54r:15, II:9 = 55r:04, IV:12 = missing,  
St. Luke V:20 = 42r:03, V:23 = 42r:12-13, VII:47 = 102r:15, VII:48 = 102r:19 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (3)  
St. Matthew I:21= 113v:02, XXVI: 28 = 70v:09, St. Mark I:4 = missing,  
St. Luke I:77 = missing, III:3 = missing, XXIV:47 = 9r:04 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (1)  
St. John VIII:24 (x2) = missing, IX:34 = 5v:06 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+  (0) St. Mark X:30 = missing, 
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (0) St. Matthew XI:8 missing 
  
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (8)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 95r:21, V:45 = 18v:07, VIII:12 = missing, IX:15 = missing, XII:27 = 
missing, XIII:38 (x2) = 108v:05 + 108v:06, XVII:26 = 29r:04, XXIII:31 = missing, 
St. Mark II:19 = missing,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 42v:21, XI:19 = missing, XVI:8 = missing, XX:34 = missing, XX:36 (x2) = 
missing,  
St. John IV:12 = missing, XII: 36 = 7v:06 + 7v:12 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (2) = St. Matthew XVII:25 = 29r:01, XXVII:9 = 74v:21,  
St. Luke I:16 = missing, XVI:8 missing  
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.5 OCCURRENCES IN: the Marianus Gospel 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (9)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 04v, IX:5 = 05r,  
St. Mark II:5 = 46v, II:9 = 46v, IV:12 = 49v,  
St. Luke V:20 = 88v, V:23 = 88v, VII:47 = 94v, VII:48 = 94v 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (2)  
St. Matthew I:21 = Part of the manuscript from the XIII c., XXVI: 28 D.pl.,  
St. Mark I:4 D.pl.,  
St. Luke I:77 = 81r, III:3 D.pl., XXIV:47 = 132v 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3)  
St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 149v + 149v, IX:34 = 152v 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (1) St. Mark X:30 = 63r,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 08v 
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (1) = St. Mark VI:23 = 54r,  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (16)  
St. Matthew V:9 = Part of the manuscript from the XIII c, V:45 = Part of the manuscript from 
the XIII c, VIII:12 = 03v, IX:15 = 05v, XII:27 = 10v, XIII:38 (x2) = 13v + 13v, XVII:26 = 
20r, XXIII:31 = 31r,  
St. Mark II:19 = 47r,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 91v, XI:19 = 104r, XVI:8 = 114v, XX:34 = 123r, XX:36 (x2) = 123r + 123r,  
St. John IV:12 = 139r, XII:36 =158v 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (4) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 20r, XXVII:9 = 39v,  
St. Luke I:16 =178v, XVI:8 = 114v 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.6 OCCURRENCES IN: the Miroslav’s Gospel Lectionary 
N.pl. djkjdt / djkb (0), G.pl. djkjd+ / djk+ (1) St. Luke XIV:19 = 199a:19, 
I.pl. djk+vb / djks (0)6 L.pl. djk+ü+ /djkäü+ (0)  
 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (9)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 92a:05, IX:5 = 92a:12,  
St. Mark II:5 = 219b:04, II:9 = 219b:18-19, IV:12 = 112a:04,  
St. Luke V:20 = 152b:20, V:23 = 153a:12, VII:47 = 160a:04, VII:48 = 160a:09, 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (6)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 316a:22-23, XXVI: 28 = 253a:02-03,  
St. Mark I:4 = 326a:22,  
St. Luke I:77 = 342a:13, III:3 = 327a:23, XXIV:47 = 46b:04, 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 28a:17 + 28a:20, IX:34 = 41b:21-22 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (1) St. Mark X:30 = 136b:17,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 71b:12 
 N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = singular,  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (21)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 60a:15, V:45 = 64a:11, VIII:12 = 82b:13, IX:15 = 66b:02, XII:27 = 
77a:16, XIII:38 (x2) = 83a:20 + 83a:21, XVII:26 = 107b:12, XXIII:31 = 238a:02,  
St. Mark II:19 = 106b:23, 
St. Luke VI:35 = 154a:06, XI:19 = 170b:09, XVI:8 = 187a:07 + 187a:08-09, XX:34 = 
195b:08, XX:36 (x2) = 195b:16 + 195b:17,  
St. John IV:12 = 30b:13, XII:36 =44b:03 + 44b:09 + 245b:07 + 301b:10 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (3) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 107b:09, XXVII:9 = 286a:18,  
St. Luke I:16 = 340a:05, XVI:8 = N.pl. 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.7 OCCURRENCES IN: the Mstislav’s Gospel Lectionary  
N.pl. djkjdt / djkb (0), G.pl. djkjd+ / djk+ (1) St. Luke XIV:19 = 97b:02-03, 
I.pl. djk+vb / djks (0)6 L.pl. djk+ü+ /djkäü+ (0)  
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (10)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 41b:05-06, IX:5 = 41b:13,  
St. Mark II:5 = —, II:9 = 125c:13, IV:12 = 58c:19 
St. Luke V:20 = 74a:19-20, V:23 = 74b:06, VII:47 = 77b:19 + 168d:22, VII:48 = 77b:23 + 
169b:02 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (4)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 180a:22, XXVI: 28 = 142d:04,  
St. Mark I:4 = D.pl. + 185a:24,  
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = —, XXIV:47 = D.pl. + 209c:07 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0); 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (2) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 14b:07 + —,  IX:34 = 20a:03 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = — ,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (2) St. Matthew XI:8 = 34d:15 + 192b:25 
 N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0),  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (25)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 28b:17 + 188c:05, V:45 = 29c:25, VIII:12 = 36c:19, IX:15 = 31b:11 + 
80c:24, XII:27 = 37b:01 + 83a:17, XIII:38 (x2) = 40b:03 + 40b:04, XVII:26 = 50b:11, 
XXIII:31 = 51d:16 + 135b:14 + 165c:20  
St. Mark II:19 = 55c:03,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 74c:17, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = 91c:09, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = 97d:11 
(x2),  
St. John IV:12 = 15b:05, XII:36 =21a:19 + 21b:02 + 139a:05 + 167b:22 + 191c:19 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (6) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 50b:08, XXVII:9 = 152d:18 + 157a:12 + 160b:22  
St. Luke I:16 =199b:08, XVI:8 = 91c:10 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.8 OCCURRENCES IN: the Ostromir Gospel Lectionary of 1056-1057 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (8)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 67a:03, IX:5 = 67a:18,  
St. Mark II:5 = 130b:07, II:9 = 130c:16, IV:12 = —  
St. Luke V:20 = 91a:09, V:23 = 91b:11, VII:47 = 223d:04, VII:48 = 223d:13 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (4)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 248a:03, XXVI: 28 = 159a:01,  
St. Mark I:4 = 255c:14,  
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = 258a:16, XXIV:47 = D.pl. 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0),  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (2) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 28c:01; —; IX:34 = 40d:01 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 267b:02 
 N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (1) = St. Mark VI:23 = 287d:03,  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (12)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 212b:15, V:45 = 58b:11, VIII:12 = 64c:09-10, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, 
XIII:38 (x2) = 241c:15 + 241c:17, XVII:26 = 72c:08, XXIII:31 = 215b:10 
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 92b:02, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = —,  
St. John IV:12 = 31c:06, XII:36 =43a:17 + 43b:07 + 266c:08-09 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (4) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 72c:01, XXVII:9 = 196d:05 + 185b:15 
St. Luke I:16 =278c:09, XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0),  
L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.9 OCCURRENCES IN: the Sava’s Book (Gospel Lectionary) 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (8)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 38v:12, IX:5 = 38v:18,  
St. Mark II:5 = 77v:10, II:9 = 78v:01, IV:12 = —,  
St. Luke V:20 =  49v:07, V:23 = 49v:15, VII:47 = 130v:15, VII:48 = 130v:17 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (3)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 137v:09, XXVI: 28 = D.pl., 
St. Mark I:4 = D.pl., 
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = 146r:07, XXIV:47 = 159r:03, 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0),  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (0) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = —; —; IX:34 = —, 
 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (0) St. Matthew XI:8 = —, 
  
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = —, 
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (4)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 125v:15,V:45 = 32r:15-16, VIII:12 = 37r:01, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, 
XIII:38 (x2) = —, —, XVII:26 = —, XXIII:31 = —, 
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = —, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = —,  
St. John IV:12 = —, XII:36 =128v:14, 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (2) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 43r:03, XXVII:9 = 117v:02, 
St. Luke I:16 =—, XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.10 OCCURRENCES IN: the Turov Gospel Lectionary 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (2)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = —, IX:5 = —,,  
St. Mark II:5 = —,, II:9 = —, IV:12 = —  
St. Luke V:20 = 09r:01, V:23 = 09r:11, VII:47 = —, VII:48 = —, 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (0)  
St. Matthew I:21 = —, XXVI: 28 = —, 
St. Mark I:4 = —, 
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = —, XXIV:47 = —, 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0)  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (0) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = —; —; IX:34 = —, 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (0) St. Matthew XI:8 = —, 
  
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = —, 
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (1)  
St. Matthew V:9 = —,V:45 = —, VIII:12 = —, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, XIII:38 (x2) = —; —
, XVII:26 = —, XXIII:31 = —, 
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 10r:05, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = —,  
St. John IV:12 = —, XII:36 =—, 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (0) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = —, XXVII:9 = —, 
St. Luke I:16 =—, XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0),  
L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.11 OCCURRENCES IN: the Typograph’s Gospel 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (7)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 16b:13, IX:5 = 16c:01,  
St. Mark II:5 = 62b:21, II:9 = 62c:14, IV:12 = 65c:24, 
St. Luke V:20 = 104b:13, V:23 = 104c:02, VII:47 = —, VII:48 = —  
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (4)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 04a:18, XXVI: 28 = D.pl., 
St. Mark I:4 = D.pl.,   
St. Luke I:77 = 96b:08, III:3 = 100a:02, XXIV:47 = 136d:18, 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3)  
 
St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 152a:17 + 152a:19-20, IX:34 = 155a:01-02 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (1) St. Mark X:30 = 79a:24,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 20d:22, 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (17)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 08b:17, V:45 = 10c:14, VIII:12 = 15a:11, IX:15 = 17a:07, XII:27 = 
23b:10, XIII:38 (x2) = 26d:10 + 26d:11, XVII:26 = 34b:13, XXIII:31 = —,  
St. Mark II:19 = 63a:18,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 106d:20, XI:19 = 110c:23-24, XVI:8 = 120b:16, XX:34 = 127d:16, XX:36 
(x2) = 128a:01-02 + 128a:03,  
St. John IV:12 = 142d:08, XII:36 =160a:14;  
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (4) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 34b:08, XXVII:9 = 55d:14,  
St. Luke I:16 =93d:20, XVI:8 = 120b:17 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.12 OCCURRENCES IN: the Undol’skij’s Fragments (Gospel Lectionary) 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (0)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = —, IX:5 = —,  
St. Mark II:5 = —,, II:9 = —, IV:12 = —,  
St. Luke V:20 =  —, V:23 =  —, VII:47 = —, VII:48 = —, 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (0)  
St. Matthew I:21 = —, XXVI: 28 = —, 
St. Mark I:4 = —, 
St. Luke I:77 = —, III:3 = —, XXIV:47 = —, 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0)  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (0) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = —; —; IX:34 = —, 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = — , 
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (0) St. Matthew XI:8 = —, 
  
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = —, 
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (2)  
St. Matthew V:9 = —,V:45 = —, VIII:12 = —, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, XIII:38 (x2) = 
01r:19; 01r:20, XVII:26 = —, XXIII:31 = —, 
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = —, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = —,  
St. John IV:12 = —, XII:36 =—, 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (0) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = —, XXVII:9 = —, 
St. Luke I:16 =—, XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0),  
L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.13 OCCURRENCES IN: The Vatican Gospel Lectionary (Gr. 2502) (not to be confused with 
the Assemanian Gospel Lectionary, which is called Vatikanskoje) 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (4)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = —, IX:5 = —,  
St. Mark II:5 = 08v:04 (82), II:9 = 08v:15 (82), IV:12 = —,  
St. Luke V:20 = —, V:23 = —, VII:47 = 52r:19-20 (125), VII:48 = 52r:23 (125) 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (3)  
St. Matthew I:21 = 46v:07 (140), XXVI: 28 = 178v:11 (98)  
St. Mark I:4 D.pl.,  
St. Luke I:77 = 99r:16 (163), III:3 D.pl., XXIV:47 = D.pl. 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 66v:17 (22) + 66v:18-19 (22), IX:34 = 
44v:20 (34) 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (0) St. Mark X:30 = —,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 67v:25 (154) 
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (1) = St. Mark VI:23 = 18v:10 (168),  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (6)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 30r:25 (117), V:45 = 09r:13 (43), VIII:12 = —, IX:15 = —, XII:27 = —, 
XIII:38 (x2) = — + —, XVII:26 = —, XXIII:31 = —,  
St. Mark II:19 = —,  
St. Luke VI:35 = —, XI:19 = —, XVI:8 = —, XX:34 = —, XX:36 (x2) = — (x2),  
St. John IV:12 = 91r:09 (23), XII:36 =14r:24 (37) + 14v:02 (38) + 67v:02 (154) 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (2) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = —, XXVII:9 = 79v:03 (184),  
St. Luke I:16 =19r:06 (161), XVI:8 = — 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.14 OCCURRENCES IN: the Vukan Gospel Lectionary 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (9)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 42a:16, IX:5 = 42a:24,  
St. Mark II:5 = 142b:13, II:9 = 142c:03, IV:12 = 62a:14,  
St. Luke V:20 = 81c:15, V:23 = 81d:04-05, VII:47 = 85c:14, VII:48 = 85c:20 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (1)  
St. Matthew I:21 = missing, XXVI: 28 = 161a:10,  
St. Mark I:4 = missing,  
St. Luke I:77 = missing, III:3 = missing, XXIV:47 = --- 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0),  
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 15d:21-22 + 15d:24-25, IX:34 = 21d:02 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (1) St. Mark X:30 = 119b:16,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 36b:17-18 
 N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (0) = St. Mark VI:23 = St. Mark VI:23 was not 
excerpted early on in the work with the dissertation 
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (22)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 29b:13, V:45 = 30c:24, VIII:12 = 37d:28, IX:15 = 32c:04, XII:27 = 
38c:02, XIII:38 (x2) = 41b:01 + 41b:03 and 179c:11 + 179c:12, XVII:26 = 52b:24, XXIII:31 
= 54b:02 + 153b:01,  
St. Mark II:19 = 58c:08,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 82a:24, XI:19 = 92d:15, XVI:8 = 103d:19, XX:34 = 111b:19, XX:36 (x2) = 
111c:04 + 111c:06,  
St. John IV:12 = 17a:01, XII:36 =22d:20 + 23a:02 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (3) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 52b:19, XXVII:9 = 175c:06,  
St. Luke I:16 =missing, XVI:8 = 103d:20 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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2.15 OCCURRENCES IN: the Zograph Gospel 
N.pl. uhäüjdt / uhäcb (9)  
St. Matthew IX:2 = 17r:11, IX:5 = 17r:20,  
St. Mark II:5 = 80(74)V:15, II:9 = 81(75)r:06, IV:12 = 85(79)r:05,  
St. Luke V:20 = 147r:07, V:23 = 147r:20, VII:47 = 157v:14, VII:48 = 157v:19 
G.pl. uhäüjd+ /uhäü+ (2) 
St. Matthew I:21 = missing, XXVI: 28 D.pl.,  
St. Mark I:4 D.pl.,  
St. Luke I:77 = 136v:02-03, III:3 = 141v:02, XXIV:47 = D.pl. 
I.pl. uhäü+vb / uhäüs (0) 
L.pl. uhäü+ü+ /uhäcäü+ (3) St. John VIII:24 (x2) = 251r:14 + 251r:16-17, IX:34 = 256v:15 
N.pl. ljvjdt / ljvb (0), G.pl. ljvjd+ /ljv+ (1) St. Mark X:30 = A.pl.,  
I.pl. ljv+vb / ljvs (0)6 L.pl. ljv+ü+ /ljväü+ (1) St. Matthew XI:8 = 23r:23 
N.pl. gjkjdt / gjkb (0), G.pl. gjkjd+ /gjk+ (1) = St. Mark VI:23 = 92:13,  
I.pl. gjk+vb / gjks (0), L.pl. gjk+ü+ /gjkäü+ (0) 
 
N.pl. cszjdt / cszb (15)  
St. Matthew V:9 = 4v:21, V:45 = 08r:17, VIII:12 = 15r:08, IX:15 = missing, XII:27 = 27r:11, 
XIII:38 (x2) = 32v:07 + 32v:08, XVII:26 = 42r:11, XXIII:31 = missing,  
St. Mark II:19 = 82(76)r:02,  
St. Luke VI:35 = 152r:04, XI:19 = missing; a footnote explains that the text was added later in 
Cyrillic letters in the margin, XVI:8 = 192v:09, XX:34 = 207v:06, XX:36 (x2) = 207v:14 + 
207v:15-16  
St. John IV:12 = 232v:22, XII:36 267r:06 
G.pl. cszjd+ /csz+ (4) 
St. Matthew XVII:25 = 42r:08, XXVII:9 = 70v:10,  
St. Luke I:16 = 132r:14, XVI:8 =192v:10 
I.pl. csz+vb / cszs (0), L.pl. csz+ü+ /cszäü+ (0) 
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Appendix 3. Vostokov’s thoughts on the use of uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ in the G.pl. 
 
In total, 131 occurrences of uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ were found, 79 of uhäü+ and 52 of uhäüjd+, see 
Appendix 1. Of these 41 occurrences were found in connection with prepositions, see table 
17.1, and 72 occurrences were found in connection with substantives, see table 17.2. Eighteen 
occurrences were excluded from this section, since their syntactic constructions either depended 
on verbs or because the context were unclear (nr. 179, 199, 201, 205, 210, 214, 227, 228, 232, 
234, 235, 248, 249, 250, 263, 264, 265). 
 
Table 17.1. uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ in the genitive plural in connection with prepositions 
 uhäü+ (occurrences) uhäüjd+ 
(occurrences) 
Totally 
läkæ6 
läkå6 
läkmvf 
3 (nr. 237, 239, 262) 2 (nr. 220, 222) 5 
jn+  22 (nr. 139, 142, 146, 
149, 158, 162, 165, 
168, 171, 189, 190, 
191, 13, 194, 200, 
231, 233, 236, 256, 
259, 260, 261) 
3 (nr. 186, 207, 208) 25 
hflb 4 (nr. 198, 202, 238, 
257) 
7 (nr. 213, 215, 216, 
217, 218, 219, 221) 
11 
 = 29 = 12 41 
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Table 17.2. uhäü+ and uhäüjd+ in the genitive plural in connection with substantives 
Substantives: uhäü+ uhäüjd+ Total 
dhävå   2 (nr. 203, 255) 1 (nr. 243) 3 
bcgjdälfzz-   0 2 (nr. 252, 253) 2 
vtcnj  1 (nr. 240) 0 1 
vhfr+  0 1 (n. 181) 1 
v+zjömcndj  3 (nr. 230, 254, 258) 0 3 
ztgjujztzb-  0 1 (nr. 196) 1 
jcnfdk-zb- 4 (nr. 43, 154, 169, 192) 23 (nr. 136, 141, 144, 
145, 152, 153, 155, 156, 
157, 159, 176, 177, 178, 
180, 182, 188, 195, 206, 
212, 224, 225, 226, 229) 
27 
jn+lfzb-  0 1 (nr.170) 1 
jn+geotzb- 2 (nr. 172, 174) 19 (nr. 135, 137, 140, 
147, 148, 150, 151, 160, 
161, 163, 164, 166, 167, 
173, 175, 242, 245, 246, 
247) 
21 
jxbotzb-  0 2 (nr. 187, 211) 2 
gktzbwf  1 (nr. 241) 1 (nr. 197) 2 
gjrfæzbt 0 1 (nr. 138) 1 
geotzb- 0 1 (nr. 223) 1 
ghjotzb- 0 2 (nr. 244, 251) 2 
hfplhäitzb- 0 2 (nr. 183, 185) 2 
hørjgbcfzb- 1 (nr. 204) 0 1 
evhmotzb- 0 1 (nr. 184) 1 
 = 14 = 58 = 72 
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Appendix 4. Excluded occurrences  
 
The following 13 occurrences were not included in this study. 
Source: Folio: Reason:  
ARC 1) uhäü+ in I.pl. on 174v:18 
2) csz+ in N.pl. on 128r:06 
1) later notation in the margin, 
2) in heading 
 
ASS 1) uhäü+ in the N.pl. on 
51c:04, 
2) csz+ in N.pl. on 127v:18, 
3) csz+ in N.pl. on 158r:15 
 
1) the spelling uh+cb was not included 
due to the use of the e-corpus 
2) and 3) in headings 
MAR (on pages; folios not stated)  
1) uhäü+ in G.pl. on p. 03:10  
2) csz+ in N.pl. on p. 10:13 
3) csz+ in N.pl. on p. 14:01 
 
These sentences were added later from 
another manuscript. 
MIR 1) ljv+ in G.pl. on 128a:16 
 
1) considered to be an adverbial 
construction 
1073 1) csz+ in N.pl. on 137d:27, 
2) csz+ in N.pl. on 138b:10, 
3) csz+ in N.pl. on 138d:15, 
4) csz+ in N.pl. on 209d:16 
1), 2), 3) in headings 
4) context unclear 
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Through the activities of Cyril and Methodius  
Byzantium won the Slav world  
for the Eastern Church 
(Nandriş 1965:02) 
 
 
